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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Motivation 
Practitioners are often faced with the problem of predicting the value of an 
unobservable random variable from the value of an observed data vector. For 
example, in animal breeding applications, it is usually assumed that the data follow 
a mixed linear model, that is, that each datum can be expressed as a linear 
combination of fixed effects, random effects, and a residual; in which case interest 
often centers on predicting the values of the random effects, or the values of various 
linear combinations of fixed and random effects. 
Goldberger (1962) and Henderson (1963) presented a solution to the problem 
of predicting the value of an unobservable random variable from the value of an 
observed data vector for the case where the variances of the random effects and 
residuals are known. However, in most applications, these variances are not known. 
The classical approach to the problem of predicting linear combinations of 
fixed and random effects, when the values of the variance components are not 
known, has been to estimate the variance components and to proceed thereafter as if 
these estimates were the true values (see, e.g., Harville, 1989, for a review). There 
are several problems with this approach : 
1. The properties of the predictors are hard to assess. In particular, when 
estimates of the variances are substituted for their true values, Goldberger's 
(1962) and Henderson's (1963) best linear unbiased predictor (BLUP) is no 
longer BLUP. [It can be shown, however, that under certain conditions the 
2 
predictor is still unbiased, as discussed in Chapter HI of this dissertation.] 
2. When the values of the variance components are estimated from the data, their 
sampling errors are generally not taken into account in the subsequent 
analysis. Therefore, the variance of the prediction error will generally be 
underestimated. 
3. Depending upon the size and characteristics of the data, point estimators of 
variance components can be highly variable. For certain values of the 
variance component estimators, the predictors obtained by substituting 
these values in the BLUP are intuitively unappealing. 
An alternative approach to the problem of predicting the value of a random 
variable from the value of a data vector when the variance components are unknown 
is the Bayesian approach. Some of the advantages of the Bayesian approach are: 
1. The Bayesian practitioner does not need to commit her/himself to a point 
estimate of the variance components in order to obtain a point predictor (or 
an interval predictor) for the random variables of interest. In fact, as will 
be shown in Chapter IV, a predictor can be obtained by 'averaging' the 
classical BLUP over all possible values of the variance components. 
2. Uncertainty about the true values of the variance components is formally 
incorporated into the analysis through the choice of the appropriate prior 
distribution. 
3. Given the data and the prior information about the unknown parameters, 
there exists an optimal (in a sense to be discussed in Chapter IV) Bayes 
predictor. 
4. All the available information about the random variable to be predicted is 
3 
contained in the posterior distribution of the random variable. The 
practitioner can, therefore, base all of her/his inferences on this 
distribution. 
5. The Bayesian approach is conceptually more appealing then the classical 
approach. 
Critics of the Bayesian approach have most often cited the following points: 
1. The Bayesian practitioner must formally express her/his prior beliefs about 
the unknown parameters in the form of a probability distribution. This 
aspect of the Bayesian approach will be discussed in Section I B. 
2. The Bayesian methodology is computer intensive. In many situations, 
integrations in several dimensions are required to obtain the required 
posterior distributions. While this may have been a valid criticism in the 
past, it is becoming increasingly feasible to perform numerical integrations in 
several dimensions. Further, it is possible, in many situations, to 
circumvent or reduce in dimension the numerical integration (see, e.g.. 
Box and Tiao, 1973; Macedo and Gianola, 1988; Harville, 1989). 
The objective of the present paper is to present a Bayesian approach to the 
prediction of a linear combination of fixed and random effects when the values of 
the variance components are unknown. 
A general class of informative and non-informative prior densities for the 
vector of variance components is proposed. This class is such that point and 
interval predictors of the random variable of interest, as well as a measure of their 
dispersion, can be obtained by evaluating integrals in at most one dimension. An 
approximation to the mean and the variance of the posterior density of the random 
4 
variable to be predicted is also discussed. 
B. The Bayesian Paradigm 
In this section, we give an overview of the Bayesian approach to prediction. 
Consider the problem of inference about an unknown parameter 0. The 
Bayesian approach is named after Thomas Bayes (1702 —1761). In this approach, 
unknown parameters are regarded as random variables. Even though Bayes seems 
to have been the first mathematician to so regard unknown parameters (Bayes, 
1763; Singer, 1979 ; Edwards, 1986) it was Laplace, in 1774, who formalized Bayes' 
ideas (Laplace, 1774 ; Stigler, 1987) and formulated them in terms of conditional 
probabilities. 
In the Bayesian approach, prior knowledge (or relative ignorance) about the 
unknown parameters is formally incorporated into the process of inference by 
assigning a prior distribution to the parameters (Box and Tiao, 1973 ; Berger, 
1985). The information contained in the prior distribution is combined with the 
information supplied by the data, through the likelihood fonction, into the 
conditional distribution of the parameters given the data, which is known as the 
posterior distribution. Inferences about the unknown parameters are based on the 
posterior distribution. Formally, letting ^ e 0 represent the unknown parameter 
about which inferences are to be made, and y the vector of data. 
[111 
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where is the probability density function (p.d.f.) of the prior distribution of 0, 
which reflects a prior (to observing the data) opinion about 6, and l(^|y) is the 
likelihood function, which contains the information in the data about 6. The 
marginal density of y is g(y) = l(tf|y) îr(d) d^. Since g(y) does not depend on 6, 
[1.1] can be equivalently written as 
p(^|y) « l(tf|y) ir(^. [1.2] 
(For simplicity, we restrict attention to the case where the prior distribution of 0 
and the conditional distribution of y given 6 are absolutely continuous.) 
The choice of a prior distribution is, in many cases, a very difficult step in 
the Bayesian analysis, and among the most controversial. Zellner (1971) 
distinguished two types of prior information: data based and non-data based. 
While data based prior information is obtained from prior experimentation on the 
subject, in a scientific manner, non-data based prior information is based on 
subjective personal opinions or beliefs and theoretical considerations. It seems to be 
the use of the latter type of prior information to which orthodox frequentists object, 
sometimes rather forcefully (Kempthome, 1972). 
A practitioner can express either prior ignorance or prior belief in her/his 
choice of a prior distribution. The two extremes in choosing a prior distribution are 
a non-informative prior distribution, having a "flat" probability density function, 
and a prior distribution that assigns probability one to a single value. A 
non-informative prior distribution may be improper, in the sense that its integral 
over the entire parameter space may not equal one, and in fact may equal infinity. 
6 
The use of improper prior densities has been criticized by many frequentists as well 
as by some Bayesians (see, e.g., Box and Tiao, 1973; Berger, 1985). 
Once the practitioner has decided on a prior distribution for the parameters 
in the model, she/he must obtain the marginal posterior distribution of the 
parameter of interest. Consider the case where there are two unknown parameters, 
0^ and &nd inferences are to be made about In this case, 0^ is sometimes 
referred to as a "nuisance parameter". Inferences about fg should, ideally, be based 
on ~ Jfj where represents the parameter space of Oy 
Often, this integration is difficult or impossible to perform analytically, and the 
Bayesian practitioner must resort to numerical integration or other approximations. 
Such difficulties have prevented the widespread use of Bayesian ideas, at least in 
some areas of application such as animal breeding. However, with the advent of 
powerful computers in the past few years, and ideas set forth by, for example, 
Gianola et al. (1986,1989), Harville (1974,1989), Harville and Callanan (1989), 
Lindley and Smith (1972), Macedo and Gianola (1988), Naylor and Smith (1982, 
1988), Smith (1973), and Smith et al. (1985), Bayesian methods have begun to be 
employed in many areas of application, including animal breeding (Carriquiry et al., 
1987; Foulley et al., 1987; Gfianola et al., 1989 ; Hoschele et al., 1987; Smith and 
Allaire, 1986). 
We now introduce terminology that is used in connection with the Bayesian 
approach to prediction. 
Definition 1.1: The posterior distribution of x is the conditional distribution of the 
random variable x, given the vector of observations y. 
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Definition 1.2: Let 9f denote a dass of density functions indexed by a parameter 
vector 0, for the vector of observations. A dass 9 of prior distributions is said to 
be a conjugate familv for 3^ if the posterior distribution of Oi^ in the class ^ for all 
f e «y and T 6 ^ (Berger, 1985, Section 4.2.2). 
Definition 1.3: Let y represent the vector of observations, and take f(x| y) to be the 
probability density function (p.d.f.) of the posterior distribution of a random 
variable x. A set S(y) is said to be a 100(l-a)% credible set if 
ii. f(x*| y) < f(x| y) for all x e S(y) and all x* ^  S(y), 
is called a 100(1—a)% highest posterior densitv credible set (HPD credible set). 
The following theorem gives some well known results on 100(1—a)% HPD credible 
sets. 
Theorem 1.1: Given f(x), x € R (where R denotes the set of all real numbers), a 
probability density function which is 
i. continuous, 
ii. unimodal, i.e., there is a unique x^ E R such that f(x) is strictly 
f(x|y) dx = 1 - a. 
Further, a set S(y) such that 
8 
increasing in (-m, and strictly decreasing in [x^^, -m), 
the following three definitions of an 100(1 — a)% HPD credible set are equivalent: 
1. A 100(1 — a)% HPD interval is an interval [a,b] such that 
b. min f(x) > max f(y) . 
X e [a,b] y t [a,b] 
2. Let Cj^ = { X € R: f(x) > k}. A 100(1 — a)% HPD credible set is , where 
is defined by 
(Berger, 1985). 
3. A 100(1 — a)% HPD credible set is an interval [xi, xs] such that 
rXj 
a. f(x) dx = 1 — a 
Jxi 
ryz 
b. X2 - xi = min {0: yj - yi = A and I f(x) dx > 1 - a}. 
Chapter n gives a formal definition of the general prediction problem to be 
considered, as well as of a special case of this general problem. All the models and 
corresponding notation, as well as some basic results from linear algebra, are 
presented in this chapter. 
a 
a 
or equivalently, where 
C. Organization of Subsequent Chapters 
9 
In Chapter III we describe, following Henderson (1973) and Harville (1985 
and 1989), four possible states of knowledge under which prediction is sometimes 
carried out. Prediction under the first, second, and third states of knowledge, as 
well as the classical approach to prediction under the fourth state of knowledge, are 
reviewed in this chapter. 
The Bayesian approach to the (point and interval) prediction of a random 
variable is discussed in Chapter IV. Details are given for the special case of the 
prediction of a linear combination of the fixed and random effects of a mixed linear 
model. Approximations to the mean and the variance of the predictor are also 
given. 
In Chapter V, we illustrate and compare the classical and Bayesian 
approaches to prediction in the context of an animal breeding problem. Some 
conclusions are presented in Chapter VI. 
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n. THE PREDICTION PROBLEM 
This chapter includes a brief introduction to the statistical prediction 
problem, both in general, and in the context of mixed linear models. 
A. Mixed T-inpar Modéis and Rdated Notation 
1. Formulation 
The mixed linear model postulates that the (observable) n x l random vector 
y is a linear combination of fixed and random effects plus a random residual error. 
Specifically, 
y = + Zs + e. [2.1] 
Here, 
i. ^ is a p X 1 vector of unknown parameters, usually called fixed effects; 
ii. 8 is a q X 1 vector of unobservable random effects, such that the distribution 
of 8 is q-dimensional with mean vector 0 (the null vector), and variance— 
covariance matrix a^I^ (where 1^ represents a q x q identity matrix); 
iii. X and Z are known, fixed matrices of dimensions n x p and n x q, respectively, 
with rank(X) = p* < p, and rank[X,Z] — p* = r, where r > 0; 
iv. e is an n X 1 unobservable vector of random residuals such that the 
distribution of e is n-dimensional with mean vector 0 and variance— 
2 
covariance matrix (r^I^; 
11 
V. the vectors e and s are statistically independent; 
vi. 0^ and are unknown, scalar — valued parameters called variance components. 
2 2 2 \ Define 7 = the variance ratio, and V = (I^ + ZZ'). Then, 
under model [2.1], the distribution of 7 is n-dimensional with mean vector XP and 
variance-covariance matrix V. In what follows, model [2.1] will be refered to as the 
TniTpH model. 
2 2 Since and are variances, they are inherently non-negative. Moreover, 
o 
in many applications, there is a known upper bound, say u, on 7. Let ^ = (7, 
We shall consider the following parameter space of the vector {0,0) 6 
0 = { A % E RP, (Tg > 0, 0 < 7 < u }, m > u > 0. 
Note that assumptions (ii) and (iv) seem rather restrictive, insofar as only 
constant multiples of the identity matrix are allowed as variance-covariance 
matrices for the vector of random effects and residuals. In many applications, it is 
useful to allow for more general variance-covariance matrices for the vector s. The 
following result establishes that, under certain conditions, more general models can 
be entertained by reducing them to [2.1] via a transformation. 
Let A be a q X q positive definite matrix. Let L represent any non—singular 
matrix such that A = LL'. (The existence of such a matrix follows from Searle, 
1982, Section 11A.2.C.) 
Model [2.1] can be generalized to the model 
12 
y = + Zs + e, [2.2] 
where the assumptions about fi, s, X, Z and e are the same as in model [2.1] except 
that assumption (ii) is replaced by the following assumption: 
ii\ s is a vector of unobservable random effects, such that the distribution of 
2 8 is q-dimensional with mean vector 0 and variance-covariance matrix A. 
Model [2.2] will subsequently be called the general mîToH model. 
Note that model [2.2] can be re-written as 
y = X)?+zV+e, [2.2'] 
where Z* = ZL and s* = L~^8. Under model [2.2'], Var(s*) = and hence 
models [2.1] and [2.2'] are statistically equivalent in the sense that the joint 
distribution of y and 8* under model [2.2'] is the same as the joint distribution of y 
and 8 under model [2.1]. Clearly, results for model [2.1] can be applied to model 
[2.2'], and hence — by transformation — to model [2.2]. 
So far, we have made no assumptions about the form of the joint distribution 
of y and s. In many applications, it is assumed that the distribution of y is 
multivariate normal (MVN) with mean vector Xfi and variance-covariance matrix 
13 
V = ag(I + 7ZZ'), that is, 
y ~ MVN (X^, alii + 7ZZ' )). [2.3] 
Note that model [2.3] is a member of the family of mixed models given by [2.1]. For 
this case, assumptions (i), (iii), (v), and (vi) remain unchanged, and assumptions 
(ii) and (iv) are changed to: 
ii^\ s is a vector of unobservable random effects such that the distribution of 
8isMVN(0,,7^Iq); 
iv^\ 6 is an n X 1 vector of unobservable random residuals such that e ~ MVN (0, 
"eU-
Model [2.3] will be referred to as the normal theory mixed model. 
Similarly, if the distribution of y is assumed to be MVN with mean vector 
o 
X0 and variance-covariance matrix V = + 7ZAZ'), that is, if 
y ~ MVN {X0, <7^(1 + tZAZ' )), [2.4] 
then model [2.4] is of the form of general mixed model [2.2] where assumptions (ii') 
and (iv) have been changed to: 
ii''\ 8 is a q » 1 vector of unobservable random effects, such that the 
14 
distribution of 8 is MVN(0, (T^A); 
iv^^\ e is an n X 1 vector of unobservable random residuals such that 
e~MVN(0,a2y. 
In what follows, model [2.4] will be denoted the normal theory general mixed model. 
Clearly, a transformation similar to that applied to model [2.2] can also be 
applied to model [2.4]; therefore, results ùom model [2.3] can be used on the 
transformed version of model [2.4] and hence, on model [2.4] itself. 
2. Some animal breeding considerations 
In many animal breeding applications, the elements of y represent the 
production records of animals, and the elements of s represent one half the breeding 
values (or transmitting abilities) of the sires (male parents) of the animals. In this 
case, the q * q matrix A reflects the genetic relationships among the q sires (see, 
e.g., Henderson 1974). 
An important genetic parameter is heritability, which is defined to be the 
proportion of the superiority observed in the parents that is transmittable to the 
offspring (Falconer, 1981). When the elements of s represent transmitting abilities 
(of sires or of female parents), heritability equals (under certain simplifying 
2 2 2 2 
assumptions) the parametric fu n c t i o n  h  = 4 a g / ( a g  +  f f g )  =  4 7 / ( l  +  7). 
O 9 9 
Since by definition h 6 [0,1], we have that / 3, or equivalently, that 0 < 7 < 
1 / 3 .  
15 
B. Fixed E£Gects Version of the Blixed linear Model 
In this section, we briefly discuss estimation for fixed linear models,that is, 
linear models all of whose effects are fixed. Much of the notation introduced in this 
section is useful in our discussion of mixed linear model [2.1]. 
1. Formulation 
Consider model [2.1] and suppose, for the moment, that s is treated as a 
o 
vector of fixed, unknown parameters, in which case, Var(y) = <7^1^. Then, the 
normal equations (NE) obtained by applying ordinary least squares (OLS) to [2.1] 
are 
X'X X'Z" X/y 
Z X Z'Z , 8 — .Z'y. 
Subsequently, ^ and S are used to represent the two parts of any solution to linear 
system [2.5]. 
Let = X(X'X)~X' (where B~ represents any generalized inverse of an 
arbitrary matrix B, i.e., any matrix such that BB~^ = B). Then, the vector s can 
be defined, equivalently, as any solution to the reduced NE 
Ci = m, [2.6] 
where C = Z'(I — P^)Z and m = Z'(I — P^)y. Equations [2.6] are obtained by 
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absorbing the first p equations in [2.5] into the remaining q equations. It is known 
that rank (C) = r (e.g., Harville and Fenech, 1985). The matrix C is a symmetric, 
non—negative definite real matrix, and has, therefore, r non-zero (positive, not 
necessarily distinct) eigenvalues, which we denote by the symbols A^,...,A^. Take 
R and U to be matrices of dimensions q x r and q * (q — r), respectively, whose 
columns are orthonormal eigenvectors of C, corresponding to the eigenvalues 
Ap...,A^ and 0,...,0, respectively. Thus, R and U are matrices such that R R = I^, 
U'U = CU = 0, R'U = 0, and, letting D = diag { Aj,...,A^}, CR = RD. 
When s is treated as a vector of unknown parameters, there exists a vector of 
r linearly independent estimable functions of 8. One such vector is 
t = ( tj^,...,tj )' = D^/^R's 
= D"^/2(RD)'8 
= D"^/2R'C8, [2.7] 
(Harville and Fenech, 1985) the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) of which 
would be 
* — ( *1' ' )' 
= D^/^R'g = D~^/^R'C 8 
= D~^/^R'm. [2.8] 
Expressions for the sums of squares in the customary analysis of variance 
table are given by Harville and Fenech (1985) and Harville (1989); in particular, the 
17 
sums of squares for s after and for residual are, respectively, 
r _ 9  S = i'm = S t. , 
® i=l ^ 
[2.9] 
[2.10] 
Note that a solution to linear system [2.5] can be obtained by first obtaining a 
solution S to linear system [2.6] and by then backsolving for from the first p 
equations in linear system [2.5]. 
2. An extension 
Consider now the extension of the results of Section n.B.l to model [2.2'] 
and hence to model [2.2]. In terms of model [2.2'], equations [2.6] are 
[2.11] 
where 
C* = Z*' (I^ - P^)Z* =L'Z'{ïj^- P^)ZL = L' CL, 
and 
m* = Z*' (I^ - Px)y = L' Z' (I^ - = L'm. 
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Subsequently, S* is used to represent any solution to [2.11], or equivalently, to 
XX X 
Z* X z' 
'Z*| pi 
'Z*J [g*J -
X'y 
LZ*'yJ 
Note that LI* is a solution to equations [2.6]. 
As shown by Harville and Callanan (1989), the matrix C* is positive 
semi-definite of rank r, and hence has r non-zero eigenvalues, say A*,...,A* 
Let R* be a q * r matrix whose columns are the orthonormal eigenvectors of 
C* corresponding to the r non-zero eigenvalues A^,...,A*. 
Consider now the problem of finding the r non-zero eigenvalues of C* and 
the matrix R*. If L is chosen so that C*= L^CLis a q * q diagonal matrix of the 
form 
^rxr 0 
0 0 
[2.12] 
(in addition to satisfying A = LL'or equivalently, L'A~^L = I) (e.g., Searle, 1982, 
Section A11.2.c), then the problem of finding R* and Ap...,A* can be 
circumvented. To see this, not that, when L CL is of the form [2.12], one choice for 
R is the matrix 
For this choice, 
R* = 
R*'R*=Ij, 
[2131 
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and 
R*'C*R* = R* L CLR* = L[CL^ = T, 
where L = [L^, Lg]. 
Definition 2.1: Two square matrices F and B are said to be similar if there exists a 
non-singular matrix P such that B = PFP~^. 
Lemma 2.1: Two similar matrices F and B have the same eigenvalues. 
Proof: If A is an eigenvalue of F, then, 
I B-AI I = I PFP~^-AI I 
= I PFP"^-APP~^| 
= |P| I F-AIj I P-^I 
= 0. 
Therefore, A is also an eigenvalue of B. Similarly, if A is an eigenvalue of B, then it 
is also an eigenvalue of F. 
• 
Clearly, 
LC*L"^ = LL'C = AC, 
implying that (in light of lemma 2.1) C* and AC are similar and hence have the 
same eigenvalues, that is, A*,...,A* are the non-zero eigenvalues of AC. 
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In terms of model [2.2'] (and for the special case where C* is of the form 
[2.12] and R* is given [2.13]) the vector t becomes 
= r"^/2R*'cV 
= r-^/^R^'L'CLL-^s 
= [2.14] 
In this case, the BLUE of t* is 
t*=r"^/2LJCi. [2.15] 
Note that 
t*/1* = 8*' C*' R*r"^/2r"^/2R*/ c*8*. 
Since C*R* = R*r, then 
i*'R*r~^R*'CV 
= S*'CV = 1'(L')"^L'CLL~^8 
= S'CS = t't = Sg. 
C. The General Prediction Problem 
In many applications, the problem of interest can be formulated as one of 
predicting the value of an unobservable random variable w from the value of an 
observable random vector y. We refer to this problem as the general prediction 
problem. In considering the general prediction problem, we assume that the first 
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and second moments of the joint distribution of w and y exist, and adopt the 
following notation: = E ( w ), ^  = E ( y ), = var ( y ), = var ( w ), 
and = cov (y,w). It is assumed that Vy is positive definite. 
The joint distribution of w and y can be interpreted in different ways. For a 
dassical frequentist, this distribution would represent a long—run frequency, while a 
Bayesian would regard it as a personal opinion about w and y and would interpret it 
in terms of degree of belief. 
Several authors (for example, Henderson, 1973; Harville, 1985,1989) have 
discussed the problem of predicting the value of w from the value of y under each of 
four different states of knowledge about the joint distribution of w and y. These 
four states of knowledge are: 
1. The joint distribution of w and y is known (the first state). 
2. Only the first and second moments of the joint distribution of w and y are 
known (second state). 
3. Knowledge is restricted to the values of the second moments of the joint 
distribution of w and y, though it is assumed that the elements of are 
linear functions of the elements of some unknown vector of parameters fi, 
and that is an estimable function of 0, that is, n^ = XP for some . 
matrix X, and for some vector A' in the row space of X (third 
state). 
4. Only the form of the first and second moments of the joint distribution of w 
and y is known. The form of the first moments is as in state 3. The 
elements of the second moments V„, v,„, and v are functions of known yi yfj yw 
form of an unknown parameter vector 0 belonging to some known parameter 
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space il (fourth state). 
Clearly, if the vector y follows mixed linear model [2.1], the problem of 
predicting a linear combination of fixed and random effects, say + <p'a, from 
the value of y can — by taking vr — X'0+ ip's —he formulated as a special case of 
the general prediction problem. This special case will be referred to as the mixed 
model prediction problem. In this special case, 
E ( w ) = A'/î [2.16] 
var ( w ) = y'y = [2.17] 
cov (y,w) = (Tg Zy = iZtp, [2.18] 
and the four states of knowledge can be interpreted as follows : 
1. The joint distribution of s and e has a density which is known, and the value 
of the vector X/7 is also known. 
2. The vector X/?, as well as the quantities 7 and are known. 
3. It is known that n = Xfi and ft = X'P + (p'a, but the value of the vector is y w 
2 
unknown. The value of the parameters 7 and is known. 
o 
4. Knowledge about and is as in 3. In addition, the values of 7 and are 
unknown. 
Subsequently, it is assumed, in considering the mixed model prediction problem, 
that 0= (7, (T^y. 
The mixed model prediction problem can be extended to the case where y 
follows general mixed linear model [2.2]. To do so, set w = X'0 + where 
= (p'L. Then, 
E(w) = yp 
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var(w) = cTg 7V*'[2.19] 
cov(y,w) = ffg 7Z*v>* = ffgTZAyj. [2.20] 
Note that under normal theory mixed model [2.3] (or normal theory general 
mixed model [2.4]) the form of the joint distribution of y and w is known, and 
therefore, there is no distinction between the first and the second states of 
knowledge as they have been defined here. 
From a frequentist viewpoint, predicting the value of w under the fourth 
state of knowledge presents considerable difficulty. While predictors for w are 
available (see, for example, Harville, 1989), their properties are hard to assess. 
It will be argued, in Chapter IV, that the Bayesian approach to the 
prediction of w under the fourth state of knowledge, provides an alternative that is 
conceptually appealing, and it will be shown that, in many applications, the 
Bayesian approach is computationally feasible. 
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m. THE PREDICTION PROBLEM UNDER DIFFERENT 
STATES OF KNOWLEDGE 
The problem of predicting the value of w from 7, under the different states 
of information about the joint distribution of 7 and w, was previously considered, in 
a mixed model context, by Henderson (1973). Henderson, who took an animal 
breeding perspective, proposed a solution for the third state of knowledge and made 
suggestions regarding prediction under the fourth state of knowledge. 
Much has been written on the prediction problem, both in the balanced data 
case and the unbalanced data case. For a comprehensive review on the subject, the 
reader should refer to Wilk and Kempthome (1955) and Urquhart et al. (1970). 
Recently, there has been considerable work (e.g., Harville and Fenech, 1985; 
Gianola and Fernando, 1986; Gianola et al., 1986; Jeske and Harville, 1986; Macedo 
and Gianola, 1988; Harville, 1989) on the general prediction problem and its special 
cases under the fourth state of knowledge. The classical techniques that have been 
proposed (for example, Jeske and Harville, 1986; Harville, 1989) are rather ad hoc. 
The Bayesian approach provides a conceptually appealing and elegant, though 
computer intensive, alternative to the prediction of w under the fourth state of ' 
knowledge (Gianola et al., 1986; Macedo and Gianola, 1988; Harville, 1989). 
In this chapter, we discuss the prediction problem under the first three states 
of knowledge, firom a classical and Bayesian perspective, and under the fourth state 
of knowledge from a classical viewpoint. 
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A. Some UseM Definitions 
In this section, we define concepts and introduce terminology that will be 
used in the rest of this paper. The first four definitions refer to a point predictor of 
w, say d(y). Unless otherwise indicated, all probabilities and expectations are 
defined with respect to the (unconditional) joint distribution of w and y. 
Definition 3.1: The difference between the predictor and the random variable to be 
predicted, d(y) — w, is called the prediction error. 
Definition 3.2: The predictor d(y) is said to be unbiased, in the sense described by 
Goldberger (1962) and Henderson (1963), if E [d(y) — w] = 0. 
Note that E [d(y) — w] = E {E[d(y) - w | y]}. 
Definition 3.3; The mean squared error (MSE) of the predictor d(y) is 
E[(d(y)-w)^ 
Note that, if d(y) is an unbiased predictor, i.e., if E [d(y)] = then the MSE is 
equal to the variance of the prediction error, that is, to var [d(y) — w]. Note also 
that E [(d(y)-w)^] = E {E[d(y) - w)^|y]}. 
Definition 3.4 : A point predictor d (y) of w is said to be a location-eauivariant 
predictor if 
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d (y + Xb) = d (y) + A'b 
for every p * 1 vector b and for ail vectors y in dP. 
The following two definitions pertain to an arbitrary prediction set for w, say 
S(y). 
Definition 3.5 : The set S(y) is said to be an exact 100(1—@1% prediction set if 
Pr [w 6 S(y)] = 1 - a. 
Definition 3.6 : The set S(y) is said to be an approximate 100(1—a)% prediction set 
if Pr [w e S(y)] « 1 — a. 
B. The Prediction Problem under the First State of Knowledge 
1. Point prediction 
When the joint distribution of w and y is known, it is well known that the 
optimal point predictor of w is the mean of the conditional distribution of w 
given y. It is optimal in the sense that it minimizes the MSE of prediction. 
From a Bayesian viewpoint, the conditional MSE E [(d(y) — w) | y] of a 
point predictor d(y) is interpretable as a Bayes expected loss, and the unconditional 
MSE of d(y), that is E [(d(y) — w)^], is interpretable as a Bayes risk (Berger, 1985). 
It is a simple task to show that the conditional MSE, as well as the unconditional 
MSE, is minimized 'uniquely' by setting d(y) = E (w|y) (see, for example. Berger, 
1985). 
Since E [E(w|y)] = E (w), it is clear that the conditional mean E (w|y) is an 
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unbiased predictor of the value of w. Further, the conditional MSE of the predictor 
E (w|y) is equal to the variance of the conditional distribution of w given y, i.e., 
E [(E(w I y)-w)^ I y] = var (w I y). [3.1] 
Thus, 
E [(E(w I y)-w)^] = E [var (w | y)]. [3.2] 
2. Interval prediction 
Recall definition 3.4, and let Sj^(y) be a set of values of w (a set which may 
vary with the value of y) such that Pr [w e Sj^(y) | y] = 1 — a. The set Sj^(y) is 
interpretable as a 100(1 — a)% Bayesian credible set (Berger, 1985). 
Assume that for each given y, the conditional distribution of w given y has a 
probability density function (p.d.f.), which we denote by f(w|y). 
If the set S^(y) is such that f(w*| y) < f(w| y) for all w € Sj(y) and all w* 
S^(y), then it can be regarded as a 100(l-a)% HPD credible set. As discussed in 
Section LB, this set has shortest 'length' among all 100(1 — ot)% credible sets. 
3. Spedal case: mixed model prediction problem 
Consider the mixed model prediction problem described in chapter II.C. 
Suppose that X^, 7 and are known, and it is also known that s and e are jointly 
distributed as a multivariate normal (MVN) random vector. That is, consider the 
mixed model prediction problem under the special case of normal theory mixed 
model [2.3]. Then, the joint distribution of w and y is MVN and a , V , and pL , y y w 
and v^ and v^^, which are given by [2.16] — [2.18], are known, so that we are in the 
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first state of knowledge. 
The conditional mean and variance of w are 
E(w|y) = X'ff+ + TZZ'rV-Xffl M 
Tai(w|y) = i^7(»'[I|j-7Z'(Ijj+ '(ZZ')~^Z](p. [3.4] 
Expressions [3.3] and [3.4] may not be suitable for computation, since the 
dimensions of the matrix + iZZ' may be quite large. We now give some 
alternative representations for E(w|y) and var(w|y). 
The following result is given, e.g., by Dempster et al. (1981). 
Lemma 3.1: Let A be a positive definite matrix and B any matrix of appropriate 
dimensions. Then, 
AB'(I + BAB')"^ = (A"^ + B'B)~^B'. 
ProoC Consider the equality 
(A"^ + B B)AB' = B'(I + BAB'). 
Pre- and post-multiplying both sides of this equality by (A~^ + B B)"^ and 
(I + BAB')""^, respectively, yields the desired result. 
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Setting A = I and B = 7^/^Z in Lemma 3.1 leads to the following result. 
Corcdlaiy 3.1: Letting E = + 7ZZ', 
7Z'fl"^ = 7(Iq+7Z'Zr^Z'. [3.5] 
CoroUaiy 3.2: By making use of Corollary 3.1, expressions [3.3] and [3.4] can be 
rewritten as 
E(w|y) = [3.6] 
var(w|y) = + 7Z'Z)~^7Z'Z]^p 
= ^V(Iq+7Z'ZrV. [3.7] 
• 
If y follows mixed linear model [2.2], expressions for the conditional mean 
and variance of w given y are 
E (w|y) = 7v'L(I + 7L'Z'ZLr^L'Z'(y-X^ 
= + 7Z'Zr^Z'(y-X^, [3.8] 
var(w|y) = a|7^'L(I+ 7L'Z'ZL)~^L'y> 
= a27v»'(A-^ + 7Z'ZrV, [3.9] 
as can be determined from Lemma 3.1. 
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C. The Prediction Problem under the Second State of Knowledge 
Suppose that the joint distribution of w and y is unknown, but that the value 
of its first and second moments are known. In this case, the conditional mean 
E(w|y) and the set Sj^(y) can no longer be used for prediction. 
1. Frequentist pdnt prediction 
One approach is to restrict the choice of a predictor to the class of linear 
predictors, that is, predictors of the form d(y) = k + a'y. 
The vector a and the scalar k can be chosen so that d(y) minimizes the MSB 
of the predictor E [(d(y) — w)^]. It can be shown, (e.g., Smith, 1936; Hazel, 1943) 
that the minimizing values of a and k are a = Vy~^y and k = — 
Vy~^/iy, aud heuce that 
»?{y) = Mw + Vy^'Vy-\y - /iy) [S.lO] 
is the best linear predictor, that is, among all linear predictors, [3.10] minimizes the 
MSB of the predictor. 
If the joint distribution of y and w is MVN, then the best linear predictor 
rj{j), equals E(w|y). 
The predictor ri{j) is unbiased, as is easily verified. Further, letting v^ = v^ 
— V 'V , yw y yw' 
E [(»Ky) - w)^] = var [t^y) - w] 
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var [J7(y)] + var (w) - 2cov [*7(7) ,w] 
yw = V — V w yw y 'V_~V 
= V [3.11] 
Additional properties of r^j) as a predictor of w have been discussed by, for 
example, Henderson (1973) and Harville (1989). 
Complete knowledge of f i .  v_, , v„, and V_ is not required to compute 
w w y yw y 
r^j) or Vg. For example, to compute »/(y) it sufBces to know the vector Vy~^ 
and the scalar Vy^'Vy~Vy. 
2. Animal breeding considerations 
Linear predictors of the form [3.10] have been used in animal breeding 
applications since Hazel (1943) formalized the idea of a selection index. In deriving 
the selection index methodology. Hazel implidty assumed that E(w|y) is linear in y, 
as would be the case if the joint distribution of w and y were MVN. Henderson 
(1973) maintained that Lush was using the best linear predictor as a basis for 
truncation selection long before Hazel published his selection index theory in 1943. 
Predictors of the form [3.10] are not applicable in most animal breeding 
settings. Consider the mixed model prediction problem defined in Section U.C. To 
use [3.10] as a predictor of w, we would require knowledge of the values of X'P and 
2 Xfi (as well as of 7 and a^). These quantities are, in general, unknown. 
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3. Bayedan point piediction 
The Bayesian solution to the problem of predicting w when the form of the 
joint distribution of w and y is not known, is straightforward. It amounts to 
incorporating prior knowledge into the analysis so as to complete the specification of 
the joint distribution of w and y and then proceeding as in Section in.B. 
4. Interval prediction 
It is known that the mean and the variance of the prediction error of the best 
linear predictor are 0 and v^, respectively. However, the form of the distribution of 
the prediction error is unknown. 
One could obtain a 100(1 — a)% prediction set SgCy) of values of w, by 
assigning some distribution with mean 0 and variance v^ to the prediction error, and 
acting as though this were the true distribution. One could then determine a set 
82(7) of values of r]{j) — w such that Pr [j^y) - w € SgCy)] = 1 — a, under the 
assigned distribution. The set SjCy) of values of w such that j?(y) —we SgCy), is an 
exact 100(1 — a)% prediction set if the assigned distribution coincides with the true 
distribution. Otherwise, it is an approximate 100(1 — a)% prediction set. 
D. The Prediction Problem under the Third State of Knowledge 
In some applications, including many animal breeding applications, the first 
moments of the joint distribution of w and y are not known, in which case d(y) and 
T^j) can no longer serve as a predictor of w. 
In the third state of knowledge, it is assumed that v^, v^^, and are 
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known, and that /i and u are of the general form X0 and X'P, respectively, where y w 
/9is an unknown vector of parameters, X is a known matrix, and A' is a known 
member of the row space of X. 
1. Freqnentist paint prediction 
Since the value of /9is unknown, rj(y), which is expressible as 
•KT) = (A' + y^V-^T (3.12) 
cannot, in general, be determined &om the available information. However, if in 
expression [3.12], (A' — Vy^'Vy.~^X)/3is replaced by an estimator, then 7/(y) can be 
converted into a predictor. 
Lemma 3.2: The best (minimum variance) linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) of 
(A' — V 'V ~^X)^is (A' — ~^X)Â where ^is any solution to the Aitken yw y yw y 
equations 
(X'Vy-lx)?=X'Vy-V [3.13] 
Proo£ See, e.g., Rao, 1965. 
• 
Lemma 3.3: Consider linear predictors of w of the form d(y) = k + a'y. For values 
of k and a^ such that d(y) is unbiased, the mean square error of d(y) is minimized 
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by 
= ( y  -Ty„'Vj-^x)(X'\çix)TC'\ri + 
k = 0, 
that is, 
^y) = k + â'y 
= (A' - y^-V-^X)-0 + V'Vy-V (3.14) 
is the best (minimum MSE) linear unbiased predictor (BLUP) (Goldberger, 1962; 
Henderson, 1963). 
Proof : Suppose that k + a'y is a linear unbiased predictor of w, in which case k = 
0 and a^X = Then, 
MSE[k + a'y] = E[a'y-wf 
= var [a'y — w] 
= var [(a — a)'y - (w - â'y)] 
= var [(a — a)'y] + var [w — â'y] — 2cov [(a — â)'y, w — â'y]. 
Observe that 
cov[(a-â)'y,w-â'y] = cov(a'y,w) -cov(a'y,â'y) -cov(â'y,w) + var(â'y) 
= » ' V  - V V + V '  
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-  [ A ' ( X ' V y X ) - X ' "  y V V V  
+ V"*ÇV> + 
- vg^x(x'vpix)-x'v;i|T^} 
= 0. 
Therefore, 
MSE[k + a'y] = var[(a - a)'y] + var[w - â'y] 
> var[w —â'y] 
= MSE [â'y]. [3.15] 
• 
WT*=v« + (A' -Ty^'Vy-lx)(X'Vy-lxr(A -X-Vy-'vy^). Thai, 
according to Harville (1989), 
E [(^y) - w)^] = var [^y) - w] 
= Vg + var[(A' -
= ^e + - V' 
= V* [3.16] 
In addition to being linear and unbiased and having minimum MSE among 
all linear unbiased predictors, ^y) is, as stated by Harville (1989), a 
location-equivariant predictor, and has minimum MSE among all linear 
location-equivariant predictors. 
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a. Spedal case: mixed modd prediction problem Suppose now that = 
ag(I + 7ZZ') and that and are given by [2.17] and [2.18], as is the case 
when y follows mixed linear model [2.1] and w = X'fi + tp's. 
The Aitken equations and the BLUP of w are, respectively, 
X'(I^ + tZZT^X? = X'(I^ + TZZTV, [317] 
%3) = (A' + 7ZZ'r^3q?+ W'Z'(In + TZZTV 
= A'?+ w'Z'(Ig + TZZ-r^y-Xft. [3.18] 
Further, 
V* = Yç + <^|A' - Wi'(\ + 7ZZ'r^3q(X'(I^ + TZZ-r^jq" 
« (A - 7X'(I^ + TZZ'r^Z^, (3.191 
and 
Vg = (t\ l/fp' [Iq - 7Z' (I^ + 7ZZ' )~h]y. [3.20] 
The following lenuna, together with Lemma 3.1, is useful in reexpressing 
[3.17] — [3.20] in a form more suitable for computation. 
Lemma 3.4: Consider any three matrices, A, B, and C, such that A = B + C, 
where tf(G) C t$'(B) and ,%(C) c ,%(B). Here, if and 52 denote the column and 
the row space of a matrix, respectively. Let S, T and U be arbitrary matrices such 
that C = STU. Then, the matrix 
G = B~-B~S T (T + T U B~S T)~T U B~ 
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is a generalized inverse of A. 
Proof: See, e.g., Harville, 1976, Section 3. 
• 
Application of Lemma 3.4 with B = I^, S = Z, T = 1^, and U = 7 Z' gives 
Expressions [3.17] — [3.20] can now be reexpressed in a form more convenient 
for computation. Note that these expressions involve the inverse of a matrix of 
dimensions n * n, which could be very expensive to compute directly. Therefore, 
using Corollary 3.1 and result [3.21], expressions [3.17] — [3.20] can be rewritten, 
respectively, as follows: 
(In + 
= »;\-7Z(I,+ 7Z'Zr'z'l- [3.21] 
X'[I„-7Z(I,+ TZ'Zrlz'lXiS = 
X'Pa-TZpq+TZ'Zr'z'ly, 
Hj) = A'3+ 
[3.22] 
[3.23] 
where 
a = (I+7Z'Zrlz'(y-Xa, 
or, equivalently. 
(I+7Z'Z)u = Z'(y-X30, [3.24] 
and 
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V*=v«+ + 7Z'Zr^Z'Xl{X'[Ij 
- iZ(I^ + TZ'Zr'z'lxnA - 7X'Z(Iq + 7Z'Zr'»4. 
[3.25] 
where 
W'|I. - -Klg + -,z'z)-lz'z]y 
= <^7»''(I,+ TZ'ZrV- M 
b. The mixed modd equations Clearly, in the special case of the mixed 
model prediction problem, ^y) and its MSE v* can be computed from [3.23] — 
[3.26]. Henderson, (1953) and Henderson et al. (1959) proposed an essentially 
equivalent approach. This approach is based on solving the following system of 
linear equations which are called the mixed model equations (MME): 
X X X'Z7 
Z X Z'Z7+IJ 
' QJ 
3 •X'y 
Û .Z'y. [3.27] 
where 5 = 7Ù. 
We now verify that expressions [3.22] and [3.24], which define and u, 
respectively, can be obtained from a solution to [3.27]. 
From the first set of q equations in [3.27], 
Û = (I+ 7Z'Z)"^Z'(y-X^. [3.28] 
Using [3.28] in the first set of p equations in linear system [3.27], we find that 
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X'X^+ 7X'Z(I+ 7Z'Zr^Z'(y-X^) = X'y, 
or, equivalently, 
X'[I-7Z(I+ 7Z'Z)"^Z']X^ = X'[I-7Z(I+ 7Z'Zr^Z']y. [3.29] 
Expression [3.29] is obtained by absorbing the q equations for n into those for 
p. The solution for n can then be obtained by backsolving from [3.28]. 
Alternatively, the equations for p can be absorbed into those for û, in which 
case the system of equations 
(I + 7C)fi = m [3.30] 
can be used to obtain a solution for n, and 
X'X^=X'(y-7Zu) [3.31] 
for backsolving for p. 
Expression [3.26] for v* can also be obtained from a solution to linear system 
[3.27]. Following Harville (1989), let 
G = fGll =12 
®21 ®22 
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represent any generalized inverse of the coefficient matrix of linear system [3.27], 
and write 
V* = ag{A'Gj^A + A'GjgV + w'Gg^A + iry'Gggy}. [3.32] 
Harville (1989, Section 5.3) verified that expression [3.32] for v* is equivalent to 
[3.26], by setting G equal to a generalized inverse of the coefficient matrix of linear 
system [3.27] associated with the absorption of the equations for û into those for 0. 
An alternative choice for G is 
Gjj = (X'X)" + 7(X'X)"X'Z(I + 7Cr^Z'X(X'X)~ [3.33] 
Gi2 = - -iX'Xr^' Z(I + tC)"^ [3.34] 
®21 = - (I + 7Cr^Z'X(X'Xr [3.35] 
and 
G22 = (I+7Cr^ [3.36] 
The choice [3.33] — [3.36] is that which corresponds to the absorption of the 
equations for ^into those for n. We find that, for G as given by [3.33] — [3.36], 
substitution into [3.32] yields 
V* = a2{A'(X'XrA + -iip' - A'(X'X)-:X'Z](I + 'yC)-l[v,-Z'X(X'X)-A]}. 
[3.37] 
Direct inversion of a matrix of order n is not required to obtain the BLUP 
^y) or its prediction error variance v*, since, as indicated, these can be obtained 
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from a solution to linear system [3.27]. 
In many applications, the dimension of the vector s is smaller than that of p. 
Further, the matrix X X is often diagonal, and therefore, (X'X)~^ can be easily 
obtained. In these cases, it is more convenient, from a computational viewpoint, to 
absorb the equations corresponding to ^ into those for û. In what follows, we 
present alternative representations for the BLUP ^y) and its MSE v* which are 
expressed in terms of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix G. 
c. Some alternative expressions for the best linear unbiased predictor 
(BLUP) Consider the identity 
7(1, + icr^c = I, - (I, + tC)-! [3.38] 
(Harville, 1989). The vector 3 = tu can be reexpressed in terms of s, as follows: 
5 = 7(Iq + 7C)~^m 
= 7(Iq + 7C)-^C8 
= g - (Iq + 7C)~^8. [3.39] 
Further, from [3.31], the BLUE of can be written as: 
X'0= X'{X'XyiL'Y-y{X'XrX.*Za. [3.40] 
Harville and Fenech (1985) showed that 
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(Iq + TC)"^ = BKlj. + 7Dr^R' + UU' 
= R(I^ + 7D)"^R' + I - RR' 
= I - iBilj. + 7Dr^DR', [3.41] 
implying that 
R' (I, + tC)-' = (Ij + 7»)"'^'. [3.42] 
Notice that, once the eigenvalues of G have been computed, the inverse of 
(I + tG) can be easily obtained from [3.41] for any value of 7. 
Let t. represent the BLUP of t., and define t = (t^,...,t^)\ Recall from [2.7] 
that t = D^/^R's. Then, 
t = D^/^R'8 
= D^/Vs - D^/V(Iq + 7Gr^8 
= D^/^R'S - + 7D)~^R'8 
= t - (Ij. + 7D)~^t 
= 7D(Ij + 7Dr^t. [3.43] 
Moreover, following Harville (1989), 
S = 7(Iq+7C) 
= 7R(Ij. + 7D) ^R m + 7UU'm 
= 7R(IJ + 7D)~^R'm + 7XJU'C8 
= 7R(IJ + 7D)-^D^/^t 
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= + iOrH 
= [3.44] 
The BLUP ^y) of w can now be expressed in terms of t by substituting from 
[3.31] and [3.44] into [3.23] as follows: 
W) = ^ 'P+ 
= A'(X'X)~:X'y + [ip' - A'(X'X)":X'Z]8 
= A'(X'X)"X'y + 7[v>' - A'(X'X)":X'Z]R(Ij. + 'yDr^D^/^t. 
[3.45] 
Further, from expression [3.37] for v*, 
V* = al {A'(X'XrA + -iv' - A'(X'X)^'Z](Iq + ?C)-^[y-Z'X(X'XrA]} 
= c\ {A'(X'XrA + TIV' - A'(X'X)"X'Z][v»-Z'X(X'XrA] 
- 'fltp' - A'(X'X)~X'Z]R(I^ + 7D)"^DR'[V>- Z'X(X'XrA]}. 
[3.46] 
Note that expression [3.46] for the variance of the prediction error of the 
BLUP involves obtaining the inverse of the diagonal matrix (I + 7D) and the 
generalized inverse of the matrix X X The matrix X can always be transformed 
into a full (column) rank matrix (through reparametrization); moreover, in many 
applications X'Xis a diagonal matrix, in which case the inverse (X'X)~^ can be 
easily obtained. Therefore, once the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix C 
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have been computed, [3.46] provides a convenient (from a computational 
standpoint) expression for computing v*. 
d. An extension Consider the prediction problem when y follows general 
A 
mixed linear model [2.2], that is, when = ^^(I + 7ZAZ' ), v^ and are as 
given by [2.19] and [2.20], and w = X'fi + (p's. 
The Aitken equations [3.17] become 
X'(I + 7Z*Z*'r^X^ = X'(I + 7Z*Z*')"V, 
or, equivalently, 
X' (I + TZLL' Z' r^XP = X' (I + TZLL' Z' )~V, 
which can be reexpressed as 
X' (I + TZAZ' )"^X3 = X' (I + TZAZ' )~V. [3.47] 
TheBLUPofw^y)[3.18]is 
W = A'i&+ 7/'Z*'(I + 7z*z*0"\y-x^, 
where ^ is any solution to [3.47]. Thus, 
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^y) = A'j&+ 7v'LL'Z'(I + 7ZLL'Z'r\y-X^ 
= y fi+ 7V>' AZ' (I + iZAZ' r\j - [3.48] 
Moreover, the prediction error variance v* of the BLUP can be written as 
v*= Vg + -7/'Z*'(I + 7Z*Z*0"^X][X'(I + tZ^T^X]" 
X [A - 7X'(I + 7Z*Z*')~^Z*vj1 
=  Vg+ al[X' -7^'LL'Z'(I + 7ZLL'Z'r^X][X^(I + 7ZLL'Z'r^X]" 
X [A - 7X' (I + 7ZLL' z' yhLL' 
= Vg+ a\[\' -7v>'AZ'(I + 7ZAZ'r^X][X'(I + 7ZAZ')~^X]~ 
X [A -7X'(I + ilkVyHki^, [3.49] 
where 
Vg = ^^7/11- 7Z*'(I + TZVT^Z*]/ 
= -7LL'Z'(I+ 7ZLL'Z')~^ZLL']y> 
= a2^y>'[A-7AZ'(I+7ZAZ0"^ZA]¥» [3.50] 
Applying Lemma 3.4 with B = I, C = 7ZAZ', S = ZA, T = A~^, and U = 
7AZ' ; [3.47] can be expressed in a form more suitable for computation, namely 
X'[I-7Z(A"^ + 7Z'Z)~V]X^= X'[I-7Z(A"^ + 
[3.51] 
Further, applying Lemma 3.1, 
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fiij) = yp+ 7<p'(A-^ + iz'zrh'ij-x'fi). [3.52] 
Finally, the prediction error of the BLUP can now be reexpressed as 
v*=Vg+ al[X' -7V'(A"^ + 7Z'Zr^Z'X][X'(I-iZ{A~^ + iZ'Zrh')Xr 
X [A - 7X'Z(A"^ + il'[3.53] 
where 
Vg = ag7y'(A'"^ + 7Z"Z)"^y. [3.54] 
The BLUP of w and its prediction error variance depend on the matrix A 
only through the value of its inverse, A~^. In animal breeding applications, A is 
called the relationship matrix, and its elements reflect the genetic covariances 
among related animals. Henderson (1976) devised a method for obtaining A~^ 
directly, without inverting A. Therefore, expressions [3.51] — [3.54] are convenient, 
from a computational viewpoint, since they depend on A~^ rather than on A. 
Consider the system of linear equations [3.27]. In terms of model [2.2'], 
these equations are 
X X X'Z*7 
Z*/x Z*'Z*7 + I 
& • • X'y-
. z *'y. 
or, equivalently. 
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XX X'ZL7 ^ • • XV 
L'Z'X L'Z'ZL7 + L'A~^L .Û*. [3.55] 
1 Pie-multiplying both sides of the second equation in [3.55] by (L') yields 
X'X X'Z7 3 X/y 
Z'X Z'Z7+A~^. Û N [3.56] 
where û = In* The linear system [3.56] is the mixed model equations that 
correspond to general mixed model [2.2] (see, e.g., Henderson, 1984, Section 3.1). 
Proceeding as in Section in.D.l.b, we now verify that the BLUP of w and its 
prediction error variance can be obtained &om a solution to [3.56]. 
From the second set of q equations in [3.58] we find that 
a = ( A~^ + tZ' Zr^Z' (y - X^. [3.57] 
Substituting into the first set of p equations we obtain 
X'Xfi+ 7X'Z(A"^ + = X'y, 
or, equivalently. 
X' [I - 7Z(A"^ + il' Zr^Z']X^ = X' [I - 7Z(A~^ + il' Z)"^Z']y 
[3.58] 
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for solving for % Expression [3.57] can then be used for backsolving for n. It is 
dear then, that if 
^y) = A'^+ 
= 7V>'La 
= A'3+7^'Û, [3.59] 
using [3.57] and [3.58] in [3.59] yields the BLUP of w given by [3.52]. 
Alternatively, a solution for P and û can be obtained by absorbing the 
equations for '0 into those for û, in which case, n is the solution to the linear system 
(A~^ + 7C)û = m. [3.60] 
A solution for P can then be obtained by backsolving from 
X'X3=X'(y-7Zû). [3.61] 
Consider expression [3.32] for v* presented by Harville (1989). The following 
choice for the matrix G: 
Gjj = (X'X)~+ 7(X'X)^'Z(A"^ + 7Cr^Z'X(X'Xr, 
Gi2 = - 7(X'X)-X'Z(A"^ + 7C)-\ 
Ggi =-(A-^ + 7Cr^Z'X(X'Xr, 
and 
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= (A-1 + tC)-!, 
yields 
v*= a2{A'(X'XrA+ tIv' -A'(X'X)"X'Z](A"^+ 'yCr^[y-Z'X(X'X)-A]}. 
[3.62] 
Note that [3.62] could have also been obtained directly, from [3.37], by substituting 
y>*, Z* and C* for ip, Z and C, respectively. 
We now present alternative representations for the BLUP of w and its MSB 
V*. Consider expressions [3.45] and [3.46]. The corresponding representations for 
^y) and v* in the case where y follows general mixed linear model [2.2], can be 
obtained — by extension — from applying results from Section UI.D.l.c to mixed 
model [2.2^]. These equations are 
^y) = A'(x'x)":x'y + i_ip' - A'(x'x)^'z]R*(i + 
[3.63] 
and 
v* = (Tg{A'(X'XrA + ?[y' -A'(X'X)~X'Z][»7-Z'X(X'XrA] 
-A'(X'X)^'Z]R*(I+ 7rr^rR*'[^-Z'X(X'XrA]}, 
[3.64] 
, r and t* are as defined in Section n.B.2. where R* = Ir 
0 
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2. Bayedan point prediction 
a. General case The Bayesian approach to the prediction of w when the 
first-order moments of the joint distribution of w and y are not known, consists of 
the following steps. Regard ^ as a random vector and assign a prior distribution to 
p. Consider the joint distribution of w and y in the third state of knowledge as the 
conditional joint distribution given p. Since (on the basis of prior information) the 
joint conditional distribution of w and y given fi can be specified (up to the value of 
/9), the unconditional joint distribution of w and y can be derived. One can then 
proceed as in section B. 
b. linear Bayes prediction Suppose that 0 is assigned a prior distribution 
with mean vector a and variance-covariance matrix S = 61^, where 6 > 0 and a 
and c are known,. Without loss of generality, assume p = p* and denote by 
E^(. ), var^(. ), and cov^(.,.) an expectation, variance, and covariance, 
respectively, defined with respect to the unconditional distribution of w and y. 
Then, 
E^( w = A'E*(/3) = A'a 
E#(y = Xo 
var^( y = Vy + e XX' 
var^( w = v^+ c A'A 
cov^(y,w = Vy^+eXA. 
Clearly, the first— and second-order moments of the unconditional joint 
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distribution of w and y are known. 
Following Haitigan (1969), a point predictor for w can be obtained by 
applying the results in section in.C to the unconditional distribution of w and y. 
This predictor is 
= A'«+(T^ + eXA)'(Vy + eXX'r^(y-Xo) 
and its MSE is 
+ tA'A - (v^ + £X*')'(Vy + tXXT^Vy^ + 6XA). 
3. Interval prediction 
A £requentist, 100(1 — a)% approximate prediction interval for the value of 
w can be obtained by reasoning similar to that described in Section ni.C.4. Assign 
some distribution with mean 0 and variance v* to the prediction error, ^y) — w, 
and act as if this were the true distribution. One can define a set Sg(y) of values of 
^y) - w, such that Pr [^y) — w 6 Sg(y)] = 1 —a under the assigned distribution. 
The set Sg(y) of values of w such that ^y) — w 6 Sg(y) can be regarded as a 
100(1 — a)% prediction set for w. If the true distribution of ^y) — w does not 
coincide with the assigned distribution, then the set Sg(y) is an approximate 
100(1—a)% prediction set. 
The Bayesian approach to the interval prediction of w is as follows. Assign a 
prior distribution to /9. Regard the joint distribution of w and y as their conditional 
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joint distribution given p. Suppose that, on the basis of prior information, this joint 
conditional distribution can be specified, up to the value of fi. Then, the 
(unconditional) joint distribution of w and y can be derived. Suppose further that 
the posterior distribution of w given y has a density f(w|y), in which case a 100(1 — 
a)% HPD credible set can be determined by proceeding as in Section in.B.2. 
E. The Prediction Problem under the Fourth State of Knowledge 
Suppose that the only knowledge about the joint distribution of w and y is 
that = X'fi, = X0 (as in the third state of knowledge), and that v^, v^^, and 
Vy are functions of some unknown parameter vector e 0. 
When this is the case, ^y) and Sg(y) may depend on 0 and may therefore be 
unusable for prediction. Often, practitioners will obtain a point predictor of $, say 
and proceed thereafter as if $ were the true value of 0. In particular, they often 
use, as point and interval predictors of w, and Sg(y;0), which represent ^y) 
and Sg(y) with 0 substituted for 0. 
The properties of ^y;^ are very hard to assess; the reader should refer to 
Harville (1977) and Harville (1989) for a discussion on the subject. 
The error incurred in estimating Ois often ignored when computing the 
prediction error of ^y;^. The MSB of ^y;d) is usually estimated from expression 
[3.16], (with Ô substituted for S). In general, this estimate tends to underestimate 
the true MSE. Except in special cases, the MSE of ^y; (f) cannot be derived in 
closed form; Harville (1989) suggests approximations to the MSE of ^y;^ that are 
relatively easy to compute. 
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Consider v* where 0 has been replaced by 0, and denote the resulting 
estimate of the MSE by Vg(6). Since v*(^ tends to underestimate the MSE of 
rHj'y O), it is to be expected that the coverage probability of the set Sg(y;^ will, in 
general, be overstated. Refer to Jeske (1985) for a comprehensive discussion. 
An alternative approach to the prediction of w when the second moments of 
the joint distribution of w and y are unknown, is the Bayesian approach. The 
Bayesian approach to the prediction of w under the fourth state of knowledge is 
discussed in detail in Chapter IV. 
More details of the two-step approach to the (point) prediction of w are 
given in Sections E.l, E.2, and E.3. 
1. Estimation of variance parameters 0 
The problem of estimating the variance components in a mixed linear model 
can be regarded as a special case of the problem of estimating 0. Many methods 
have been proposed for estimating variance components, including Henderson's 
methods I, II, and m (Henderson, 1953), minimum norm quadratic unbiased 
estimation (MINQUE) (Rao, 1971), maximum likelihood (Hartley and Rao, 1967), 
and restricted maximum likelihood (REML) (Patterson and Thompson, 1971). 
Harville (1977) gives a comprehensive review of maximum likelihood approaches to 
the estimation of variance components. Callanan (1985) and Harville and Callanan 
(1989) discuss computational aspects of the ML and REML estimation of 
components of variance. 
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a. Restricted wiaTimnin likdihood estimation of 0 Suppose that the 
distribution of y is assumed to be MVN, and consider the estimation of 0 by ML. 
Patterson and Thompson (1971) developed a modification of ML for 
estimating 0, which is known as restricted maximum likelihood (REML). The 
following definitions are useful in describing the REML approach to estimation. 
Definition 3.7: An error contrast is any linear function of the observations, l y, 
such that E(ry) = 0 for all ^ e and all 0 G 0, or equivalently, such that TX = 0. 
Definition 3.8: A set of error contrasts, lj'y,.-,lj'y are linearly independent if the 
vectors are linearly independent. 
The maximum possible number of linearly independent error contrasts in a 
set of error contrasts is n — p*. Let represent an n * (n — p*) matrix such that 
L^X = 0 and rank(L^) = n — p*; one choice for L^ is the matrix whose columns are 
any n —p* independent columns of — P^. Then, the elements of the vector z = 
L^ form a set of n-p* linearly independent error contrasts. 
We can now define ihe method of REML. 
Definition 3.9: Let l(^z) be the likelihood function associated with the (n — p*) » 1 
vector of linearly independent error contrasts z. A REML estimate of 0is any 
vector 0 such that 
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l(&;a)= sup 1 (^; z). 
Oe Q 
It can be shown that the REML estimate of 0\i invariant to the choice of 
linearly independent error contrasts (Harville, 1974). 
Subsequently, 'Oia used to denote the REML estimate of 0. 
b. Spedal case: mixed linear model Suppose that y follows mixed linear 
O 
model [2.3], in which case v^, Vy^ and Vy are known up to the values of 7 and 
REML estimates of and 7 can be obtained by maximizing the likelihood function 
associated with any particular set of n — p* linearly independent error contrasts. 
Following Harville and Callanan (1989), we can now derive the likelihood function. 
Recall that t = D /^^ R's = D^ /^^ R'C s would be a vector of linear 
estimable functions of s if s were regarded as a vector of unknown parameters. 
Further, t = D"^/^R C 5 (where S is any solution to [2.6]) would be the BLUE of 
t. 
Let M = Ij  ^- - (Ij  ^- P^)' ZC" '^ (I  ^- P^). Then, 
ë = y — — Zs 
= y - X' (X'X)^' (y - Zs) - Zs 
= (I„-Px)7-(In-Px)® 
= My. 
Clearly, 
P^X = X, 
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Z'(Ij^-Px)M = Z'M = 0, 
M = M = M^. 
[3.65] 
Thus, M (like P^) is an idempotent matrix, and as shown, for example, by Callanan 
(1985), rank(M) = n — rank[X, Z] = f. Therefore, there exists an orthogonal matrix 
W = (Wj.Wg) (Searle, 1982, section 7.6) such that 
W'BfW = 
Wj'MWg 0 
Wg'BfWi Wa'MWj. .0 0 
[3.66] 
Recall that m = Z'(I^ — Then, letting H = 1+ 7ZZ', 
Vat(m) = al Z'(I, - Px)H(I„ - Pj)» 
= (C + tC^). 
Define d = (dj^,...,d£)' = Wj^'ë = W^'My. We can now show that the 
vector (t j^,...,tj.,dj,...,d£)' is an (r + f) x l, or equivalently (n — p*) x l vector of 
linearly independent error contrasts. 
From [2.8], 
E (t) = D-^/^RŒ(m) = 0, 
and 
Var(t) = <tI D"^/2r'(C + 7C^)RD"^/2 
= al D"^/2R'(I + 7C)RD^/^ 
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= <^ (Ij + 7D). 
Further, 
Gov (t,d) = Gov (D-^/^R'm, W^'My) 
= (rl D-1/2R'Z'(I^ - Px)(In + tZZOMWj 
= al D"^/2R'[Z'(M + 7ZZ'M)Wj -(Z'P^M + 7Z'ZZ'M)WJ 
= 0, 
E ( d )  =  W / M X ^  
= 0, 
and 
Var ( d ) = Wj'M(I + 7ZZ')MW^ 
= <7g + 7MZZ'M)WJ 
= a>i'MWi 
Note that 
d'd = S d? = y'M'W^Wj'My = y'M(I^ - WgWg^My = y'My 
= y' (Ifl - ~ y' (^n ~ ~ ®e* 
Put z = (t^,...,tj,dj,...,d£)'. Glearly, the likelihood function associated with 
this (n — p*) X 1 vector z of linearly independent error contrasts is 
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1 (7. *) = (2^0 )^"^" n(l + TA.)]-l/:e%p{ -(20 )^-! 
t.2 ' 
« [Se + \ )]}• [3-671 
1 + T A. 
n 
c. An extension Consider the case where Var(y) = + tZAZ^), that 
is, where j follows normal theory general mixed linear model [2.4]. In this case, the 
likelihood function of a set of linearly independent error contrasts can be obtained 
from [3.67] by using representation [2.2'] of the general mixed linear model. 
Let t* be as defined by [2.15], that is, t* = r~^/^L^C8. Recall that by 
findind L such that C* = L CL is diagonal (in addition to satisfying A = LL'), the 
problem of finding the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of C* could be circumvented. 
Define z* = (t*', à' ) ' • We obtain the following generalization of [3.67] 
[n (1 + 
where A* is the ith element of F and t* = (tp....,tp'. 
2. Frequentist point prediction 
Let c(w,y) = — w represent the prediction error of ^y;6). Kackar and 
Harville (1984) and Harville (1985) expressed e(w,y) as the sum of two statistically 
independent components: (1) the prediction error of the BLUP ^y) and (2) the 
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difference between the predictor ^y;0) and ^y), and showed that the MSB of 
equals 
Vg + Var [^y;&) - ^y)]. 
Frequently, practitioners ignore Var [^y;fl) — ^y)], and regard v* as the MSB of 
3. Frequentist interval prediction 
Suppose one proceeds as in the third state of knowledge. That is, by 
choosing a distribution for the prediction error ? (y;Ô) — w having mean 0 and some 
variance. The variance of the prediction error is often taken to be v*(Ô). 
An approximate 100(1 — a)% prediction set can be obtained by determining 
a set S^(y;Ô) such that Pr [^y;fl) -w e S^(y;fl)] » 1 - a. Jeske and Harville (1986) 
and Harville (1989) propose different alternatives for choosing such a set. Then, the 
set S^(y;fl) for which ^y;^ —we S^(y;fl) is an approximate prediction set for w. 
If Vg(^ is taken to be the variance of the prediction error, the set S^(y; 0) is 
likely to have coverage probability smaller than 1 — a [since v*(6) tends to 
underestimate the variance of the prediction error]. 
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IV. BAYESIÂN APPROACH TO MIXED MODEL PREDICTION 
WHEN THE VARIANCE RATIO IS UNKNOWN 
Consider the situation in which our only knowledge about the joint 
distribution of w and y is that = Xfi, 0, and that and the elements of 
V and V are functions of known form of some unknown parameter vector yw y 
The frequentist approach to prediction in this situation was discussed in Section 
m.E. 
In the following sections, we discuss the Bayesian approach to the prediction 
of the value of w from the value of an observable random vector y. Essentially, the 
Bayesian approach is as follows: 
i. A prior distribution for the unknown parameters Pand dis chosen. The joint 
distribution of w and y is regarded as their conditional distribution given 
and 0. This conditional distribution is specified up to the values of 0 and 9. 
ii. The Bayesian proceeds as in Section in.B, applying the results of that section 
to the unconditional distribution of w and y, which in light of (i) is known. 
A. Prior Distribution of Unknown Parameters 
Consider the general prediction problem and suppose that the conditional 
joint distribution of w and y given and <?is MVN. 
In the present study, we assume that X has full column rank, i.e., that p* = 
p, and restrict attention to those prior distributions for fi and 6 that have the 
following features: 
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i. The prior distribution of 0 is MVN(a^cIp), where a € is a (known) vector and 
£ > 0 is a (known) scalar. Let Tr^{0) denote the p.d.f. of this distribution. 
ii. The parameter vector 6has a distribution with a p.d.f. to be denoted by ?r2(^. 
iii. The parameter vectors 0 and 0 are statistically independent, and hence their 
joint distribution has the p.d.f. * ^2(0-
iv. The conditional joint distribution of w and j given 0and Ois MVN, and has a 
p.d.f. to be denoted by f(w,y|/3,^. 
In what follows, we obtain results for a family of prior distributions for 0 
chosen on the basis of the following considerations: 
i. The family of prior distributions should be rich, that is, it should include 
distributions corresponding to a wide range of prior opinions about 0. 
ii. The family should be limited to those that are mathematically tractable, in the 
sense that the posterior distribution is reasonably easy to determine and 
manipulate. 
iii. The family of distributions should be indexed by parameters that are easy to 
interpret. 
We now restrict attention to the mixed model prediction problem (where y 
follows normal theory mixed linear model [2.3]). The class of prior distributions for 
0 = (7i<^g)^ is taken to consist of proper or improper distributions with p.d.f.'s of 
the following form: 
y?.',) = GI(7) expH2o|r>G3(T)}. (4.1] 
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where Gj^(7), 62(7) and 6^(7) are functions of 7 that, for 7 € n, satisfy the 
following conditions: 
i. 0^(7) > 0, 
GjCt) < (n-p-2)/2, 
iii. 63(7) > 0. 
The family of distributions of the form [4.1] includes some of the more 
n 
common choices for the prior distribution of (a^, 7), including those corresponding 
to the following choices for 6^(7), 62(7), and 63(7): 
(1) Gj(7) = 1, 62(7) = Gg(7) = 0. For this choice, = 1, which is a uniform 
prior. 
(2) 0^(7) arbitrary, 62(7) = —1, 63(7) = 0. For this choice, 
2 in which case the marginal p.d.f. of is the same as the non-informative prior 
density considered by Box and Tiao (1973, Section 1.3.1). 
(3) Gi(7) = Gj(7),wliereGj(7) = 2-l{(n-p)[ ï A?/(l + tAj)V ( I A./(l 
i=l i=l 
+ 7Aj)^]}^/^, 62(7) = -1, Gg(7) = 0. For this choice, is Jeffreys' (1961) 
non-informative prior distribution, as we now show. 
By definition, the Jefireys prior distribution is obtained by taking ^2(0) to be 
the square root of the determinant of Fisher's information matrix, that is, by 
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taking 
where 
Here, /(^y) is the likelihood function of the data vector y, and E(.) is defined as an 
expectation taken with respect to the distribution of y. 
Harville (1974) suggested that a Bayesian — in making inferences about 0 — 
may consider using l(^z) rather than /(^y), since all of the information about 0 
provided by the data is contained in the likelihood function l(^z) associated with 
any set of n — p linearly independent error contrasts. 
Harville and Callanan (1989) showed that, for the choice for the vector s of 
error contrasts described in Section ni.E.l.b in this paper, the likelihood function 
can be written in the form [3.67]. For this choice of z, the log likelihood function is 
L(^ = log l(^z) 
= -(S^)ln(2îr) - (5^)ln(crg) - ^ E (1 + ^A^) —^ K(Sg,t,7), 
[4.2] 
where K(Sg,t;7) = S^ + E t? / (1 + ^A.). 
As indicated by Harville and Callanan (1989, Section 12), 
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E|—^L(^|=-^E— 
I5750J J 2a; I+7A. 
and 
Thus, 
I /„(«)l'/^ = j(''er'G}(7). 
(4) Gj(7), 62(7), 63(7) > 0- Those distributions of the form [4.1] for which 
Gj^(7) > 0, 62(7) > 0, and Gg(7) > 0 make up the conjugate family of prior 
distributions for ^(Raiffa and Schlaifer, 1961, Section 3.2). 
Of particular interest is the choice 6^(7) = irg(7). b(7)^(^) / T [a(7)], 62(7) 
= -[a(7) + 1], and 6^(7) = b(7), where Tg(7) is the marginal prior p.d.f. of 7, a(7) 
and b(7) are functions of 7 such that a(7) > 1 and b(7) > 0 for all 7 e fi, and r(.) 
O 
denotes the gamma function. For this choice, ^2(^6'*^^ represents the conjugate 
conditional prior family of densities for given 7 times an arbitrary prior density 
for 7. 
B. The Posterior Distribution of w 
1. Derivation 
Let E^.), var^.), and cov^.,.) define an expectation, variance and 
covariance taken with respect to the prior distribution of 0. Note that 
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E(w|fl) = E^/i^) = A'a, 
E(y| Û) = = Xa, 
var(w| 0) = E^v^) + var^M^) = v^+ eA'A, 
var(y| Û) = E^Vy) + var^/iy) = Vy + 6XX% 
and 
cov(w,y| 0) = E^Vy^) + coy= Vy^+ cXA. 
Clearly, the first— and second-order moments of the joint conditional 
distribution of w and y given $ can be obtained by an approach essentially 
equivalent to Haxtigan's (1969) linear Bayes approach described in Section in.D.3. 
Therefore, for the general prediction problem (and in light of the assumptions in 
Section IV. A) the joint conditional distribution of w and y given ^ is MVN with 
mean vector 
A' a 
Xa _ 
and variance-covariance matrix 
•v^+ (A'A Vy^+ cA'X'-
Vy^+ eXA Vy+ eXX' . 
This conditional distribution has a p.d.f. g(w,y| ff), which can be written as 
g(w,y|6) = g^(w|y,6)g2(y|6) [4.3] 
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where gj(w,y| 0) is the p.d.f. of a MVN distribution with mean 
= E(w|0 + cov (w,y| 9) var \y| 6) (y- E(y| 
= A'o+ (t^; + tA'XKVy + 6XX'r'(y-Xa) [4.4] 
and variance 
var(w 10) — cov(y,w | ^ ' var (y | ^cov(y,w 10) 
•• (v,+«A'A) - (Vy;+EA'X')(Vy+tXX'r^(Vy„+eXA). 
[4.5] 
and g2(y| 0) is the marginal conditional density of y given 0, which is MVN with 
Here (and in the remainder of this section) the expectations E(.), variances 
var(.), and covariances cov(.,.) are defined with respect to the joint distribution of 
w, y, P, and 0, obtained by combining the prior distribution of P and 0 with the 
conditional distribution of w and y given fi and 0. 
To make inferences about w, a Bayesian practitioner needs the posterior 
distribution of w. The p.d.f. of this distribution is 
mean vector Xa and variance-covariance matrix Vy + cXX'. 
f(w|y)= —I 
g2(yl^ 
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f gi(w|7,^)(2îrc)P/%(y|^)ir2(^d^ 
= . [4.6] 
(2ire)^f \{ j \  e)ir^{ e)dO 
2. Some usefol results 
The following results from SallM and Harville (1981) will be useful in 
deriving an approximation to [4.6], suitable for large values of e. 
Lemma 4.1: 
1. Um^_^ £X'(Vy + eXX')"' = (X'V^-^xr^X'Vy-^ [4.7] 
2. (Vy + £XX'r^= Vy-1 - Vy-lx(X'Vy-lxrlx'AÇl. [4.8] 
3- [elp - eV(Vy + tXXT'x] = (X'V^-IX)-^. [4.9] 
Proof : Since is a positive definite matrix, there exists a non-singular matrix Q 
such that Q Q = Define F = QX. Then, as a consequence of Lemma 3.1, 
6X'(Vy + cXX')"^ = cX'(Q~\Q')~^ + cXX')"^ 
= cF'(Ij^ + cFFT^Q 
= (6~hp + F'FrVQ, [4.10] 
and hence 
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+ EXX')-! = + P'prip'Q 
= (F'Fr^'Q 
= (X'Vy-'xr^x'v^-\ 
which proves identity [4.7]. 
Consider now [4.8]. Using Lemma 3.4, with B = V^, S = eX, T = I and U = 
X', we can write 
(Vy + EXX')"^ = Vy-l - eVy-'x(Ip f tX'v^-^xr^x' 
= Vy-1 - Vy-^ X((-lip + X' Vy-^ xr'x' Vy-1. 
Therefore, 
lin»£_«(Vy + (XX')-! = -\Ç'x(X'Vy-lxrlx'Vy-l. 
Finally, observe that 
dp - c^X'(Vy + cXXT^X = dp - eX'(c~Vy + XX')~^X 
= {r\ + x'v-^xr\ 
as can be easily verified by applying Lemma 3.4 with B = e ^Ip, S = cX'AÇ^, 
T = e"Vy, and U = V^^X. Thus, 
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+ txxT'x] = + x'Vy-'x)-^ 
= (X'Vy-lx)-l. 
• 
3. An appioziinatioii 
The vector fi represents a vector of parameters whose elements in a classical 
setting are called fixed effects. In performing a Bayesian analysis, it may be 
desirable or convenient to assume, a priori, relative ignorance about the value of 0. 
One way to accomplish this, is to assign a non-informative prior distribution to the 
vector p. Here, we follow an alternative, conceptually more satisfying approach, 
that consists of assigning 0 the informative prior distribution whose p.d.f. is 
and base our inference on the limiting distribution obtained as the variance e of the 
prior distribution of the elements of P tends to m (Dempster et al., 1981). By using 
Lemma 4.1, we can establish the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.1: 
1- HD ei(w|y,^ = gj(w|y,^, 
2- limg_^ gjCyl 0) (2irc)P/^ oc gJCzl ff), 
where g*(w|y,^ is the p.d.f. of a normal distribution with mean ^y;6) and variance 
v*(0 and g2(g| ff) is the p.d.f. of the conditional distribution of a vector of n—p 
linearly independent error contrasts z = L^y, given 0, which is MVN with mean 
vector 0 and variance -covariance matrix (Harville, 1989). 
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Pioot Making use of [4.7] and [4.8], we find that 
=Um^_^[A'o+ (Ty^+ tXA)'(Vy+ £XX'r'(y-Xa)] 
=A'a+ Um^|y^(Vy+ eXXT^H- A'tX'(Vy+ eXX')"'] 
(y-Xa) 
= A'a+ [Ty;(\Ç^ - v^'x(x'vy-ixrix"\ri) 
+ A'(X'Vy-'xpX'V^'](y-Xo) 
;V< 
= 5(y). [4.11] 
= x•-ff+Y^^Ç(J-y^^i 
Further, making use of [4.7]-[4.9], 
[T,+ (A'A-(T^+ 6XA)'(Vy+6XX'r\yy,+(XA)] 
= % + lin,^_^[y^(Vy+ «XX-rV - *'('Ip -
(Vy+ eXX'r^X)A-2tA'X'(Vy+ «XXT'tj,] 
= v V v +(X'Vv"^) 
= + (X'vply^ - A)'(X'Vy-lx)-\x'Vply^ - A) 
= T*. [4.12] 
In light of [4.11] and [4.12], the first identity is established. 
Consider now the second identity. We find that 
(2«)I'/%(y| I) = lim^ {(2«)P/2(2x)-^/2| + tXX' 
« «P[-j(y-Xo)'(Vy+ eXX-rV-Xa)]}. 
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Using the identity 
|Vy+ eXX'l = |Vy| I dpi I + X'1Ç^X| 
(Harville, 1976), we obtain 
lin.^ (S^rO'/'gjCyl «) = {e"/VyI "''"l dpi "''l 6% 
+ X'VyXI •'/'Ktp[-2-'(y - Xo)'(Vy+ eXX')-'(y - Xo)]} 
= (2,r)-(V)|VyI '/'iX'Vy'xl"'/'exp {-2"'(y-Xo)' 
.lUm^_(Vy+£XX')''l(y-Xa)} 
= (2T)-<®?')| Vyr'/'|X'Vy-lxr'/'exp {-2''(y-Xa)' 
'•*yX~''xv)(y-*")>• 
where P^y = X(X'Vy~^X)~^X'Vy"^. Note that (I^ - Pxy)^ = 0 and 
X'Vy - P^y) = 0. Therefore, 
Q = (2T)-(V)|v^| "'/'|x'Vy-lxr'/'«p{-2"y' 
v% - PxvW-
Expression [4.13] is proportional to the likelihood function corresponding to any set 
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of n — p linearly independent error contrasts (Harville, 1974). 
It follows from Proposition 4.1, that if the prior distribution of fi is 
sufficiently non-4nf6rmative, i.e., if £ is sufficiently large, then the posterior 
distribution of w can be approximated by the distribution with p.d.f. 
where 
f g*(w|y,0) g*(a|^ d^ 
f*(w I y) = [4.14] 
J^gj(z|^ dg 
JQ 1 
is the p.d.f. of the conditional distribution of 9 given z. 
In what follows we consider inferences about w that are based on the 
distribution with p.d.f. f*(w|y). 
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C. Special Case: Mixed Linear Model 
Consider the mixed model prediction problem when j follows normal theory 
mixed model [2.3], that is, when the distributions of the vectors s and e are taken to 
beMVN. 
The posterior density f*(w|y) reflects all of the information about w: the 
prior information on the parameters, as well as that contained in the sample. 
From [4.14], it might seem that in order to evaluate f*(w|y) (for the mixed 
model prediction problem), one needs to numerically evaluate a two-dimensional 
integral. Further, if interest centers on computing the posterior mean and the 
posterior variance, it might seem that numerical integration must be performed in 
three dimensions. It would be advantagous to reduce the dimension of the 
integration to be performed. 
Box and Tiao (1973, Section 7.3) expressed the marginal posterior 
distributions of the variance components and of treatment contrasts in a balanced 
incomplete block design in terms of one-dimensional integrals. They assigned a 
uniform prior distribution to the vector of treatments and took the prior 
9 9 —9 —9 9 9 distribution for the vector (a., a_„) to be proportional to <r~ a~. Here, or.. = cr. 6 o6 c o6 o6 6 
2 
+ KfTg, and K represents the number of experimental units per each block. 
The problem of computing the first and second moments of f*(w|y) in an 
unbalanced incomplete block design can be reduced to one of numerically evaluating 
one-dimensional integrals, as can be the problem of evaluating f*(w|y) for specified 
values of w, as shown by Macedo and Gianola (1988) and Harville (1989) for certain 
choices of the prior p.d.f. 
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In this study, we extend the results of Box and Tiao (1973), Gianola et al. 
(1986), Macedo and Gianola (1988) and Harville (1989), by obtaining convenient 
expressions for f^(w I y) — as well as for its first and second moments — that are 
applicable to any prior p.d.f. of the general form [4.1]. 
1. The posterior p.d.t f*(w|y) 
In the special case of the mixed model prediction problem under model [2.3], 
f S*(w|y,0) l(<7g,7;:) dg 
fV I y) = • [4.17] 
The denominator of ratio [4.17] can be written as 
j "iW (i»=I (2To^)"(T^)[n (i+7Ai)] '''expHSfç) *«(8^,1,7)} 
« G,(7)(<^)°2'''W{-(2.T2)"'G^(7)}dtf 
= (2T)-<T®)|^G^(7)[n (1+7A,))"/Ve)"^''^f^' 
» exp{-(2<r2)"'[K(S^,t,7) + G^(7)l}d« [4.18] 
Box and Tiao (1973, Appendix A2.1) present the following integral formula, 
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n 
which is useful in integrating expressions of the form [4.18] with respect to 
r x"(P'^^)exp{-ax"^}dx = a~^r(p), a, p > 0. [4.19] 
Jo 
Using [4.19], we find that 
j^j^l(47;»)«-2(fld«=2-l(x)-<'^)£G,(7)[n(l+7A0]"'/'2-«2(T)(K(S^,t,7) 
(4.20) 
Define 
rU ,/, ri / \ _/n-p-aG2(7)-2\ 
c. = J^G,(7)[n(l+7A,)l''''2-°»''>[K(S^,t,7) + 0,(7)] ' 
« r[°-P-*'("l')-']d7. 
Then, 
joj^K«^e.7;2)T2(^d^=2"\îr)~^~^^Ci. [4.21] 
Let ^7) be a function of 7 such that v* = ^7). Consider now the 
numerator of [4.17], which is expressible as 
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« e[p{-(2<^)"'[ + K(Sg,t,7) + Gs(7)]} do^dr 
[4.22] 
The BLUP of w depends on 9 only through the value of 7; thus, here and in what 
follows, is used to denote the BLUP of w. 
Using [4.19] to analytically carry out the integration in [4.22] with respect to 
ffg, we find that 
j rg*(w|y,fl l(<'e,7;*) d<7^d7 = 
2-l(x)-<=i^)J^G,(7)[n(l+7Ai)]"/'W7)]"/' [("-lly))' 
Letting 
^n-D-aS2(7)-l^ 
K(Sj.t,7) + Gj(7)]} ' r(''-P-f'(T)-l)d7. 
[4.23] 
Bi(7) = G,(7)[n (l+7A|)|"/'[^7)]"/' 2-0=(f) [4.24] 
= K(Sg,t,7) + 0,(7) [4.25] 
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and 
n*(7) = n — p — SGgCl) — 1, [426] 
the p.d.f. of the posterior distribution of w can now be expressed (in light of [4.21] 
and [4.23]) as 
n!hl 
(w|y) = + B2(S,,t;7)] ' F d7, 
[4.27] 
where c^ is expressible as 
«1 = j] W7)l'/'Bi(7)[Bj(S^.t;7)r<®-^) T (sS^) dr 
[4.281 
By using expressions [4.27] and [4.28] the problem of evaluating f*(w | y) for 
specified values of w can be reduced to that of evaluating one-dimensional integrals. 
2. The posterioi p.d.1 h(0|z) 
Expression [4.16] is a general expression for the p.d.f. h(6|z) of the posterior 
distribution of (% a^y. For the special case of the prediction problem under 
normal theory mixed linear model [2.3], the p.d.f. of h(^|z) can be written as 
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X exp{-(2''«r\(S«,«;T))- [4.29] 
Bayesian inference about the vector 0is based on the distribution with this 
p.d.f. Inferences about 7 should be based on the marginal posterior distribution of 
7. Let us denote the p.d.f. of this marginal posterior distribution by h^(7| z). 
Clearly, 
hl(7l*) = d(7g. 
Making use of [4.19], we find that 
hl(7|2)= 
= l((rg,7;z) da^ 
= c'Wf)]'/' Bj(7)[B2(S^,Î;7))-<^^) r(ïS^). 
[4.30] 
The p.d.f. h(6|z) is of the general form [4.1]. To see this, observe that 
h(«l«) = G,'(7)(<^)°'''''W-<2<^)G3'(7)}. 
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where 
G/(7) = (27r)~^^)Gi(7)[n (1+7Aj)] "^2^^ ^^e H ' 
62^(7) = -(l/2)(n — P — 263(7)), 
and 
G/N = K(Sg.t ,7) + G:(7).  
3. Expressing the posterior as the p.d.1 of a mixture distribution 
For purposes of interpreting f*(w|y), we consider whether it can be expressed 
as the p.d.f. of a mixture distribution. Let us begin by defining a mixture 
distribution. 
Definition 4.1: Given a family of p.d.f.'s g(x;y) indexed by an m-dimensional 
random vector v = (y^,...,:/^^) with p.d.f. h(i/), the distribution with p.d.f. 
f(x) = j g(x;y) h(y) dv 
is termed a mixture distribution, and h(i/) is called the mixing distribution (Everitt 
and Hand, 1981; Titterington et al., 1985). 
Proposition 4.2: The posterior distribution of the random variable 
J. _ (w - b(t; 7»(n*(7) - 1)'/^ 
(1^(7)82(8^. 
has a p.d.f. that can be written as a mixture indexed by 7, of t-distributions with 
n*(7) — 1 degrees of freedom. The mixing distribution is the marginal posterior 
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distribution of 7, whose p.d.f. is hi(7|z). 
Fioo£ Expression [4.27] for f*(w|y) can be re-written as 
"'o L ^7)B2(Sg,t;7) 
-I—n*(7)/2 . 
+ 1] r[n (7)/2] d7 
= /'/»c-l|"'Bi(7)[B2(S^,t;7)r''*(''>/^ r[n*(7)/2] 
f  1  +  f w -  8( y ;7))'(n*(7) - 1) y %*(t)) j 
^ V'(7)B2(Sg,t; 7) (n*(7)-l) J 
Then the posterior p.d.f. of x is 
. 1 rU in —(n*(7)—1)/2 
f*(x|y) = cY^j W7)]^'^lB2(Se.t;7)l 3^(7) 
X 
X r[(n (7)-1)/2] d7 
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= j h^(x|y,7) hi(7|a) d7 [4.31] 
where 
V = c | y . 7 ) = [ x V ( 7 ) - i r '  +  
r[(n*(7)-l)/2] 
[4.32] 
is the p.d.f. of a t-distributon with n*(7)—1 degrees of freedom. 
a. Symmetry of the posterior It follows from well known results on 
t-distributions (e.g., DeGroot, 1970), that the mean of the distribution with p.d.f. 
h^(x|y,7) is 0. For each value of 7 in [0,u], the distribution with p.d.f. h^(x|y,7) is 
symmetric (about 0). In general, mixtures of symmetric distributions are not 
symmetric (Everitt and Hand, 1981; Titterington et al., 1985). In particular, the 
distribution with p.d.f. f*(x|y) may be skewed. 
b. Unimodality of the posterior It may be of interest to know whether the 
posterior distribution with p.d.f. f*(w|y) is unimodal. It would seem that, except in 
special cases, there exist values of y for which this distribution is not unimodal. 
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D. Pomt Predictor of w 
The conditional Bayes principle (Berger, 1985) states that an optimal 
estimator for w, is that which minimizes the expected Bayes loss. In the case of 
squared error loss, the Bayes estimator is the posterior mean, i.e., the first moment 
of the posterior distribution of w. 
1. Posterior moments 
Consider the general prediction problem. The expected Bayes loss of the 
posterior mean of w equals the posterior variance of w, that is, 
Let i7g(y) and Vg represent the mean and variance respectively, of the 
distribution with p.d.f. f*(w| y). As shown by Harville (1989), 
E [(E(w|y) - w)'|y] = var (w|y). 
d^dw 
fi JR 
f w g*(w|y,6) dw h(6|z) dO 
[4.33] 
where Eg(.) is defined as an expectation taken with respect to the distribution 
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whose p.d.f. is h(0| z). 
Since 
•fn ~ 6t(w|y,^ h(6|z) dw da = 
|^I^Y;7) - 73(7)] - ^Y;7)] gt(w|y,^ dw J h(g|z) àO 
= 0, 
Vg = Ijw - i7g(y)]V(w|y) dw = j^j^{[w -
* gt(wly,^ h(0|z) dw dO 
= v*(^ h(z) da + varg[^y;7)]|^gt(w | y, tf) dw 
= Bg[v*( a)] + varg[^y;7)] [4.34] 
where varg(.) is defined as a variance taken with respect to the distribution whose 
p.d.f is h(a|z). 
2. Special case: mixed modd prediction problem 
Consider now the mixed model prediction problem (under normal theory 
mixed linear model [2.3]), where ^2(6) is given by [4.1]. Since ^y;7) does not 
depend on 
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v^ij) = ^y;7) h(6|z) dg 
rU 
= %y;7) hi(7|z) d-y. [4.35] 
Jn 
For the posterior variance, we find that 
•B = + varg[^y;7)] 
= + [%y;7) - VgW]'} h(0|z) d^, 
where, using expression [4.29], 
« expH2ffj) 'b2(SÇ,Î;7)} da^j df 
+ [ [^y;7)-'?B(y)]'hi(7|z) d7. 
Jo 
[4.36] 
A 
Using [4.19] to integrate with respect to a in [4.36] we obtain 
+ ci'j [5(y;7) - ?B(y)]'MT)l'^%i(T) 
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« [B,(S.ti7)l'<"' rWn*(7)-l)ld7 
2-lc;j"w7)l^/^Bj(7)[Bj(S^,ti7)l ^Vl(n*(7)-3)/2] 
« {B2(Sj,t;T)^7) + [5(TI7)-?BW1'(®*('''H)} 
= f ki(7l z){B2(Sg,*;7)lX7)(n*(7)-l) ' + l%y:7)-i%(y)fId?. 
Jq 
[4.37] 
Results [4.35] and [4.37] generalize results given by Harville (1989) for the 
special case 'K2^6) = 1. 
E. An Approximation to the Posterior Mean 
As shown in Section IV.D.2, the computation of )7q(7) for the mixed model 
prediction problem requires the evaluation of two one-dimensional integrals. A 
possible approximation to the posterior mean is the posterior mode, which in general 
tends to be easier to compute. 
Macedo and Gianola (1988) proposed as a point predictor for the vector of 
random effects of model [2.3] (or more generally [2.4]) the mode of the marginal 
posterior density of the vector of random effects. We now consider a variation on 
Macedo and Gianola's approach, in which w = 0 + y^sis estimated by w = X'P 
+ v' where fi and s represent the P and 8 components of the mode of the marginal 
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posterior density of fi and s. We then consider the question of whether w is a good 
approximation to 7g(y). 
We first consider the case where there is no upper bound on 7, that is, where 
7 E [0,od), and then consider the case where 7 e [0,u], u < m. 
1. The likelihood fonction 
0 - 1  n  
Consider mixed linear model [2.3], and define = (<Tg) » = (o^g) , &nd 
f / (Tg = 7 ^ Conditional on 0, s, 8 and the distribution of y is 
multivariate normal with mean vector + Zs and variance-covariance matrix 
Note that the conditional distribution of y given f i , 8  ê and is the same 
under model [2.4] as under model [2.3]. 
2. Special case: no upper bound on 7 
In this subsection, it is supposed that 7 E [0,m), in which case there is no 
upper bound on 7. 
^q\' Letting 
r = + Zs, 
the p.d.f. of this conditional distribution is 
[4.38] 
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a. Prior distributions Assume now that the precision components and 
are statistically independent and have Gamma-l distributions (e g., Raiffa and 
Schlaifer, 1961, Section 7.A.6), so that the joint prior density of ( and ( is 
îr^(^s» y = ( y  "  ( y  [ 4 3 9 ]  
where 
=  r ( a )  •  V , > »  
and 
a. a-1 
fe 
Ve>o 
[4.40] 
[4.411 
are the prior densities of and respectively. 
The prior density for and S that corresponds to the density [4.39] can be 
obtained from the transformation 
c = gi(le'^s) = 4' 
f=g2((e,y = (g/$e. 
It is 
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ii(e,S) = ir^[eS, r] 
â(e,â) 
where | is the absolute value of the determinant of the matrix 
dijdi dQd6, 
(e.g., Lindgren, 1976, Section 10.1). We find that 
[4.42] 
The prior density of and 7 that corresponds to [4.39] and [4.42] is 
[4.43] 
Note that this p.d.f. can be expressed in the form [4.1] by taking 
/n _L 2^ 21 £l 
Gi(7) = 7 ' b/ b/ / r(a^r(a,), 0,(7) = -(a,+ a^+ 1), and 0,(7) = 2 (b, 
+ by"). 
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b. Joint posterior density The joint posterior density of fi, s, and 6 is 
P(A8,L,^|y) = — , [4.44] 
g(^,s,$g,f,y) d(g df dfi ds 
where denotes the p.d.f. of the joint distribution of P, s, 6, and y, 
and n* = {fi,8,^ç,S: fielsP^seïR^, 0,0< S<a}. 
Let pi = ^ (n + q + 2ag+ 2ag) and Pa = ^ (q + Sa^ — 2). Recalling that 
(under normal theory mixed model [2.3]) s ~ MVN (0, and P ~ MVN (o^ dp), 
we find, in light of [4.38] and [4.42], that 
p(A«,(g,(|y) = Wy))"' îe'''~W{-y(y-T)'(y-r) + 2bg + {(»'»+2bg)]/2} 
where 
k(y) = j^^^e^'~^exp{-y(y-T)'(y--r) + 2bg + ^(s's+2bg)]/2} ^2exp{-(2e)~^ 
» {P-a)'{P-a)} d^gdf ds d/3. [4.45] 
If the prior distribution of ^is sufficiently non-4nformative, that is, if 6 is 
sufficiently large, a possible approximation to posterior density [4.45] is 
P*(A8,$e/|y) = Iimg__^ p(A8,(e,f|y). We have that 
v\PM^Al) = [k*(y)]-^(P'-^expMg[(y-X^Z8)/(y-X^Zs) + 2bg 
+ ^(s'8+2bg)]/2} [4.46] 
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wneie 
k*(y) = L + 21>e + «(8'»+2I>b)I/2} 
X [4.47] 
c. Marginal posterior density of fi, s, and S The marginal posterior density 
of fi, s, and S can be obtained by using [4.19] to integrate out of the joint 
posterior density p*(A8,(g,^|y) as follows: 
= [k*(y)rV2 r(p,)[i [(y-X^Zs)'(y-X^Zs) + 2bç + «(«'8 
+  2 b , ( 4 . 4 8 ]  
d. Marginal posterior density of fi and s We use a change of variable 
similar to that employed by Stroud (1987) to integrate S out of p*(/),s,6|y). Define 
QiCAs) = : [(y-X/3-Zs)'(y-X^Z8) + 2bJ 
Q2(s) = A(8'8 + 2bg). 
Then, the marginal posterior density of fi and s is 
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p*(A8|y) = r p*(A8/|y) df 
Jo 
= [k*(y)r^r(p,) r [Qi(A8) + Q2(8)]^' ds 
Jq 
= [k*(y)r^r(p,)[Q,(A,)|-'f jf: [ 1 4k d«. 
Jo L Qi(^,8)-I 
[4.49] 
Consider the following change of variable: 
X  = 1 — 
1 + -SsIsL s 
Qi(/».8) 
We have that 
«= q, (f, ' )  [1 _ I ,".  
dx Qj(8) 
Thus, 
p*(A«|y) = [k*(T)r^r(p,)[Q.(A«)]''''''"[Q^»)]''''[V^(i V 
Jo 
[4.50] 
Observing that the integral which appears in expression [4.50] is the Beta 
function, we find that 
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P*(A«|y) = [k*(y)r'r(pî+i) r(pr-pr-i) 
= li*(y)r'r(prl-l)r(pr-pr-l) [j Kr-Xg-Zs) ' (y-X^Zs) 
[4.51] 
e. Majdmization of p*(As|y) with respect to the elements of 0 and s For 
purposes of maximizing p*(A8|y) with respect to fi and s, we find the first order 
partial derivatives of log p*(^,s|y) w.r.t. 0 and s, equate these derivatives to 0, and 
solve the resulting system of equations for the elements of P and s. 
Let L(As) = log p*(As|y). i.e., 
I'CAs) = — ^ (n + 2ag) In [(y—X^Zs)'(y—X^Zs) + 2bjj — ^ (q + 2ag) 
X In 1^1 (b'8 + 2bg)J - ln[k*(y)] + In r(p2+l) + In r(pr-p2-l). 
[4.52] 
Letting r = -f Zs, the first order partial derivatives of L(/?,s) are 
^l(As) = - + 2ag) [p-X0-Zsy{j-Xfi-Zs) 
+ 2bj]~'^[^(y-X^Z.)'(y-X^-Z8) + 2bj] 
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= -(n + 2ag)[(y-X^Z8)'(y-X/J-Zs) + 2bj \-X')(y-X^Z8) 
(n + 2aJ (y-T)'(y-r) + 2b. 
[4.53] 
-1 
^ I( As) = - i (n + 2a^) [i [(y-Xf-Z,) ' (y-X/J-Zs) + 2bj] 
~ [^(y^X^Z8)'(y—X^Zs) + 2bg]j —^ (q + 2ag)^^s'8 + 2bg)j 
^[l(.'8 + 2b,)] 
-1 
(a + 2aj -(q + 2aj 5 
(y-r)'(y-r) + 2b s's + 2b 
[4.54] 
Equating [4.53] and [4.54] to 0 and rearranging the resulting equations gives 
XX X'Z 
(<l+2a ) (y—X/3-Z8)'(y—X/S-Zs) + 2b 
z X Z'Z X ST 
(n+2ag) s's + 2 b s 
X'y 
Z'y 
[4.55] 
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The system of equations [4.55] is non-linear in the elements of P and s, and 
hence a solution must be found iteiatively. One method that can be used to solve 
equations [4.55] iteiatively is the method of successive approximations. To apply 
the method of successive approximations, lewiite equations [4.55] as 
M(As) 
8 
= m 
where 
M(^s) = 
XX 
and 
X'Z 
(q+2a ) (y-X^Zs)'(y—X^Zs) + 2b 
Z'X Z Z 5. X 
(n+2a.) s's + 2b, 
s 
m 
and, letting i) and s( lepiesent the P and s components of the ith iteiate, take 
i+i) and 8< i+i) to be the solution to the lineai system 
g( i + l )  
=  m .  [4.56] 
Theie aie seveial othei iteiative algorithms that can be used to find the 
maximum of L(/9,s) (see, e.g., Kennedy and Gentle, 1980). One could, in paiticulai, 
choose the Newton—Raphson algorithm, which exhibits a quadiatic late of 
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convergence in the neighborhood of a solution. 
The (i+l)8t iterate of the Newton—Raphson algorithm, as applied to the 
maximization of L(Ab)i is 
where G' represents the matrix of second order partial derivatives of L(/9,8) w.r.t. 
the elements of P and s, evaluated at the current values of and s, and g( is the 
vector of first order partial derivatives of L{fi,a) likewise evaluated at the current 
values of fi and s. 
The second order partial derivatives of L(^,a) w.r.t. fi and s are: 
= (n + 2ag) {-{{j-Xfi-ZsYij-Xfi-Zs) + 2bg]X'X 
-X'(y-X^Z8)[-2X'(y-X^Zs)]'}[(y-X^Z8)' 
{j-Xfi-Za) + 2bJ-2 
= (n + 2ag){-X'{Ij^[(y-X^Z8)'(y-X^Zs) + 2h^'' 
-2{7-Xfi-Zs){j-Xfi-Z8y[{j-Xfi-Zsy{j-Xfi-Za) + 2bg]*^}x}. 
[4.57] 
d r x'(j-xfi-Z8) 
ô^l-(y-X^Z8)'(y-X^Z8) + 2bg 
Recalling that 2Qi{fifi) — {j-Xfi-Zay {j-Xfi-Zs) + 2bg and letting 
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Q = L- (y-3V-Z.)(y-X^Zs)'[C!,(As)]'', 
we find that 
«2 n + 2a 
^ L{0, 8 )  =  - {  2)X'QX. [4.58] 
ÔW 2Q i(^,8) 
Similarly, 
^L(A.)=[^L(A.)] '=-(^)X'QZ. (4.591 
and, recalling that 2Q2(s) = s's + 2b , 
-U.0,') = - ( —T ) Z' QZ - ( tt) T [4.60] 
âiâs' 2Q|(^,8) 2Q2(s) 
where 
T = I^-M'[QJ(S)]"'. 
Let q' and represent the matrices Q and T, respectively, evaluated 
^ ,  (i)  
at p and s 
In light of [4.53] — [4.54] and [4.58] — [4.60], the (i+l)st iterate of the 
Newton—Raphson algorithm [4.55] is the solution to the linear system 
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- (  
n + 2a^ 
X'Q^"X X'Q^^'z 
n + 2a_ Qa(8(i>) Z'Q X Z'Q Z + (-
J i+1) n 
fi 
( i+1) 
n + 2a^ 
Ql(/3f 
) 
X'Q^^^X/" +X'Q^ 
Z'Q^"x/9^" + [  Z'Q^^'Z + 
L (n + 
(i)„ (9 + 2a )  Qi(/3(i ' ,8<i ')  ( i , i  (i)  
•T s 
2aJ Q2(8(i)) 
-g 
, equivalently, 
X'Q^^'X X'Q^^'z 
z'q"'x 
(n+2a.) Q2(8(i)) 
r^(i+i)  
( i+1) 
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X'Q ( i )X / J ( i )+X'Q( i ) Z 8 (  i )  + X'y -  X'X^ ( i )  - X ' Z 8 ( i )  
r  (q+2aj Qi(/3 ( i ) , 8 ( i ) )  - ,  
Z ' Q ( i ) X ^ (  i ) +  Z ' Q (  i )  Z  +  :  T ( i )  8 (  i )  +  
L  ( n + 2 a g )  Q 2 ( 8 < i ) )  J  
r  (q+2aj Qi ( ^ ( i ) , 8 ( i ) ) n  
+  Z 'y -  Z'x^(i ) - [ Z ' Z  +  ( n + 2 a j  Q 2 ( 8 ( i ) )  J ® ' " ' .  
[4.61] 
Define 
and 
ê ( i )  = y - X ^ ( i )  - Z 8 ( i )  
y "  =X^^" +Z8^" +(Q^^')V^'.  
Then, the system of equations [4.61] can be rewritten as 
X'Q^"X X'Q^"z 
z 'Q'"X 
(ii+2aj Qj(BCii) «. 
X ' Q ^ " y  "  
( i + 1 )  
8  Z ' Q ^ ^ y  
[4.62] 
The values of 0 and 8 at the convergence of algorithm [4.56] or [4.57], to be 
denoted by 0 and s, form the mode of the marginal posterior density p*(A8|y). 
Note that w = A'^+ ^'s, which, unlike J7g(y), can be computed without resorting 
to numerical integration. 
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1 limiting case*. idatioiisliip to classical lesnlts We now consider the 
limiting case where the prior distribution for S is tightly concentrated around a 
single value. 
The prior means and variances of and are: E((g) = a^/bg, E($g) = 
ag/bg, Var(y = a^/bg, and Var(y = a^/bg. 
Let rg = a^/bg and r^ = a^/bg. Then, a priori, Var(y = and Var(^g) 
= tjh.. Consequently, as b.,b. —» m, with r_ and r fixed, the prior variances of 
8  S  V  O  C D  6  
and $g approach 0 while the prior means are fixed at r^ and rg, respectively. 
We now show that, as b^, bg -• oo, ^ and s converge to the solution of the 
linear system of equations 
X X  X ' Z  
Z'X Z'Z + ;4l 
e 
r-"qj 
X'y 
Z'y [4.63] 
Observe that the only term in the non-4inear system of equations [4.55] that 
involves a^, ag, b^ and bg is 
(q+2ag)[(y-X/g-Zs)^(y-X^Z8) + 2bg] 
(n+2ag) (s's + 2bg) 
[4.64] 
Substituting ag = rgbg and a^ = r^b^ into [4.64] and multiplying [4.64] by 
^e^s/^e^s" obtain 
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[2rg(y - r)^(y-r)]bg^+ 4:^ + [q (y-r)^(y-r)] (b^bg) ^ + 2qbg^ 
n8'8(bgbg)-i + 2nb-i + 2:^8'sbgi + 4:^ 
[4.65] 
Clearly, the limit of expression [4.65] as b^, b^ -kd is r^/r^. 
Note that linear system [4.63] is equivalent to the MME [3.27], except that 
appears in place of 7~^. 
3. Spedal case: upper bound on 7 
Consider the case where 7 G [0,u], u < m or equivalently 6 > u* where 
u*=u-\ 
a. Prior distributions Take the prior distribution for and 6 to be that 
whose p.d.f. is the following modified version of [4.42]: 
= -fSTTS 
TT (p,C) dpdC 
Ju Jo 
[4.66] 
The normalizing constant in [4.66] is expressible as 
a a 1 foo rtD a +a —1 a —1 
\ bg [r(ag)r(ag)] J Tp C exp{-/3(bg+bgO}dpdC. 
u 0 
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Using formula A2.1.1 in Box and Tiao (1973, Appendix A2.1) to carry out the 
integration with respect to p gives 
Making the change of variable 
. = 1  \ 
and letting x* = u*b^ / (b^ + u*b„) ( and observing that d( / dx = (b^ / bj(l -
3 
x) ), we find that 
rOD f(D J J ~ 1 -
where B^* (a^.a^) represents the incomplete Beta function with parameters a^ and 
a^, and B(ag,ag) represents the complete Beta function with parameters a^ and a^. 
Then, we find that 
-Sve)l' ^ 
[4.67] 
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b. Joint posterior density Let Og represent the parameter space for the 
vector (A8,$g,^), i.e., 
fig = ^ E s E 0 < (g < OD, n* < f < 00 }. 
Then, making use of [4.38] and [4.67], and recalling that (under model [2.3]) s 
Q 
N Nq(0, (Tglq) and ~ Np(o^ dp), the joint posterior density of /S, s, and fis 
p(A»,(g,«|y) = Wy)r^£?'~'expHeIQi(A») + %,(»)]) 
* ®cp-{-{2€) ^(^a)'(^a)}, [4.68] 
where now 
k(y) = J /'"WWQiWs) + (Q2(,)]}f:(2%()''/^ 
exp{-(2f)~\fi-a)'(fi-a)} d/> d( 
and where pi and p; are as defined in Section IV.E.l.b and Qi(/9,8) and Q2(s) are as 
defined in Section IV.E.l.d. Proceeding as in Section IV.E.l.b, we can use 
P*(AS:$g,f|y) = limg__^p(A8,$g,f I y) as an approximation to the joint posterior 
density of fi, s, (g and S, provided e is large. As in the derivation of [4.46], we 
obtain 
[4.69] 
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c. Joint marginal density of P, 8, and S The joint marginal p.d.f. of 0, s, 
and S is, by definition, 
y) = r y) [4.70] 
Applying formula [4.19], we obtain 
P*W«,«|y) = [Q.(A«) + «Q:(s)]""'r(p,)ii'»[k*(y)ri. [4.7i] 
d. Joint marginal density of fi and s The marginal posterior density 
p*(^,81 y) of ^ and s is obtained by integrating p*(As,f| y) with respect to 6. Using 
the same change of variable as in Section IV.E.l.d, namely, x = 1 — [1 + 
(5Q2(8)/Qi(/î,8))]~^, we find that 
p*(A"|y)=j *p*(A»,(|y) df 
•= lk*(y)r^r(p,)r/'(Q.(As) + 
= [k*(y)r'r(p,)[Q.(A.)]"'°*"='/'[Q^.)l x": 
* (1 — x)^° dx, [4.72] 
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where 
U*Q2(8) 
Q 1(^,8) +u Qa(8) 
Therefore, 
P*(A»|7) = [K*(Y)r'r(p,) mM]'""''' m')]'"'"'''' 
[4.73] 
It should be noted that the incomplete Beta function that enters in 
expression [4.73] involves ^and s. This makes the maximization of p*(As|y) more 
difficult than in the case where there is no upper bound on 7. 
e. Maximization of p*(^,s | y) with respect to the dements of fi and s Let 
L(^,s) represent the log of p*(A81 y). That is, 
L{P,s) = -^n + 2ag)ln -^q + 2ag)ln Q2(8) + In [1 
[4.74] 
Making use of the Leibnitz Generalized Rule (e.g. Kaplan, 1984),and 
recalling that t = X/9 + Zs and = u^QaCs) / [Qi(As) + u*Q2(s)], we find 
that 
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Ip'W") = Q|(A») - Qs(») + In Jq 
. ( l-x)""^-"/"dx} 
= - ^=+2»g)[Qi(A»)l ' ^  Qi(A») + [Jq 
J ^'W.') 
1 -1 
= yn+2a )[Qi(A8)]-iX'(y-X/?-Z8) +  [ [  x ^ \ l d x l  
« [-Q3(A8rtl-Q3(A8)]'°'''e"''/'^Q3(A8)] 
,X'fy-r) [Q3(A8)] ' ' [1 -
= (n+2a.) ^ , 
2Qi(/3.8) r ^Pi(i _ 
JqîW») 
u*Q3(8)X' (y-r) 
[Q ,(As)+u*Qj(s)]' 
,r(-+2a^ [Q3(ft .)l ' ' '" l l-Q3(fts)] '°"°«""/ '  1 
^2Qi(A«) U*Qj(»)|^ -  x) '"*"» dx-l '  
JQsWs) 
[4.75] 
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Q n + 2a„ 5 q + 2a. ô rrl « 
. (1 /' dx] - 4 '' H 
(•.+2a^Z'(T^r) (q+2a,). rrl ^P,(i_^)<«*V"/'dxl"' 
2Q,(/J,s) 2Q,(8) Uq3(^,,) J 
r«[Q>(A«)l'''"[l-C!3(As)l'°*'°«'/' ^ 
U Q2(8) 
] U Q2(8) 
JQ3(A») 
5_ rt+2a, ^ [Qa(a8)l'''"[l-Q>Ws)l'°'"<''/', 
JQsW») 
[4.76] 
Expressions [4.75] and [4.76] can be reexpressed as 
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jp L(As) = X (7-r) [ïQTpiîj l-BQ,(^,,)(i(q+Vi^"+2»e» J 
(4.77) 
and 
• •"') 
2QI (A») 1 - BQj(p |,)(J(q+2aj), j(ii+2a^)) 
» rt+2a, ^ [Q3(g,s)]'''"[l-Qa(i9,»)l'° 
[4.78] 
Clearly, expressions [4.77] and [4.78] are non-linear in the elements of P and 
8. Therefore, a solution to dL(/7,8)/d^ = 0 and dL(/9,s)/d& = 0 must be found by an 
iterative algorithm. One such algorithm is obtained by incorporating suitable 
modifications in algorithm [4.57]. It would seem that the computation of each 
iterate of this algorithm would require the numerical evaluation of an incomplete 
Beta function. Therefore, in the case where there is an upper bound on 7, the 
numerical evaluation of >7^(7) may be just as feasible (from a computational 
standpoint) as the maximization of p*(A8|y). 
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F. An Approximation to the Posterior Variance 
In Section E we obtained an approximation to the mean of the marginal 
posterior distribution of fi and s. In this section, we derive an approximation to the 
posterior variance of P and s for the case where y follows normal theory mixed 
model [2.3] and w = + y's. We restrict attention to the case where there is no 
upper bound on 7. 
The posterior density of P and s is p*(A8|y), which is given by expression 
[4.51]. Let P and s represent the values of 0 and s that maximize p^(As| j)-
The matrix of second order partial derivatives of p*(As|y) is, in light of 
where Q, Qi(As)i Q2(8) and T are as defined in Section E. 
Thus, according to Lindley (1980), the posterior variance for the vector 
{P', s')' can be approximated by the matrix 
[4.58] - [4.60] 
• + 2a^ X'QX X'QZ 
2Q|(A») Z'QX Z'QZ + (Sil!) T 
^n+2ae' 
[4.79] 
n+2a ,  X'QX X'QZ 
1-1 
M = 
[4.80] 
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where Q and T represent the values of Q and T sA fi = 0 and s = s. 
G. Interval Prediction 
The Bayesian analog of a classical confidence set is a credible set. 
In this section, we describe a 100(1 — a)% HPD credible set for w. Also, we 
present an algorithm for computing this set. 
1. An algorithm for computing a 100(1 — a)% highest posterior density (HPD) 
credible set 
Algorithms for computing a 100(1 — a)% HPD credible set for a parameter 
have been described, for example, by Berger (1985). Berger's algorithm is based on 
the second definition of a 100(1 — a)% HPD credible set presented in Section I B. 
In what follows, we describe an algorithm for computing a 100(1 — a)% HPD 
credible set. This algorithm is obtained by treating the problem as a constrained 
minimization problem. The algorithm is based on the third definition from Section 
Suppose that f(x), x e IR, is a posterior density function that is continuous 
and unimodal. Then, the posterior distribution function is 
LB. 
Define 
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g(x) = x2~*r 
The algorithm we propose consists of minimizing g(x) with respect to and 
Xg, subject to the constraint 
F(x2)-F(x^) = 1-a. 
2. Description of algorithm 
Consider the mixed model prediction problem and let 1 be the left endpoint 
of an interval of values of w. Letting 
Then, the problem of finding a 100(1—ck)% HPD credible set for w is equivalent to 
the problem of finding the value of 1 that minimizes g(l) = u(l) — 1, where u(l) is the 
solution to [4.81]. 
This algorithm requires the implementation of two "nested" iterative 
procedures. The "outer" iterative procedure minimizes g(l) w.r.t. 1. The "inner" 
iterative procedure computes u(l) such that, for each particular 1, u(l) is the solution 
to [4.81]. 
denote by u(l) the solution to 
F*(u(l)|y]-F*(l|y) = l-a. [4.81] 
Ill 
Consider first the problem of minimizing g(l) w.r.t. 1. The Golden section 
search algorithm (e.g., Kennedy and Gentle, 1980, Section 10.1.4; Gill et al., 1981, 
Section 4.1.2.2) can be used to solve this minimization problem. Golden section 
search is a method for finding the univariate minimum of a convex function by 
interval reduction. It is assumed that the value 1* for which g(l) is minimized lies in 
some initial interval of uncertainty, to be denoted by 1°, where 1° = [a°, b°]. In 
each round of iteration, the length of this interval is reduced by a factor 
approximately equal to 0.6180. 
We now describe the steps of Golden section search as applied to the 
minimization of g(l); steps 1 through 6 determine the initial interval of uncertainty 
1° such that 1* 6 1°. [Clearly, to evaluate g(l) it is necessary to obtain u(l) such 
that u(l) is the solution to [4.81]. This problem is addressed later in this section. In 
the following description, it is assumed that the value of u(l) which satisfies [4.81] 
for each particular 1 is obtained every time g(l) needs to be evaluated.] 
Step 1. Start with initial guesses for 1, say 1^, Ig and 1^, where 1^ < 1^ < Ig. 
For this particular problem, a possible choice for 1^ is the left endpoint 
of the interval ^y;7) ± ^a/2 upper (a/2)-point 
of a standard normal distribution. Choose 1^^ = 1^ — f and Ig = 1^ + S, where 
f > 0 is supplied by the user. Then, compute g(lj^), g(l^) and gOg)-
Step 2. If g(l^) is less than both g(l^) and g(lg) then the initial guesses 1^ and 
Ig bracket 1*. In this case, set a° = 1^, b° = Ig, 1° = [a°, b°], and go to 
step 7. 
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Otherwise, set i = 0 and = 0, and perform the following check: 
If g(lj) > g(l^) > gOg) then clearly 1* > Ig. Go to step 3. 
If g(lj) < g(lj < gOg) then 1* < Ij. Go to step 5. 
Step 3. Let 7^"^^ = + Ig, and compute g(7^"*"^). 
Step 4. Ifg(7'+b > g(7'), set a° = 7*"^ b° = 1° = [a°, h% and 
go to step 7. Otherwise, let i = i + 1 and return to step 3. 
Step 5. Let = 1^ — and compute g(f'^^). 
Step 6. Ifg(/+^) > g(T^), set a° = b° = 7^"^ f = [a°, h% and 
go to step 7. Otherwise, set i = i + 1 and return to step 5. 
We are now certain that our initial interval 1° contains the value of 1 for which g(l) 
is minimized. In the following steps, we describe how the length of this initial 
interval is reduced to the desired level of accuracy. 
Step 7. Set j = 0. 
Step 8. Check whether the (user-supplied) convergence critérium is met, that is, 
check whether the length of I^, W — a^, is less than e. If so, set 
1* = (a^ + W) / 2 and exit the algorithm. Otherwise, go on to step 9. 
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Step 9. Compute two interior (to I^) values of 1, say and d^, as follows: 
(J = + (3 — — a^)/2 
d^ = a^ + — 1)(W — a^)/2. 
For these values, evaluate g(l). 
K g(c') < g(d^), then 1* e [a^, d^. Therefore, set = a^, = 
dj,andlj+^ = [aj+\W+^]. 
K g(c^) > g(d^), then 1* 6 [c^, b^. Then, set a^"^^ = c^, = W, 
andlj+^ = [aj+^bj+^]. 
Set j = j+1, and return to step 8. 
Steps 8 and 9 are repeated until the interval is sufGdently short to guarantee the 
desired level of accuracy. 
Consider now the problem of finding u(l) such that, for any particular value 
of 1, u(l) is the solution to [4.81]. Starting with an initial guess for u(l), say u°(l), 
the (p+l)st iterate of the Newton—Raphson algorithm — as applied to this 
problem — is 
uP+^l) = uP(l)-- F * [ l | y l  -  ( l - a )  [ 4 . 8 2 ]  
f*lul'(l)|yl 
p = 0,1,2,.... We now discuss alternative procedures to choose, for any particular 1, 
an initial value u°(l). 
If f*(w| y )  can be (reasonably) approximated by a normal distribution with 
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mean ^y;7) and variance v*(^, then, for a given 1, the initial value u°(l) can be 
chosen such that u°(l) is the solution to 
$(Ug) = *(Ig) + (1 - a), 
where #(.) represents the cumulative distribution function of a standard normal 
distribution, and 
U(, = K(i)-5(y:7)l[vJ^r^/^ 
An alternative approach is as follows; observe that [4.81] can be formulated, 
equivalently, as the problem of finding u such that, for any particular k (0 < k < 1), 
u is the solution to 
F*(u| y) -k  =  0.  [4 .83]  
For this problem, the (p+l)st iteration of the Newton—Raphson algorithm becomes 
uP+' = »P-^Vly) - (4.841 
p = 0,1,2,... . Denote by u*(k) the value of u at convergence. 
Clearly, the value of any particular k changes in every round of iteration of 
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the Golden section search, and a new initial value u° is required for each new k. Let 
denote the value of a particular k in the (j+l)st iteration of the Golden section 
search. Then, to find u such that u is the solution to F*(u|y) — = 0, the 
initial guess u° can be set equal to u*(k^). In particular, for k = k°, u° can be 
obtained from the normal theory approximation described earlier. 
The Newton—Raphson algorithm is very sensitive to the choice of starting 
values. In some cases, a poor choice for the starting values can cause the algorithm 
to diverge. Therefore, it may be advisable to perform the initial iterations by the 
method of Bisection (e.g., Kennedy and Gentle, 1980, Section 5.2.5), and then 
switch to Newton—Raphson. 
3. Evaluation of F*(w | y) 
Consider the mixed model prediction problem. In computing a credible set 
for w, we encounter the problem of numerically evaluating, for various values of a, 
the quantity 
F*(a|y) = [ f*(w|y)dw. 
J-œ 
Here, f*(a|y) is defined as in [4.27]. 
Making the change of variable 
(w - I7g(y))(n*(7) - 1)'/' 
(V'(7)B2(Sg,t;7))'^' 
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observing that 
dw/dx = (^7)B2(Sp,t;7))'/V*(7) -1) 
and letting 
(n*(7)-l)'/° 
we find that 
ra rll _ — •^n*(7)+l) 
F(a |y)= |  f  (w |y)dw =  CjM Bi(7) [B2(Sg, t ;7) ]  ^  [^7) ]  
J-tD JQ 
rlJn*(7H)l J 
a*(S„t;7) r[J(n*(7))] 
—CD (»*(7)-l)»r[^n*(7)-l)l 
x« 
rll — '^n*(7)4-1) •*• */ \ 1 
= Cji Bj(7)[Bjj(s^,t;7)] ^ Mf)]' r[aJ|B.] 
J A 
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where P. ^ [a*(S„,t;7)] is the cumulative distribution function of a t random 
V(7)-l^ ® 
variable with n*(7) — 1 degrees of freedom evaluated at a*(Sg,t;7). 
Thus, the problem of evaluating F*(a|y) for any particular value of a can be 
reduced to that of numerically evaluating a one-dimensional integral whose 
integrand involves the cumulative distribution function of at random variable. 
H. An Extension 
Results presented in Sections C, D, E, F, and G in this chapter for the 
special case of the mixed model prediction problem under normal model [2.3] can be 
extended to the case where y follows model [2.4] in a straightforward manner. 
Expressions for the classical BLUP and its MSE, and for the likelihood 
function associated with a particular set of n — p linearly independent error 
contrasts, were given by [3.63], [3.64] and [3.68], respectively. 
For the special case where y follows model [2.4], expressions for f*(w|y) and 
its moments follow immediately from [4.17], [4.35] and [4.37] by observing that for 
this case, g*(w|y,^ is the p.d.f. of a normal distribution with mean and variance as 
given by [3.63] and [3.64], respectively, and ggCzj 0) is equal to l(o-g,7;z) as given by 
[3.68]. 
Consider now the problem of computing the mode of the joint posterior 
distribution of and s. As indicated in Section IV.E.l, the conditional likelihood of 
y given fi, s, (g, and S is the same under model [2.4] as under model [2.3]. However, 
n 
since under model [2.4] the distribution of 8 is assumed to be MVN(0,ag A), the joint 
posterior density of fi, s, and S is now given by 
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P*(A«,(g,«|y) « y(7-X^Z8)'(y-X^-Zs) + Zb, 
+ i(8'A'8 + 2b,)]} A 
By defining QgC») to be 
Q2(®) " (s'A 8 + 2bg)/2, 
the expression for p*(As|y) is as that given by [4.51]. An approximation to the 
mean of f*(w|y) can be found — as in Section IV.E.2.e — by maximizing this 
marginal posterior distribution w.r.t. P and s. It can be shown that, as b^jb^ -» oo, 
(where b^ and b^ are as defined in Section IV.E.2.a) the system of equations to be 
solved to obtain and s converges to 
X'X X'Z •x 'y"  
Z 'X Z 'Z +  ^ A~^ 
e 
s Z 'y  
In the case where y follows model [2.4], the 100(1—i 
w can be found as described in Section IV. G. 
a)% HPD credible set for 
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V. ANALYSIS OF AN ANIMAL BREEDING DATA SET 
In this chapter we consider the application of the methodology described in 
the earlier chapters to a large animal breeding data set. The objectives of this 
analysis were twofold: 
1. To determine whether the application of the Bayesian methodology to this data 
was feasible from a computational standpoint. 
2. To compare the classical (empirical BLUP) and the Bayesian predictors. 
The data used for the analysis is described in Section A. In Section B, we 
present the model (which is a slightly modified version of [2.2]), and introduce 
notation to be used in the rest of the chapter. Section C includes expressions used 
to compute the classical and Bayesian predictors, posterior variances, and estimates 
of prediction error variances. Expressions used in evaluating and comparing the 
classical and Bayesian predictions are given in Section D. Section E contains 
numerical results. 
A. The Data 
The data used in this study are a subset of a large data set supplied by the 
United States Department of Agriculture Animal Improvement Programs 
Laboratory (USDA—AIPL). This subset consisted of first lactation records on 
mature equivalent (ME) milk production and number of days open for artificially 
inseminated cows sired by Holstein bulls. 
Days open is defined as the number of days elapsed between calving and 
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subsequent conception. The traits milk production and days open were chosen for 
investigation because of their different heritabilities; heritability estimates for milk 
tend to be in the medium range (0.20 — 0.30) (see, e.g.. Freeman, 1986; Wiggans et 
al., 1988), while days open, which is a reproductive trait, is thought to have very 
low heritability (0.02 — 0.15) (Hansen et al., 1983; Freeman, 1986). 
The subset of the data included in the investigation (subsequently referred to 
as the data set) consisted of first lactation records initiated in the years 1979—1982. 
These records were produced by daughters of 1,028 bulls. A year was divided into 
two seasons: May through October, and November through April. 
The records from 1979 —1981 were used to produce classical and Bayesian 
predictions, posterior variances, and estimates of prediction error variances. The 
years 1979—1981 will subsequently be referred to as Period 1 (PI). 
Records initiated in 1982 were used to compare the accuracy with which 
predictors obtained from the data in PI predict a production trait (milk or days 
open). Subsequently, these records are referred to as being from Period 2 (P2). 
The 1,028 sires represented in the analyzed data from PI included 420 sires 
who had their first progeny in PI and 608 additional sires. The 420 sires will be 
referred to as young sires, while the 608 additional sires wiU be referred to as old 
sires. For a record to be included in the data from PI, it had to be produced by a 
cow that met one of the following two criteria: 
1. The cow was the o%pring of one of the 420 young sires. 
2. The cow was the offspring of an old sire having no fewer than 100 daughters 
with a record in PI (and having at least one daughter that was a herdmate 
of a young sire's daughter). 
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To be included in P2, a record had to be from a first lactation initiated in 
1982, and had to be from a daughter of one of the 1,028 sires represented in PI. 
Some of the 1028 sires had no daughters with a first lactation record in P2; thus, not 
all sires represented in PI were also represented in P2. 
In the analysis of dairy cattle data, it is customary to account for the 
herd—year-season (HYS) subclasses in which the records were initiated. 
Table 5.1 summarizes the number of records, the number of HYS, and the 
number of sires represented in PI and P2. 
Table 5.1. Number of records, HYS, and sires 
Period 1 Period 2 
Number of records 
Number of HYS 
Number of sires 
Number of young sires ^  
575,884 
113,952 
1,028 
420 
203,960 
41,716 
906 
307 
^ Sires that were regarded as young in PI. 
The group of 608 additional sires presumably includes a large number of old 
sires that have undergone selection on at least one occasion. It is well known that 
estimators and predictors that are based on data from populations undergoing 
selection may be biased (e.g., Henderson, 1975; Rothschild et al., 1979; Fernando, 
1984; Fernando and Gianola, 1989). Thus, the old sires were considered fixed, but 
were retained in the data set, since they provided information about differences 
among the HYS subclasses. 
Predictions of breeding values, posterior variances, and estimates of the 
variance of the prediction errors were obtained for the 1,028 sires represented in PI. 
The comparison between the Bayesian and the classical predictors was carried out 
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only for those young sires represented in both PI and P2. 
Note that the average number of records per each HYS subclass in PI was 
approximately equal to 5 (see Table 5.1). Consequently, it is to be expected that, 
at least in the case of number of days open (for which heritability is thought to be 
low), the HYS effects will be rather poorly estimated. 
The average milk production and number of days open, as well as the 
standard deviations, are presented in Table 5.2. 
Table 5.2. Mean and standard error of milk production and number of days 
open in PI and P2 
Milk Days open 
Period 1 
Mean 
Std error 
17,812.16 
3,313.95 
115.29 
58.00 
Period 2 
Mean 
Std error 
18,162.83 
3,372.56 
116.58 
58.25 
The estimated Pearson's correlation coefficient between milk production and 
days open was found to be 0.12 in both PI and P2. 
B. The Modd and Related Notation 
The normal theory mixed model we now describe is a slightly modified 
version of model [2.2]. Consider the following model: 
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y = + Zs + e, [5.1] 
where y represents a 575,884 * 1 vector of records on milk production or number of 
days open, ^ = [h% 8']' = [hj,...,hp,tfj,...,5q^]' is a (113,952 + 608) x 1 vector of 
unknown, fixed HYS and old sire effects, and 8 = [s2,...,8qj^ is a 420 » 1 vector of 
unobservable, random young sire effects. Define W to be the incidence matrix 
associated with HYS subclasses, and U to be that associated with the old sire 
subclasses. Then, X = [W, U], and rank(W) = p = 113,952. Further, let s^ = [5', 
8']' be the q X 1 vector of old and young sire effects. Here, = 608, qg = 420, and 
q — q^ 4" qg — 1,028. 
Assume that 
i. 8 - MVN(0, 
ii. e is a 575,884 x 1 vector of unobservable random residuals such that 
6 - MVN(0, (Tgl), and 
2 iii. dg and 7 are unknown. 
Let 0 = (ffg, 7)' 6 n = {ffg,7: ffg > 0, 0 < 7 < u}, where u = 1/3. 
Define w = (wji—,Wq)', where 
Wi = y|8^. 
Here, ^ is a q x 1 vector with 1 in the ith position and 0 everywhere else. Thus, Wj 
represents half the breeding value of the ith sire. 
In Section H.B.l we obtained the reduced normal equations [2.6] by acting as 
if the vector 8, as well as the vector fi, were fixed. This linear system is 
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CB = m. [5.2] 
Note that the reduced linear system [5.2] can be obtained by adopting the 
following two-step approach: (1) absorb the p equations corresponding to h into 
the q^ + ^2 equations associated with and (2) absorb the q^ equations 
corresponding to S into those corresponding to s. 
Let [E% g']' represent any solution to the linear system 
WW W'U W'Z"  
U 'W U'U U'Z 
Z 'W Z 'U z  z  
E W'y"  
? = U'y  
.3. .  z 'y .  
[5.31 
Absorption of the first set of p equations in [5.3] into the second set of q 
equations gives 
[=11 =12l Mi l  
% =22 I
CO 
.
r
 [5.4] 
where, letting = W(W'W) ^W, expressions for Egg, and 
»2 are 
PJU, Hgg = Z' (I - PJZ, 
®12 ~ ®2l' ~ 
and 
ai = U'(I-P^)y, a2 = Z'(I-PJy. 
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Absorption of the first set of equations in [5.4] into the second set of qg 
equations yields [5.2], where 
C = ®22~®21®ÎI®12 
™ = ®2~®21^lh* 
(The existence of is a consequence of the requirement that all old bulls have at 
least one daughter in the same HYS as a young sire.) 
We now proceed as in Section n.B.l. Let f = n — rank[X, Z], and 
r = rank(G) = rank[X, Z] — rank(X). It is well known that rank(X) = rank(W) + 
rank(Hj^j) = p + qj^ (e.g., Searle, 1982, Section 10.4). Thus, f = n-p-q^-r. 
Denote the r non-zero eigenvalues of C by Aj^,...,Aj, and let R be the qg x 1 
matrix whose columns are the orthonormal eigenvectors of C corresponding to the r 
non-gero eigenvalues. 
Further, as in Section II.B.l, take t to be the BLUE of a vector of estimable 
functions of s, namely, 
t = 
where D""^/^is a diagonal matrix with elements {AT^/^}, i = l,...,r. Note that 
t ' t  =  I 'm =  I ' ag  - [5.5] 
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An expression for analogous to [2.10] is 
Sg = y'(I — P^)y — — l'a2. [5.6] 
From the first equation in [5.4] we find that 
= (aj^ — 
— ^'^21^^1^1' [5.7] 
Then, substituting from [5.5] and [5.7] into [5.6] we obtain 
Se  =  y ' ( i -Px)y-»l®i i» i -®' i -  [5«l  
An expression for the sums of squares corresponding to s is 
Sg = S t?. 
C. Prediction of Breeding Values 
1. Classical prediction 
A classical predictor for the vector w was obtained by following the two-step 
approach described in Section in.E. First, we obtained REML estimates of 7 and 
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(Tg. We then obtained the BLUP of w and the corresponding prediction error 
2 
variance—covariance matrix, by acting as if the REML estimates of 7 and were 
their true values. 
a. Estimation of 7 and 0^ The Linearized Newton—Raphson algorithm 
(LNR) proposed by Callanan (1985, page 117) and Harville and CaUanan (1989, 
2 Sections 8.8 and 8.9) was used to obtain REML estimates of 7 and (t^ . Denote the 
n 
REML estimates by 7 and 
The REML estimate 7 of 7 is computed as the point of convergence of the 
iterates 7^ , 7(2), 713) defined by 
=  y j i  - l '* (y i ' )  [5.9] 
K*(yii) 
where 
k*(7) = (1 + K7)[l + «7 + rr^F]k(7), 
K*(7) = [2^(1 + Kf) + «rr"^F]k(7) + (1 + /C7)[l + «7 + rf~^F]K(7). 
Here, 
^ (l+fA-f ^ '(I+7A/ 2(r + f) L '(1+7Aj)2J 
where 
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/c = r Aj, 
F  =  fVrSg,  
and 
.2 /  \  ^  t i / ( l+7Ai)  
-eW —J ' 
The REML estimate cr^ of is computed as = âg(7). 
b. Piedictioiis Consider the linear system of equations 
=11 7=12 • 
=21 'y=22 + ^ 
where s = 70. The first part of the solution to this linear system is S, the BLUE of 
S. 
From the first equation in [5.10], 
S = ~ 7=12^)' 
Substituting into the second equation we obtain 
(t=22 "*• ' "'^=12=11=12)^ ~ ®2 ~ =21=llh' 
or equivalently, 
«1 h 
Û =2 
[5.10] 
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(I + 7C)n = m. 
Using expression [5.28] in Harville (1989), and letting D represent the diagonal 
matrix whose elements are {A.}, we obtain 
8 = 7RD^/^(I + iOrH [5.12] 
as the BLUP of s. Further, from [5.11] and [5.12], 
îf = — ^12®^ 
= [5.13] 
Expressions [5.13] and [5.12] were used to compute the BLUE of the breeding values 
of old sires, and the BLUP of the breeding values of young sires, respectively. 
c. Variance of the prediction error Let be the estimated q x q 
variance-covariance matrix of the vector 
6 
8 - 8  
The matrix can be computed from the partitioned matrix 
°11 Ol2 II =11 ^=12 • 
®21 ®22 =21 7=22+ I 
-1 
[5.14] 
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Harville (1989, page 21), gives useful expressions for Gg^, and 
Ggg. An expression for G^^ is 
which, in light of [3.41], can be reexpressed as 
®11 = ®îî + 7=11=1211 - WI + [5.15] 
Analogous expressions for G^g, Ggj^, and Ggg are 
Gi2=^=li=i2p+icr' 
= -7H;[ÎHJ21I - WI + ^Dr^DR], [5.16] 
G2i=-(I+TCr>H2iH];J. 
and 
G22 = I - 7R(I + ^Dr^DR'. [5.17] 
The variance-covariance can then be computed from [5.15]-[5.17] as 
follows: 
Vai(i) = 
Var(î-8) = 
CoT(*,»2-»2) = ^Gi2-
In what follows, denote the elements of the matrices G^^, G^g) and Ggg by 
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6iiO>j) 0>j — 0 j — S22(*'j) O'j ~ 1» - 1Q2)* 
respectively. 
Had all the sires been considered as random, the variances and covariances of 
the prediction errors could have been obtained — after having computed the 
eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of G — by inverting only diagonal matrices (sée 
Section m.D.l.c). 
2. Bayesian prediction of breeding values 
a. Prior distribution of 0^ and 7 The prior distribution of the vector 0 = 
o 
fY was taken to be the non-informative Jeffreys prior distribution described in G 
Section IV.A.l.c. 
Letting 0(7) = 20^(7) (where 0^(7) is as defined in Section IV.A.l), the 
prior density is 
|51»] 
b. Marginal posterior distribution of 7 The marginal posterior distribution 
of 7, whose p.d.f. is h^(7|z), was computed for 300 values of 7 e [0,1/3] using 
expression [4.30] in Chapter IV, with 
Bi(7) = G(Y)[n(l+'y6i)r'/^M7)r^/^, 
b2(se.t;7) = k(sg,t;7). 
and 
n*(7) = n* = n — p + 1. 
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The numerical integration required to compute c^ was performed using a 
modification of Simpson's rule (e.g., Press et al., 1986, Section 4.1), in which the 
step size was allowed to vary with the value of 7. 
c. Piedictions Bayesian predictors for the elements of w were obtained 
from [4.35] by taking ^y;7) to be the elements of S (in the case of old sires) and to 
be the elements of s (in the case of young sires). 
The Bayesian predictors were obtained by using a modified Simpson's rule to 
numerically evaluate integral [4.35]. This was done in a way that took advantage of 
the values of hj^(7|z) that had been previously computed. 
d. Posterior variances The posterior variance of w^ i = l,...,q, can be 
obtained from expression [4.37], where ^7) takes on the value gjj^(i,i) and ^y;7) 
the value f. when computing the posterior variance of the breeding value of the ith 
old sire, and ^7) = 7g22(i>i) and ^y;7) = s. when computing the posterior 
variance of the breeding value of the ith young sire. 
As in the computation of the posterior mean, the numerical integration was 
carried out by using a modified Simpson's rule in which advantage was taken of the 
values of hj^(7|z) previously computed. 
6. Posterior covariances Posterior covariances were obtained for a small 
number of sires, since the cost of computing all posterior covariances was 
prohibitive. 
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Let s be the ith element of and let cov(s-,s-|y) represent the posterior 
covariance between sires i and j, i,j = l,...,q. For the special case of the mixed 
model prediction problem, the posterior covariance between sires i and j is given by 
rl/3 
cov(s^_,s^Jy) = [^7)K(Sg,t;7)(n-p) + 
* h^(7|z) d% [5.19] 
where ^7), ^y;7)j, and ^y;7)j represent the BLUPs of the breeding values of the 
ith and jth sires and ^7) represents the covariance of their prediction errors. 
Specifically, to obtain the posterior covariance between two old sires take ^7) = 
^yJ7)i = ^y;7)j = to obtain the posterior covariance between 
two young sires, take ^7) = 76220»j)» ^7:7)^ = Sj, and ^y;7)j = Sj, and to obtain 
the posterior covariance between an old sire and a young sire, take ^7) = 7gj2(i»j)) 
^y;7)i = ^ii and ^y;7)j = Sj. 
Posterior covariances can be (loosely) viewed as the Bayesian analog of the 
classical covariances between prediction errors. These posterior covariances are of 
interest if the posterior variances of linear combinations of sires' breeding values are 
required. 
1 Posterior distribution f*(w | y) The posterior distribution f*(w | y) was 
computed for each of four sires for 300 values of w € [—3,000,4,000] in the case of 
milk production, and for 300 values of w € [—20, 20] in the case of days open. 
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The sires for whom f*(w|y) was obtained, were chosen as follows: within 
each trait, and among those sires with a relatively large number of daughters, we 
selected one sire with a high predicted breeding value and one with a predicted 
breeding value close to 0. Similarly, among those sires with relatively few 
daughters, a sire with large predicted breeding value and a sire with a predicted 
breeding value dose to 0 were chosen. 
The variance of the posterior distribution of a sire's breeding value can be 
expected to vary (inversely) with the amount of information on that sire. For a sire 
with few daughters, we can expect the posterior variance of his breeding value to be 
large. 
D. Comparison of the Classical and Bayesian Predictors 
To compare the classical and the Bayesian predictors we used them to 
predict, for each young sire represented in P2, the average deviation of the first 
lactation records initiated by his daughters in P2 from the average of the first 
lactation records initiated in the same HYSs by the daughters of other sires. 
It is convenient to introduce the following, additional notation: 
i. n.^ represents the number of daughters of young sire i in SYS k, in which case 
n ^ equals the total number of (first lactation) records in HYS k; 
ii. S. represents the set of HYS in which 0 < < n i.e., S.= {k: njj^< n 
iii. nf = S n.t, which subsequently is referred to as the effective number of 
^ keSj 
daughters of young sire i; 
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iv. represents the difference between the average of the first lactation 
records initiated by the daughters of the ith young sire in the kth HYS, and 
the average of first lactation records initiated in the kth HYS by the 
daughters of other sires; 
V. d. represents the weighted average of the d-j^, i.e., d.= (n^~^ E n^^d.^. 
The values of the d-'s were compared with the classical and Bayesian 
predictions for the d/s determined from the data in PI. Two sets of comparisons 
were carried out — one for milk production and one for number of days open. 
1. An expression for 
Let y.jj represent the milk production or days open of the 1th of those 
daughters of the ith sire in the kth HYS. Then, for i and k such that n.j^ > 0, 
%. = "ik^ ^ ^ikl 
is the average production of those daughters of sire i in HYS k. 
It is shown in Appendix 2 that, for k € S^, 
^ik/n^-n,^) (n ? Vjk.' 
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2. Prediction of d. 
a. Random vanaWe to be predicted For i and k such that n^^ > 0, define 
where e-e^ and e.^^ is the error associated with the record of the 1th of 
those daughters of sire i in HYS k. Clearly, for k e 
".k 
^ik - (»i+ V 
Let 
. _ r_i r ^ik _ 1 _i r °ik _ y 
* I- n*k6S".k""ik n^kES.'^.k'^ik ' 
b "î*]'' 
and 
e* _ r y ^ik _ y ^ y ^ik _ V 
UeS.^.k'^ik 'k€S. 'k6S,®.k"®ik 
Then d- can be written as 
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dj — aj 8^ 4" bj G . [5.20] 
b. Classical prediction of dj An expression for the classical predictor of d. 
follows immediately from [5.20]. Clearly, the BLUP of d. is 
where s. is the BLUP of s.. 
* * 
c. Bayesian prediction of d| Similarly, the Bayesian predictor of d. is 
where is the posterior mean of s^. 
3. Variances 
a. Variance of d. Assuming that Cov(s,e) = 0, we find that 
VI ar(d.) = a. var(8^aj + b|var(e*)b.. [5.21] 
It is shown in Appendix 2 that 
[5.22] 
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b. Classical prediction error variance of d. In light of [5.22], 
2 
yar(d.-dj) = a;var(î^ " "A + ^  
where var(s^ — 8^ is as in Section V.C.l.c. 
c. Posterior variance of d^ Consider the matrix of posterior variances and 
covariances of and denote this matrix by Vg(8The diagonal elements of 
Vg(8^ are of the form [4.37]; the off-diagonal elements are the posterior 
covariances which are of the form [5.20]. It is shown in Appendix 2 that the 
posterior variance of d. is 
VgCdj) = ajVgCsJaj + (n^ k""i^ 
[5.23] 
0 
where £^(<7^) denotes the expectation taken with respect to the distribution whose 
p.d.f. is h(0|z). 
E. Numerical Results 
All the computations were carried out on the NAS (National Advanced 
Systems) 9160 at Iowa State University. Most of the programs were written in 
Fortran 77; SasGraph (Statistical Analysis System) was used to produce all of the 
plots presented in this chapter. Subroutines from the IMSL Math Library were used 
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for matrix computations. 
1. Preliminaries 
The inverse of the matrix was required to obtain C. This inversion was 
carried out using the subroutine Dlinds ûom the IMSL Math library (1987, page 
88). The central processing unit (CPU) time required for the inversion of this 
608 X 608 matrix was 38.43 seconds. 
Eigenvalues and eigenvectors of G were computed using the subroutine 
Devcsf from the IMSL Math library (1987, page 309). The CPU time required for 
computing the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of this 420 * 420 matrix was 36.36 
seconds. 
The matrix C had rank r = 419. It had, therefore, 419 non-zero eigenvalues 
which are presented in Table 5.4. Notice that the difference between the smallest 
and the largest eigenvalue of C is quite large, which indicates that the data are 
highly unbalanced. 
If the vector s were regarded — as — as a fixed vector, then and f 
would represent the residual sums of squares and the corresponding degrees of 
freedom in the customary analysis of variance table (Harville and Callanan, 1989, 
Section 3). Further, F = (f/r)(Sg/Sg) would represent the test statistic used to test 
whether fitting s after in the model significantly reduces the residual sums of 
squares. 
Recall, from Section V.C.l.a, that k = r~^ S A.. For this particular data 
set, r = 419 and f=n — p — q^^—r = 460,905. The value of k was found to be 
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30.08, and those for S J f  and F are given in Table 5.3. 
Table 5.3. Values of SJî and F for milk production and number of days open 
Milk Days open 
Vf 
F 
6,456,939.78 
2.72 
3,096.18 
1.27 
2. Classical results 
a. Estimates of 7 and 0^ As indicated in Section V.C.l.a, the REML 
2 
estimates of and 7 were obtained using the LNR algorithm proposed by Callanan 
(1985) and by Harville and Callanan (1989). 
The values of 7 used to start this algorithm were determined from plots of 
the concentrated log likelihood function log l(7,ô^g(7);z), which are presented in 
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 for milk and days open, respectively. 
o 
The values of 7 which yielded the largest values of log 1(7,^^(7);») (among 
the values of 7 used in constructing the plots) were 0.052775 and 0.009225 for milk 
and days open, respectively. These values were taken to be the starting values for 
the LNR algorithm. Alternatively, we could have used, as starting values, the 
Anova estimates of 7; the Anova estimates of 7 were 0.057246 and 0.0091492 for 
milk and days open, respectively. 
n 
Tables 5.5 shows the values of 7 and of ^^(7) at each round of iteration of 
the LNR algorithm. 
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Table 5.4. Eigenvalues of 
0.75 7.82 15.72 21.25 24.69 27.17 30.24 33.21 
0.75 7.93 15.96 21.36 24.76 27.24 30.29 33.23 
0.80 8.18 16.00 21.40 24.81 27.27 30.41 33.25 
0.86 8.74 16.10 21.70 24.92 27.33 30.42 33.29 
0.88 8.80 16.14 21.79 24.93 27.36 30.52 33.38 
0.89 9.06 16.20 21.84 25.00 27.37 30.77 33.47 
0.92 9.15 16.25 21.86 25.01 27.44 30.88 33.49 
0.92 9.34 16.37 21.91 25.05 27.47 31.00 33.51 
0.93 10.42 16.55 21.93 25.21 27.49 31.09 33.52 
0.96 10.82 16.80 21.98 25.22 27.57 31.13 33.60 
1.39 11.23 16.91 22.00 25.30 27.58 31.16 33.65 
1.74 11.35 17.09 22.07 25.34 27.64 31.23 33.77 
1.78 11.61 17.20 22.10 25.40 27.66 31.26 33.84 
1.83 11.67 17.40 22.17 25.41 27.70 31.31 33.88 
1.88 . 11.81 17.44 22.20 25.47 27.76 31.36 34.00 
1.94 11.85 17.50 22.25 25.49 27.79 31.43 34.02 
2.38 11.91 17.80 22.35 25.62 28.00 31.51 34.10 
2.48 12.14 18.04 22.50 25.65 28.08 31.53 34.19 
2.75 12.19 18.26 22.53 25.73 28.19 31.63 34.29 
2.78 12.78 18.72 22.60 25.76 28.22 31.73 34.34 
2.86 13.10 18.98 22.73 25.80 28.30 31.78 34.37 
2.98 13.19 19.05 22.94 25.97 28.34 31.92 34.45 
3.14 13.35 19.13 22.96 26.13 28.38 31.94 34.50 
3.37 13.82 19.22 23.22 26.16 28.44 31.98 34.64 
3.48 13.91 19.30 23.47 26.20 28.54 32.04 34.69 
3.86 14.08 19.38 23.61 26.31 28.61 32.12 34.84 
4.09 14.11 19.54 23.65 26.40 28.66 32.17 34.90 
4.46 14.18 19.62 23.67 26.49 28.67 32.19 34.93 
4.54 14.22 19.77 23.82 26.51 28.71 32.23 34.94 
4.61 14.31 19.90 23.94 26.55 28.75 32.26 34.96 
4.86 14.34 19.92 24.07 26.60 28.86 32.35 35.04 
5.10 14.47 20.01 24.07 26.61 29.02 32.39 35.25 
5.23 14.52 20.05 24.15 26.70 29.06 32.45 35.26 
5.28 14.64 20.15 . 24.25 26.89 29.26 32.65 35.31 
5.51 14.95 20.20 24.30 26.94 29.52 32.70 35.40 
5.69 15.02 20.43 24.37 26.97 29.59 32.72 35.43 
6.80 15.29 20.63 24.48 27.03 29.65 32.73 35.49 
6.83 15.32 20.78 24.54 27.07 29.77 32.83 35.57 
7.58 15.45 20.86 24.61 27.08 29.77 32.89 35.61 
7.69 15.63 20.95 24.65 27.15 29.91 32.97 35.69 
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Table 5.4 (continued) 
35.78 37.93 39.77 41.20 43.74 48.35 52.11 91.27 
35.89 38.03 39.78 41.35 44.04 48.53 52.86 92.24 
35.95 38.28 39.87 41.61 44.19 48.77 53.46 94.98 
35.95 38.34 39.94 41.91 44.28 49.00 53.59 98.69 
36.01 38.42 40.01 42.13 44.46 49.65 53.88 187.96 
36.18 38.48 40.16 42.22 44.58 49.95 57.04 196.72 
36.49 38.64 40.19 42.49 44.97 50.09 57.57 229.45 
36.74 38.87 40.54 42.70 45.16 51.17 59.39 397.24 
36.84 38.94 40.72 43.00 45.78 51.29 67.49 
37.17 39.23 40.77 43.14 46.51 51.63 75.17 
37.22 39.30 41.03 43.37 46.70 51.70 80.17 
37.33 39.43 41.12 43.63 46.88 51.86 81.69 
37.33 39.68 41.17 43.65 47.33 52.02 83.35 
^ Eigenvalues are presented in ascending order of magnitude. 
o 
Table 5.5. Iterates of the LNR for 7 and 
Trait: milk Starting value = 0.052775 
Iteration 7 
1 0.0528969862 6457030.24104 
2 0.0528969998 6457022.75678 
3 0.0528969998 6457022.75595 
Trait: days open Starting value = 0.009225 
Iteration 7 
1 0.0098124336 3096.10326 
2 0.0098219248 3096.06736 
3 0.0098219270 3096.06679 
4 0.0098219270 3096.06679 
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Fig. 5.1. Plot of the concentrated log likelihood function. Trait: milk 
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Figure 5.2. Plot of the concentrated log likelihood function. Trait: days open 
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The criterion for convergence of the algorithm was that two successive values 
of 7 be equal to the 10th decimal place. Even with this very strict criterion the 
LNR algorithm converged extremely fast: in 3 iterations for milk and 4 iterations 
for days open. Had we relaxed the convergence criterion to the 5th decimal place, 
we would have obtained 7 in 1 iteration in the case of milk and in 2 iterations in the 
case of days open. 
The performance of the LNR algorithm in this case was very satisfactory; not 
only was the convergence criterion met in a small number of iterations, but in 
addition, each iterate was computed in a small amount of time. As shown by 
Callanan (1985), once the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of the matrix C have 
been obtained, it is possible to write an expression for the ith iterate of the LNR 
algorithm that can be easily evaluated. Consequently, it is possible to compute 
each iterate in a short time. Further, the number of iterations to convergence was 
greatly reduced by choosing starting values for 7 which were near the values of 7 at 
A 
convergence. Therefore, if the cost of evaluating the concentrated log l(7,&g(7);z) 
for various values of 7 is not too high, this may aid in speeding convergence by 
guaranteeing starting values in the neighborhood of the values at convergence. 
0 
The REML estimates of h were 0.18 and 0.04 for milk and days open, 
respectively. Freeman (1960) reported a heritability estimate for milk yield of 0.36; 
Van Vleck and Hudson (1982) and Seykora and McDaniel (1983) obtained estimates 
O 
for h of milk yield of 0.31 and 0.27, respectively. Heritabilities were computed 
using Henderson's methods I and IH (Henderson, 1953). In 1983, Hansen et al. 
o 
reported a REML estimate of h for milk yidd of 0.23, and a Method III estimate of 
o 
0.18. Maijala and Hanna (1974, cited by Freeman, 1986) obtained a h estimate for 
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2 
milk yield in the first lactation of 0.27. The estimate of h we obtained for milk 
yield is similar to that used by the USDA for their animal improvement schemes 
(Wiggans et al., 1988), as well as that obtained by Hansen et al. (1983). 
2 The estimate of h we obtained for days open is similar to the estimates 
reported in the literature. Smith and Legates (1962) reported and estimate of 0.01, 
while Schaeffer and Henderson (1972) obtained an estimate of 0.02. Everett et al. 
0 (1966) and Seykora and McDaniel (1983) estimated the h of days open to be 0.07 
and 0.05, respectively. Hansen et al. (1983) conducted and extensive search of the 
literature and concluded that the heritability of most reproductive traits (including 
number of days open) is certainly less than 0.1, and probably closer to 0.05. 
b. Breeding values The 1,028 » 1 vector of empirical BLUPs of sire effects 
was obtained (for milk and days open) using expressions [5.13] and [5.12], 
respectively. 
The classical predictions of breeding values for milk corresponding to the 420 
young sires, as well as the number of daughters of each young sire having records in 
PI, are presented in Table Al.l in Appendix 1. Table A1.2 in Appendix 1 gives the 
the classical predictions of the breeding values of the young sires for days open. 
c. Prediction error variance The matrix was obtained using the 
formulas given in Section V.C.2.C. We present the mean squared error of prediction 
for milk and days open for the 420 young sires in Tables Al.l and A1.2, 
respectivdy. 
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3. Bayesian results 
a. Marginal posterior distribution of 7 The value of h^(7| z) was computed 
for each of 300 values of 7 e [0,1/3], for both milk and days open. Plots, 
constructed from these values, are displayed in Figures 5.3 and 5.4, respectively. 
As is dear from these figures, the distribution with p.d.f. h^(7| z) is 
extremely "peaked", that is, most of its mass is concentrated around a single value 
of 7. This "peakedness" is especially pronounced in the case of days open. 
The numerical integration required to compute c^ was carried out using a 
modified version of Simpson's rule. The accuracy of this approximation was tested 
by integrating h^^(7|z) over the interval [0,1/3]. The exact value of this integral is 
1; we obtained values of 0.999999 and 0.99998 in the case of milk and days open, 
respectively. 
The evaluation of expression [4.30] for h^(7|z) for various values of 7 
presented serious numerical difficulties. The term Bj^(7), which involves the 
product 11^(1 + 7Aj) was particularly hard to evaluate. We now give a brief 
description of the numerical procedure we used to evaluate h^(7|z) for different 
values of 7. 
Let 
a(T) = W7)l'/^Bi(7)[B2(S^,t;7)l " 
Then, expression [4.30] can be rewritten as 
[5.24] 
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where a(7*) denotes the function 3(7) evaluated at 7= 7* and 7* was taken to be 
equal to 0.05 if hj^(7|a) was evaluated for values of 7 e [0, 0.10], was taken to be 
equal to 0.15 for 7 e (0.10, 0.20], and was set to 0.26 if it was desired to evaluate 
hj^(7|a) for values of 7 e (0.20,1/3]. 
The denominator in the expression given by [5.24] was computed as the sum 
of six integrals as follows: 
where a(7j) represents 1(7) evaluated at 7= 7j, and the values of 7j, 1., and m. are 
given in Table 5.6. 
Table 5.6. Values of the lower and upper limits of integration, and of the 
stabilizing constant, for evaluating the denominator in the expression 
forhi(7|2) 
i 
'i mi T-i 
1 0.00 0.05 0.025 
2 0.05 0.10 0.075 
3 0.10 0.15 0.125 
4 0.15 0.21 0.180 
5 0.21 0.27 0.240 
6 0.27 0.33 0.300 
As stated earlier, the numerical integration was carried out by using the 
variable step size version of Simpson's rule. 
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b. Posterior means The posterior means of the breeding value of the 1,028 
sires were obtained using expression [4.35]. The posterior means of the breeding 
values of the 420 young sires are included in Tables Al.l and A1.2 in Appendix 1 
(for milk and days open, respectively). 
The CPU time required to compute a posterior mean was approximately 0.03 
seconds. Thus, the posterior mean of the vector s was obtained in 30.84 seconds (for 
each trait). 
c. Posterior variances The posterior variances of the sire effects for milk 
and days open, were computed for all the sires, using expression [4.37]. The 
posterior variances for the young sires are included in Tables Al.l and A1.2 in 
Appendix 1. 
The CPU time required for computing the posterior variance of the breeding 
value of a sire was approximately 0.08 seconds. Thus, for each trait, the posterior 
variances of the breeding values of the 1,028 sires were computed in 82.24 seconds. 
d. Posterior distribution f*(w|y) The posterior p.d.f. of the sire effect of 
each of 4 sires was computed for 300 values of w € [-3,000, 4,000] in the case of 
milk, and for 300 values of w G [—20, 20] (with a different set of sires) in the case of 
number of days open. These sires were chosen on the basis of the criteria set forth 
in Section V.C.2.f. 
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Figure 5.3. Marginal posterior distribution of 7. Trait: milk 
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Figure 5.4. Marginal posterior distribution of 7. Trait: days open 
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Table 5.7 shows the number of daughters (in PI), the classical and Bayesian 
predictions of breeding value, and the posterior variance and the estimated variance 
of the prediction error for the chosen sires. 
Table 5.7. Number of daughters, classical and Bayesian predictors of breeding 
value, and posterior variance and estimated variance of the 
prediction error for selected sires 
Sire n. % ^B 
Trait: milk 
1 135 
2 51 
3 4 
4 9 
216.1456 
1,900.1794 
9.0479 
801.0592 
59,062.1004 
121,114.4126 
292,986.5661 
241,871.5515 
216.0932 
1,901.5946 
9.1014 
805.0602 
58999.5486 
127,298.8212 
294,926.3543 
247,248.2155 
Trait: days open 
1 64 
2 323 
3 9 
4 4 
-0.1564 
7.3506 
-0.0462 
2.2169 
20.4223 
9.4225 
28.8036 
29.4056 
-0.1557 
7.3047 
-0.0472 
2.2855 
20.5120 
9.8020 
29.5929 
30.6466 
For each sire, the values of f*(w|y) were plotted along with the values of a 
normal p.d.f. with mean and variance equal to the corresponding values of ^y;7) 
andVg(^. The plots are presented in Figures 5.5 (milk) and 5.6 (days open). The 
broken curve is, in all cases, the corresponding normal distribution. 
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Figure 5.5. Plot of the posterior density of breeding value and of a normal 
density with mean ^757) and variance v*(6) for each of 4 sires 
Trait: milk 
Unbroken line: posterior density 
Broken line: normal density 
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Figure 5.6. Plot of the posterior density of breeding value and of a normal 
density with mean ^y;7) and variance Vg(&) for each of 4 sires 
Trait: days open 
Unbroken line: posterior density 
Broken line: normal density 
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4. Tests of assumptions 
Let (d — d) = [dj-dj jd^* — d^* ] ' represent the vector of prediction 
errors for the q* = 303 of the 307 yomig sires represented in P2 that had an effective 
number of daughters greater than 0. Further, let represent the 
variance-covariance matrix of (d — d) 
Since (d - d) ~ MVN(0, 
x*=(d-d)'vj::j(d-d) [5.25] 
is distributed as a % random variable with q* degrees of freedom (e.g., Searle, 1971, 
Section 2.5; Graybill, 1976, Section 4.4). Further, the vector 
[5.26] 
is distributed as a MVN(0,I) random vector. To obtain d* we require the matrix 
Letting represent the diagonal matrix whose elements are the 
eigenvalues of and represent the corresponding matrix of orthonormal 
eigenvectors, it is a well known result that 
(e.g., Searle, 1982, Section 11.A.2). 
We computed the sample quantity for milk and days open. Results were: 
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X* = 306.97, for milk, [5.27] 
%* = 319.49, for days open. [5.28] 
A significance test of the assumption that d* - MVN(0,1) can be obtained 
by finding the value of a for which Pr{Xq* > %*} = a. This value is called the 
P—value. The P—values obtained for milk and days open were 0.43 and 0.25, 
respectively. Thus, there doesn't seem to be much evidence against the assumption 
that d* - MVN(0,1). 
Figures 5.7 and 5.8 present frequency plots of d* for milk and days open, 
respectively. These figures suggest that the elements of d* are a sample from a 
normal distribution. 
Figures 5.9 and 5.10 present plots of normal scores against the ranked 
elements of d*. The normal score for the ith observation, as proposed by Blom 
(1958), is 
r.- 0.375 
$ (- ), 
^ n + 0.25 
where $(z) is the inverse of the standard normal cumulative distribution function 
evaluated at z, r- is the rank of the ith observation, and n is the number of 
observations. 
These normal scores are approximations to the exact expected order 
statistics for the normal distribution. We would expect, therefore, a linear 
relationship between the observations an the normal scores if the observations are 
indeed normally distributed. Figures 5.9 and 5.10 are consistent with the 
assumption that the standardized prediction errors are a sample from a normal 
distribution. 
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Pearson's correlation coefficient was estimated, for milk production and 
number of days open, between the actual d- and the classical predictor of d^ and the 
Bayesian predictor of d^. The estimated correlation between the observed d- and 
the classical predictor of d. was 0.20 in the case of milk production, and 0.15 in the 
case of number of days open. The same estimated values were obtained for the 
correlation between the observed d. and the Bayesian predictor of d.. A test of the 
hypothesis p = 0 led to rejecting the null in all cases, with P—values of 0.0004 
and 0.0079 in the case of milk and days open, respectively. 
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Figure 5.7. Frequency distribution of d*. Trait: milk 
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Figure 5.8. Frequency distribution of d*. Trait: days open 
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Figure 5.9. Normal probability plot of d*. Trait: milk 
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Figure 5.10. Normal probability plot of d*. Trait: days open 
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
We have presented a Bayesian methodology for predicting the value of an 
unobservable random variable from the value of an observable vector, when the 
variance components are unknown. The results obtained in this dissertation are 
extensions to results that have been previously presented by, for example. Box and 
Tiao (1973), Smith et al. (1985), Gianola and Fernando (1986), Gianola et al. (1986) 
and Harville (1989). 
For the normal theory mixed model prediction problem, an optimal (in the 
minimum expected loss sense) predictor for the random variable w can be obtained 
by evaluating one-dimensional integrals. This is true for any prior distribution of 
the general form [4.1]. The optimal predictor is expressible as the weighted average 
of the BLUP of w, where the weights are obtained from the posterior distribution of 
0 
the variance ratio 7. Knowledge about the true value of 7 (or of a^) is not required. 
Thus, this methodology is responsive to Henderson's (1973) comment about the 
need for further research to obtain a predictor for w when the variance components 
are unknown. 
We have presented the details for the case of the prediction of w when y 
follows mixed linear model [2.3]. However, as is clear from results presented in 
several sections throughout this thesis, extensions to the case where y follows 
normal theory general mixed linear model [2.4] are straightforward. 
The formulation of the problem as presented here, allows for the existence of 
an upper bound on 7. This is important in many applications. For example, as 
discussed in Section n.A.2, in some animal breeding applications 7 must be less 
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than or equal to 1/3. 
If interest centers on obtaining an estimate for 7, this can be easily 
accomplished by computing the first moment of the distribution whose p.d.f. is 
hi(7lz). 
If no upper bound exists on 7, then it is possible to obtain approximations to 
r}^ by computing w = + y's, where fi and s are the mode of the distribution 
with p.d.f. p(As|y). Provided p(A8|y) is unimodal and not too skewed, w may be a 
reasonable approximation to t/q. In this case, predicting w by w provides an 
alternative to the posterior mean whose computation does not require numerical 
integration. Further, an approximation to Vg that does not require numerical 
integration is that proposed by Lindley (1980), which was discussed in Section IV.F. 
Numerical integration cannot be avoided, however, when a bound is imposed on 7. 
The problem of obtaining a credible set for w can be reduced to that of 
solving a constrained minimization problem. The algorithm we propose can be used 
to obtain a 100(l-o)% HPD credible set for w. By definition, the 100(1 — 0)% 
HPD credible set is the set S such that J g f(t| y)dt = 1 — a and S has smallest size 
among all 100(1 — a)% credible sets for w. 
Clearly, the Bayesian methodology is more intensive, from a computational 
viewpoint, than the classical methodology. The problem of obtaining the 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix C was not, as expected, expensive to 
solve; it was, in fact, one of the easiest and cheapest problems in the whole analysis. 
We have demonstrated the feasibility of the Bayesian approach for prediction from 
a large animal breeding data set, and given, for the most time-consuming steps, 
estimates of required CPU times. It is well known that the CPU time required to 
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compute eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a matrix is approximately proportional to 
the cubed order of the matrix. The same rule can be used to estimate the CPU time 
required for inversion of a matrix. This, of course, imposes a limit on the number of 
elements in the vector of random effects. 
We found that for this particular data set, the Bayesian and the classical 
predictors of w were very close (see Tables Al.l and A1.2 in Appendix 1). This 
could have been anticipated from the plots of h^(7|z); it is obvious that in this case, 
the REML estimate of 7 was very similar to the value of 7 around which most of the 
mass of hj^(7| z) was concentrated. This was true for both traits, indicating that the 
empirical BLUP of w was a good approximation (in this case) to rj^. This is in 
agreement with the approximation to rj^ suggested by Gianola and Fernando 
(1986); these authors argued that when the posterior distribution of 7 is tightly 
concentrated around a single value, it may be possible to circumvent the integration 
over 7 by approximating ri^ with ^y;7), where 7 is the mode of the distribution 
whose p.d.f. is hj^(7|s). Harville (1974) showed that when "flat" priors are assigned 
to the vector of fixed effects and to the vector of variance parameters 0, the mode of 
the marginal posterior distribution of 7 is the REML estimate of 7. Harville (1977) 
added that it might be intriguing to determine what relationship (if any) exists 
between the mode of this marginal posterior distribution and the REML estimate of 
7 when the Jeffreys (1961) non-4nfbrmative prior distribution is assigned to 0. It is 
clear that for the data used in this study, and from a strictly practical viewpoint, 
the mode of the marginal posterior density of 7 could have been taken as a good 
approximation to the REML estimate of 7. It seems advisable then that prior to 
deciding on the classical or the Bayesian approach to the prediction of w, the 
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practitioner study the marginal posterior distribution of 7. In particular, it may be 
illustrative to evaluate the distribution whose p.d.f. is h^f^jz) (which is given by 
[4.30]) for various values of 7, and then plot these values against 7. If h^(7|z) is 
"peaked" (as was the case in this study) then this may serve as an indication that 
the empirical BLUP is a good approximation to the posterior mean of w. The 
numerical evaluation of h^(7]z) for different values of 7 proved to be quite difficult 
to carry out, mainly because of the wide range in the values of the eigenvalues of the 
matrix C. The procedure presented in Section V.E.S.a can be used to overcome this 
difficulty. 
The estimates of the classical prediction error variances and the posterior 
variances were also close for most of the sires. However, as expected, the posterior 
variances were almost always larger than the classical prediction error variances. 
Theoretical considerations (e.g., Kaas and Steffey, 1989) as well as empirical 
evidence suggest that the Bayesian predictor presents an advantage over the 
classical predictor when the data contain little information about the (unknown) 
variance components. In this case, point estimates of 7 and may be highly 
variable, and the estimated variance of the prediction error may, in consequence, be 
understated. 
Harville (1989) obtained predictions for a random variable from a small data 
set, from the classical and the Bayesian perspectives. For that particular data set, 
he found that the classical predictor was highly dependent on the value of 7. 
Further, he observed that a (relatively) small change in the data produced a large 
change in the classical, but not in the Bayesian, prediction. This indicates that the 
Bayesian approach may produce predictors which are — in a loose sense — more 
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robust to changes in the data than the classical predictor. This can perhaps be 
explained by the fact that changes in the data may produce a (relatively) large 
change in the point estimate of the variance parameters, but a (relatively) small 
change in their posterior distribution. 
The Bayesian approach may produce more reliable predictors than the 
classical approach in cases where it is desired to perform a simultaneous analysis of 
more than one trait. For a given amount of data, the larger the number of 
variances and covariances to be estimated, the poorer those estimates are. This 
may be more pronounced in the case where information on traits is missing on some 
individuals. The methodology developed in this thesis cannot be used, as presented, 
to make simultaneous inferences on more than one trait. More research is needed to 
extend these results to the multiple trait case. 
The values obtained for d. and d^, when compared to the actual d- (see 
Tables A1.3 and A1.4 in Appendix 1) suggest that neither the classical nor the 
Bayesian predictors did well with regard to predicting the production of future 
daughters of the young sires. This can be in part explained by the fact that most of 
the young sires had a small number of daughters (under 50) on which the predictors 
for breeding values were based. As the number of daughters increased, so did the 
accuracy of d- and d. with respect to d.. A significance test indicated that the 
difference between the vector of classical predictors d and the observed vector d was 
no more than might have been expected by chance alone. 
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DC APPENDIX 1 
In this appendix we present some of the results of the analysis described in 
Chapter V. 
Table Al.l refers to the classical and the Bayesian prediction of the young 
sires' breeding values for milk. The sire id, the number of daughters the sire had in 
the first period, the classical predictor for breeding value and its estimated mean 
squared error, and the Bayesian posterior mean and posterior variance, are 
presented in this table. Table A1.2 contains the same information for days open. 
Tables A1.3 and A1.4 present results of predictions made for certain 
functions of the data in period 2. In these tables, we present the sire id, the 
effective number of records initiated in period 2 by daughters of the sire, the 
classical predictor of d- and its estimated mean squared error, and the Bayesian 
predictor of d-. The posterior variance of d- was computed for a few sires, in which 
case it is included in the table. 
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Table Al.l. Sire id, number of daughters the sire had in period 1, classical 
predictor for breeding value and its estimated mean squared error, 
and Bayesian posterior mean and posterior variance. 
Trait: milk 
Sire id n ^y;7) % 
1681130 39 617.49 355.18 617.98 356.07 
1682475 41 -65.69 351.29 -65.78 351.23 
1682571 74 75.51 288.97 375.54 288.99 
1682897 39 -n592.09 353.66 -592.64 354.57 
1683890 38 -141.63 359.57 -141.82 359.59 
1684137 51 -629.14 330.28 -629.50 331.05 
1684501 22 329.07 449.44 330.04 450.41 
1684994 42 -521.36 356.98 -521.92 357.74 
1685067 41 -63.57 347.43 -63.66 347.36 
1685332 37 330.76 358.37 331.05 358.59 
1685337 34 -515.09 378.23 -515.76 379.11 
1685359 23 525.93 413.49 527.04 414.82 
1685436 56 415.90 321.71 416.04 321.90 
1685527 19 1035.58 434.05 1038.34 439.48 
1685572 47 -702.53 344.65 -703.08 345.84 
1685573 51 75.69 327.53 75.69 327.41 
1686025 15 453.37 441.27 454.66 442.65 
1686056 50 -460.37 332.25 -460.66 332.64 
1686061 34 -77.17 375.22 -77.31 375.24 
1686062 37 -1011.39 372.89 -1012.64 376.15 
1686245 36 298.72 378.95 299.11 379.24 
1686926 36 175.53 359.37 175.65 359.39 
1687242 37 -213.35 381.29 -213.79 381.52 
1687530 34 129.67 391.70 129.77 391.79 
1687819 58 -312.33 315.65 -312.48 315.72 
1688240 54 -683.69 325.79 -684.06 326.71 
1688322 54 -111.29 337.93 -111.41 337.87 
1688781 50 204.01 . 329.70 204.05 329.64 
1688783 64 -191.27 307.24 -191.36 307.18 
1688937 46 271.20 344.89 271.36 344.96 
1689658 41 359.84 366.59 360.10 366.85 
1689838 57 ^53.77 322.78 -554.10 323.37 
1689840 37 4.65 371.06 4.50 371.05 
1689860 35 695.64 381.01 696.52 382.54 
1689995 22 433.93 413.09 434.82 414.03 
1690026 34 -842.06 368.20 -842.98 370.31 
1690450 48 317.87 334.44 317.99 334.52 
1690621 42 -156.16 352.87 -156.32 352.87 
1690655 26 -192.78 430.50 -193.34 430.98 
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Table Al.l (continued) 
Sire id n ^y;7) % 4/' 
1691474 66 221.97 293.22 221.98 293.13 
1691527 29 181.92 398.18 182.12 398.36 
1691866 73 -345.57 301.12 -345.68 301.21 
1692358 37 9.91 364.76 9.90 364.72 
1692359 36 363.58 363.37 363.94 363.69 
1692423 47 -915.07 340.09 -915.71 342.05 
1692619 37 -76.29 365.94 -76.40 365.92 
1692687 49 699.17 338.49 699.47 339.34 
1692742 50 10.72 338.56 10.63 338.46 
1692902 20 -742.89 422.18 -744.68 424.95 
1693040 8 -499.09 501.14 ^01.88 504.12 
1693308 34 405.41 375.38 405.85 375.85 
1693335 66 -193.84 311.40 -193.98 311.36 
1693758 64 272.63 310.87 272.57 310.81 
1693772 37 -240.71 385.00 -241.12 385.26 
1693820 28 -450.91 406.36 -451.80 407.33 
1694006 65 113.09 315.26 113.05 315.13 
1694023 35 482.85 390.51 483.54 391.33 
1694070 43 -238.51 362.14 -238.84 362.30 
1694131 27 150.21 397.70 150.40 397.85 
1694216 127 -249.27 243.51 -249.28 243.44 
1694424 37 94.83 369.23 94.90 369.22 
1694572 66 417.13 300.17 417.19 300.27 
1694573 48 13.26 333.32 13.22 333.20 
1694585 44 -686.18 354.50 -686.81 355.75 
1694652 50 472.75 345.33 473.01 345.71 
1694710 36 ^99.80 374.69 -600.56 375.85 
1694878 38 -285.79 358.21 —286.06 358.39 
1695206 25 230.65 402.96 231.02 403.25 
1695218 29 61.99 400.33 62.12 400.45 
1695482 30 325.32 408.46 325.92 409.00 
1695593 259 -845.20 178.80 -845.10 179.01 
1695677 42 —20.86 350.29 -20.92 350.21 
1695908 30 -334.59 381.19 -335.04 381.58 
1696203 27 -118.00 396.34 -118.24 396.48 
1696569 32 110.14 386.42 110.21 386.48 
1697068 106 -1350.17 254.84 -1350.16 256.61 
1697162 30 -114.32 387.68 -114.50 387.77 
1697385 43 135.03 345.04 135.07 344.98 
1697396 36 124.66 375.99 124.77 376.03 
1697397 41 -761.09 367.88 -762.01 369.72 
1697418 42 -43.38 352.84 -43.46 352.77 
1697421 31 390.97 384.89 391.52 385.43 
1697719 25 761.82 403.42 763.16 405.72 
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Table Al.l (continued) 
Sire id n ^y;7) 4/' 
1697741 68 ^61.32 304.52 -561.52 304.98 
1697743 45 -598.67 343.33 ^99.13 344.16 
1698093 36 567.32 368.30 567.92 369.21 
1698221 70 -161.82 310.29 -161.92 310.21 
1698335 55 210.72 328.90 210.80 328.86 
1698734 40 -111.44 359.51 -111.62 359.51 
1698918 36 -10.54 363.00 -10.61 362.95 
1698985 50 -137.46 347.92 -137.58 347.89 
1699191 38 -203.19 372.97 -203.51 373.11 
1699217 44 -965.38 354.03 -966.25 356.52 
1699347 47 -539.73 341.49 -540.13 342.13 
1699493 40 710.02 353.12 710.60 354.34 
1699750 26 -291.08 398.54 -291.57 398.94 
1700345 44 237.48 341.27 237.61 341.29 
1700362 60 -177.90 309.31 -178.05 309.27 
1700553 129 -254.56 240.23 -254.59 240.17 
1700556 51 -530.89 336.29 -531.27 336.90 
1700626 30 0.98 382.57 0.94 382.58 
1700678 43 52.63 359.63 52.55 359.58 
1700705 42 —26.32 353.03 -26.38 352.96 
1700794 29 557.97 387.36 558.72 388.40 
1701026 38 -324.48 381.91 -325.01 382.34 
1701301 41 -26.21 356.91 -26.27 356.85 
1701379 76 -289.13 300.09 -289.23 300.11 
1701495 39 -348.28 354.17 -348.62 354.45 
1701542 43 420.69 345.24 420.96 345.54 
1701643 39 82.35 359.93 82.38 359.88 
1701708 56 -839.84 320.31 -840.22 321.62 
1701711 39 -834.81 358.99 -835.62 360.91 
1701903 48 ^26.38 331.71 -526.78 332.32 
1702109 35 -244.36 383.85 -244.75 384.11 
1702128 63 251.17 314.47 251.19 314.42 
1702139 51 350.37 334.11 350.49 334.22 
1702480 30 198.38 382.62 198.60 382.75 
1702698 58 1276.35 310.19 1276.70 312.81 
1702759 38 203.02 396.29 203.30 396.50 
1702760 268 321.11 175.91 321.04 175.82 
1702984 43 28.83 345.96 28.81 345.87 
1702986 74 250.04 292.97 250.03 292.89 
1703096 29 290.07 386.17 290.48 386.48 
1703190 54 -191.89 335.10 -192.12 335.13 
1703483 72 -273.94 303.44 -274.05 303.45 
1703704 17 -112.29 447.85 -112.70 448.35 
1704362 22 -446.35 418.22 -447.30 419.26 
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Table Al.l (continued) 
Sire id n ^y;7) % 4/' 
1705676 32 -903.09 377.48 -904.26 380.16 
1706010 52 215.65 328.13 215.71 328.09 
1706037 63 -225.88 303.17 -225.95 303.11 
1706223 28 -437.70 399.75 -438.43 400.55 
1706256 34 105.11 376.08 105.18 376.10 
1706464 30 583.54 383.16 584.33 384.30 
1706535 38 375.24 365.91 375.61 366.26 
1706656 53 -681.43 351.02 -682.02 352.21 
1706741 33 -207.91 378.57 -208.20 378.73 
1706864 54 4.21 322.39 4.17 322.26 
1707145 29 155.34 411.24 155.59 411.48 
1707217 51 -325.75 346.92 —326.06 347.15 
1707240 24 -129.24 435.14 -129.61 435.54 
1707935 23 39.31 411.35 39.38 411.52 
1708143 42 -83.06 350.40 -83.17 ' 350.35 
1708162 34 -456.26 377.66 -456.82 378.32 
1708444 28 -302.39 392.40 -302.91 392.81 
1708620 69 124.74 308.26 124.70 308.12 
1708916 43 330.95 358.45 331.18 358.64 
1709072 63 266.51 306.15 266.51 306.09 
1709417 113 —360.66 256.31 -360.68 256.32 
1709598 45 181.93 349.77 182.09 349.78 
1709760 32 116.26 370.85 116.38 370.86 
1709764 53 360.95 337.02 361.20 337.22 
1709836 40 -31.95 356.97 —32.00 356.91 
1709993 31 552.88 382.18 553.57 383.15 
1710104 80 269.97 275.29 269.95 275.21 
1710278 65 596.37 303.44 596.48 303.83 
1710380 46 218.33 334.17 218.43 334.15 
1710401 57 -707.49 321.23 -707.86 322.20 
1710481 28 -215.52 398.01 -215.93 398.29 
1710540 30 277.36 407.70 277.86 408.12 
1710753 42 245.39 343.05 245.52 343.09 
1710977 58 558.35 313.96 558.51 314.35 
1711050 27 -67.00 392.52 -67.11 392.60 
1711696 32 -393.33 396.64 -394.06 397.36 
1711974 45 -605.10 344.57 -605.56 345.40 
1712271 18 396.53 432.24 397.57 433.29 
1712301 51 -997.74 329.54 -998.23 331.51 
1712350 42 -309.49 369.30 -309.95 369.62 
1712682 50 -309.38 344.27 -309.64 344.44 
1712719 47 -82.04 334.94 -82.11 334.85 
1712769 49 235.05 333.20 235.17 333.20 
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Table Al.l (continued) 
Sire id n %y;7) % 4/' 
1712770 18 -455.71 428.98 -456.90 430.27 
1713092 38 428.53 351.04 428.83 351.39 
1713338 36 —88.23 366.01 -«8.35 366.01 
1713340 41 -15.85 357.68 -15.84 357.62 
1713386 567 -1101.34 128.35 -1101.25 128.50 
1713806 29 -71.21 389.99 -71.37 390.07 
1713921 58 -648.07 326.59 -648.39 327.36 
1714277 34 -117.72 372.82 -117.76 372.83 
1714278 41 569.92 352.30 570.37 353.04 
1714309 39 449.61 356.99 449.98 357.44 
1714544 34 296.88 376.88 297.23 377.15 
1714545 48 264.75 337.96 264.88 338.00 
1714551 47 -122.09 333.67 -122.19 333.60 
1714827 32 578.19 375.85 578.87 376.85 
1714887 40 624.69 349.58 625.13 350.43 
1715095 45 326.95 347.81 327.11 347.94 
1715210 28 950.83 398.40 952.40 401.77 
1715237 33 10.67 379.14 10.64 379.15 
1715672 47 -153.98 347.70 -154.12 347.68 
1715880 41 905.67 349.49 906.36 351.45 
1715898 24 -365.32 405.41 -366.03 406.08 
1716049 49 111.44 339.10 111.42 339.01 
1716455 29 186.35 382.21 186.57 382.33 
1716764 57 354.78 331.45 354.92 331.57 
1716766 55 -513.70 318.69 -513.93 319.09 
1716788 34 -42.63 374.02 -42.67 374.02 
1716887 28 -4.88 388.25 -4.91 388.30 
1716891 37 -3.33 361.05 -3.37 360.99 
1716945 50 161.18 332.80 161.22 332.73 
1716950 47 -238.57 334.23 -238.75 334.27 
1716951 118 -649.58 252.93 -649.58 253.24 
1716977 30 -742.49 388.13 -743.63 390.16 
1717135 41 -606.91 352.66 -607.47 353.61 
1717253 63 413.02 303.88 413.08 303.98 
1717296 31 359.41 388.20 359.92 388.67 
1717318 39 161.95 363.05 162.04 363.06 
1717414 24 -544.68 403.93 ^45.68 405.23 
1717536 135 216.15 243.03 216.09 242.90 
1717713 36 400.38 360.35 400.74 360.73 
1718080 25 300.19 412.65 300.82 413.19 
1718252 35 133.00 383.53 133.16 383.61 
1718279 55 -985.87 322.39 -986.36 324.33 
1718436 33 192.00 369.10 192.22 369.18 
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Table Al.l (continued) 
Site id n ^y;7) % 4/' 
1718522 40 -528.26 349.12 -528.67 349.75 
1718690 323 -668.29 164.13 -668.22 164.20 
1718765 39 228.86 372.37 229.11 372.51 
1718862 40 208.83 352.52 208.92 352.53 
1719027 38 -1035.91 367.78 -1037.06 370.98 
1719192 46 263.15 349.24 263.24 349.28 
1719267 38 -581.79 360.50 -582.39 361.44 
1719325 49 -546.28 332.58 -546.64 333.19 
1719422 49 -124.90 334.81 -124.99 334.74 
1719641 28 ^02.35 394.28 -403.02 394.97 
1719658 37 -904.08 356.06 -904.89 358.22 
1719662 133 -326.27 236.14 -326.28 236.12 
1719975 20 -294.94 436.73 -295.73 437.49 
1720013 29 -281.68 387.52 -282.14 387.87 
1720217 26 -357.89 397.34 -358.46 397.89 
1720254 30 249.22 378.60 249.48 378.77 
1721166 36 -465.03 386.27 -465.77 387.12 
1721263 52 -240.03 330.43 -240.21 330.46 
1721314 37 476.00 356.85 476.36 357.33 
1721329 40 817.46 358.60 818.15 360.29 
1721332 39 1153.71 359.54 1154.79 363.13 
1721333 44 945.66 344.49 946.32 346.56 
1721497 29 896.72 397.89 898.23 400.95 
1721509 51 1900.18 348.01 1901.59 356.79 
1721939 53 -413.81 326.50 -414.03 326.75 
1722252 54 198.54 322.48 198.57 322.42 
1722673 50 -10.52 329.18 -10.56 329.06 
1722862 44 —82.02 340.11 -82.06 340.03 
1723349 32 -811.48 381.15 -812.69 383.53 
1723431 50 207.30 325.14 207.39 325.10 
1723435 32 368.23 376.24 368.65 376.64 
1723438 36 428.09 375.84 428.55 376.36 
1723612 5 590.10 543.34 594.85 548.53 
1723818 42 195.26 354.83 195.46 354.87 
1723987 51 296.38 323.46 296.45 323.47 
1724053 34 286.86 381.97 287.20 382.23 
1724078 52 389.96 328.96 390.15 329.15 
1724079 13 389.75 466.37 391.22 467.86 
1724404 51 1249.50 323.55 1250.03 326.47 
1724499 53 -101.86 336.99 -102.05 336.94 
1724570 38 -217.23 371.97 -217.51 372.11 
1724800 35 78.59 372.40 78.64 372.40 
1724931 9 -19.25 512.57 -19.40 513.81 
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Table Al.l (continued) 
Sire id n ^y;7) v*(^V2 % 4/' 
1724935 45 578.08 351.62 578.49 352.33 
1724973 41 -«13.59 352.61 -814.28 354.29 
1724974 40 152.02 348.58 152.12 348.55 
1724977 38 139.27 357.58 139.37 357.56 
1724983 19 110.24 429.80 110.45 430.12 
1725496 24 164.59 434.73 165.03 435.17 
1725709 34 -286.65 373.72 -286.99 373.96 
1725714 48 496.46 346.33 496.82 346.85 
1725907 48 -521.31 349.77 -521.85 350.52 
1725983 31 -20.17 382.20 -20.25 382.22 
1726358 41 -568.43 374.89 -569.18 375.97 
1726479 19 645.20 432.77 646.91 435.05 
1726577 39 376.07 358.14 376.36 358.41 
1726640 26 282.32 395.57 282.76 395.92 
1726768 40 -92.19 374.49 -92.37 374.52 
1726972 24 -119.27 440.14 -119.67 440.58 
1727563 46 282.30 354.16 282.46 354.26 
1727566 43 -861.39 356.99 -862.15 358.94 
1727629 14 -78.51 456.13 -78.85 456.68 
1727640 44 457.16 345.44 457.48 345.85 
1728018 23 -399.21 409.84 -400.00 410.65 
1728128 35 113.11 376.92 113.20 376.95 
1728328 39 -153.37 374.99 -153.57 375.07 
1728396 31 207.31 383.67 207.56 383.82 
1728858 36 1.48 385.99 1.37 386.03 
1729821 45 -164.46 359.04 -164.55 359.04 
1729912 41 14.97 365.39 14.91 365.35 
1730078 37 726.93 355.69 727.54 357.00 
1730086 42 -133.55 361.76 -133.72 361.77 
1730285 27 -78.65 390.39 -78.82 390.47 
1730488 40 -73.71 357.58 -73.85 357.54 
1730518 4 212.89 532.72 214.44 534.74 
1730947 19 328.72 433.22 329.56 434.02 
1731071 17 -148.34 441.85 -148.82 442.34 . 
1731122 39 -637.20 370.59 -638.08 372.00 
1731322 40 -232.20 356.06 -232.46 356.17 
1731326 9 253.38 493.99 254.67 495.39 
1731344 53 -195.52 320.35 -195.60 320.30 
1731633 30 534.67 380.73 535.37 381.67 
1731655 30 272.71 382.97 273.03 383.21 
1731747 19 133.23 441.89 133.58 442.34 
1731801 21 -124.12 442.62 -124.62 443.11 
1731927 31 —6.22 373.96 -6.29 373.95 
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Table Al.l (continued) 
Siie id n ^y;7) % 4/' 
1731928 33 -368.87 382.70 -369.52 383.28 
1732051 35 -486.60 398.21 -487.57 399.32 
1732052 14 345.61 458.94 346.81 460.13 
1732375 17 214.61 437.53 215.19 438.08 
1732476 31 -441.70 390.11 -442.42 390.89 
1732524 47 412.34 350.01 412.65 350.34 
1732689 57 262.61 319.90 262.70 319.90 
1733045 37 116.91 368.69 116.98 368.69 
1733344 35 212.80 375.51 213.01 375.62 
1733519 6 -77.99 524.81 -78.43 526.31 
1733603 34 334.43 376.50 334.81 376.83 
1733643 14 381.05 456.44 382.38 457.76 
1733645 33 415.24 377.64 415.76 378.19 
1733842 46 239.75 351.58 239.90 351.64 
1734105 24 -198.91 425.18 -199.32 425.59 
1734382 25 33.16 411.60 33.17 411.76 
1734539 48 486.26 347.01 486.57 347.47 
1734736 64 -182.88 306.65 -182.96 306.58 
1735268 22 -18.92 417.23 -18.96 417.42 
1736147 45 -277.03 345.99 -277.22 346.08 
1736388 25 365.69 409.99 366.39 410.66 
1736393 30 332.82 381.21 333.20 381.55 
1736888 15 -297.19 448.84 -298.20 449.78 
1736995 7 -33.28 518.85 -33.52 520.20 
1737179 9 -42.29 501.22 -42.47 502.29 
1737269 19 -26.11 451.74 -26.24 452.20 
1737300 28 -739.86 391.67 -741.00 393.68 
1737550 64 755.96 303.80 756.12 304.52 
1737741 31 -264.34 396.59 -264.81 396.95 
1737742 26 568.62 395.52 569.51 396.72 
1737749 16 -17.62 443.99 -17.74 444.39 
1738143 14 150.64 463.15 151.20 463.85 
1738182 21 213.43 423.49 213.90 423.91 
1738277 31 23.16 373.75 23.16 373.74 
1738484 23 1183.11 408.54 1185.46 414.37 
1738507 42 -197.49 353.20 -197.63 353.23 
1738514 39 806.40 351.85 807.10 353.50 
1738998 17 -443.38 439.03 -444.65 440.38 
1739490 14 272.67 462.33 273.66 463.32 
1739498 35 299.92 370.27 300.26 370.51 
1739500 35 -782.59 362.35 -783.34 364.03 
1739506 6 -533.86 530.11 -537.73 534.25 
1739744 18 -119.03 442.66 -119.43 443.12 
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Table Al.l (continued) 
Sire id n % vr 
1739834 5 307.18 521.44 309.22 523.64 
1739877 12 -317.28 478.46 -318.72 479.89 
1739979 51 -508.50 373.35 -509.17 374.20 
1740004 48 -460.02 342.73 -460.24 343.09 
1740028 35 -153.27 366.12 -153.43 366.15 
1740146 58 112.59 324.97 112.61 324.87 
1740168 16 -368.49 441.11 -369.62 442.21 
1740363 1 -€2.87 571.36 -83.73 573.97 
1740646 33 -295.28 374.22 -295.66 374.50 
1740777 5 84.02 525.86 84.54 527.39 
1740983 38 -708.02 370.20 -708.92 371.84 
1741021 30 29.05 384.88 29.10 384.91 
1741028 31 195.86 396.19 196.36 396.48 
1741090 6 -51.84 524.13 -52.20 525.60 
1741254 22 -139.82 427.68 -140.18 428.05 
1741326 25 403.78 401.22 404.48 401.93 
1742162 4 -286.19 538.35 -288.48 540.88 
1742490 23 504.31 421.83 505.39 423.10 
1742627 20 349.38 421.79 350.24 422.58 
1742945 13 -394.06 480.05 -395.89 481.90 
1743677 26 138.70 406.48 139.01 406.70 
1743941 40 -341.31 348.19 -341.62 348.44 
1744652 11 -245.10 483.03 -246.24 484.24 
1744653 14 -247.20 460.03 -248.21 460.97 
1744958 4 9.05 541.28 9.10 543.07 
1745454 40 649.44 372.39 650.17 373.64 
1745456 35 1130.22 388.45 1131.83 392.79 
1745584 21 -156.32 444.26 -156.83 444.79 
1745600 23 -293.10 413.07 -293.74 413.61 
1746023 20 368.44 425.09 369.33 425.95 
1746041 27 -389.18 418.83 -390.05 419.70 
1746287 23 245.96 409.28 246.42 409.66 
1746292 19 197.84 431.92 198.44 432.43 
1746448 12 -20.21 491.34 -20.31 492.25 
1747338 1 162.44 570.22 164.08 573.02 
1747412 26 313.00 396.39 313.48 396.81 
1747640 35 557.12 381.90 557.81 382.88 
1747691 3 265.58 545.79 267.74 548.36 
1748325 14 -264.87 457.96 -265.79 458.87 
1748850 3 -169.00 549.64 -170.47 551.91 
1749256 12 -53.54 480.65 -53.76 481.44 
1749311 19 864.92 428.97 867.10 432.71 
1749328 11 84.49 483.50 84.87 484.35 
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Table Al.l (continued) 
Sire id n ^y;7) T 
1749387 18 276.19 458.44 277.17 459.40 
1749414 19 435.13 427.52 436.19 428.65 
1749423 2 -285.89 556.66 -288.49 559.67 
1749584 2 -348.91 557.43 -352.11 560.89 
1749734 9 -86.93 488.44 -87.35 489.37 
1749931 1 110.98 571.62 112.11 574.30 
1750194 104 ^74.68 263.37 -574.77 263.70 
1750307 3 153.78 550.88 155.09 553.12 
1750824 9 801.06. 491.80 805.06 497.24 
1750963 7 4.96 517.38 5.02 518.70 
1751069 9 20.55 513.75 20.67 515.01 
1751531 22 192.83 426.73 193.30 427.15 
1752394 1 117.31 570.76 118.49 573.43 
1752395 13 -451.23 469.43 -453.09 471.37 
1752412 52 4.82 324.01 4.83 323.89 
1753344 3 222.50 546.18 224.29 548.55 
1753906 2 -43.07 564.10 -43.49 566.45 
1753945 7 254.56 516.92 256.19 518.77 
1754105 15 -136.76 460.29 -137.33 460.96 
1754388 24 154.87 406.48 155.23 406.73 
1754653 13 -201.94 492.77 -202.85 493.96 
1754726 2 145.63 558.76 146.99 561.19 
1754949 22 -478.95 428.30 -480.26 429.73 
1755381 2 93.11 558.08 93.94 560.35 
1755729 2 120.99 559.23 122.17 561.61 
1757419 25 -189.55 403.94 -189.92 404.21 
1757832 4 433.74 537.18 437.04 540.63 
1758831 31 -448.98 377.84 -449.59 378.51 
1762140 1 -104.21 570.77 -105.26 573.40 
1764562 114.67 544.78 115.59 546.77 
1767920 1 -68.55 572.45 -69.26 575.07 ' 
1767966 1 -76.34 573.17 -77.13 575.82 
1769795 1 -159.59 571.16 -161.23 573.98 
1773289 1 -287.83 573.19 -290.83 576.73 
1773290 1 -34.26 570.62 -34.59 573.14 
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Table A1.2. Sire id, number of daughters the sire had in period 1, classical 
predictor for breeding value and its estimated mean squared 
error, and Bayesian posterior mean and posterior variance. 
Trait: days open 
Sire id n ^y;7) % 4/' 
1681130 39 3.49 4.80 3.53 4.89 
1682475 41 -3.49 4.78 —3.53 4.86 
1682571 74 2.19 4.39 2.19 4.41 
1682897 39 -0.73 4.79 -0.73 4.82 
1683890 38 1.70 4.83 1.72 4.86 
1684137 51 -1.35 4.66 -1.36 4.69 
1684501 22 0.92 5.19 0.94 5.25 
1684994 42 1.74 4.81 1.76 4.85 
1685067 41 2.52 4.76 2.54 4.81 
1685332 37 0.59 4.82 0.59 4.85 
1685337 34 2.08 4.92 2.11 4.97 
1685359 23 -0.98 5.06 -1.00 5.11 
1685436 56 -2.59 4.61 -2.61 4.65 
1685527 19 0.30 5.14 0.31 5.19 
1685572 47 6.08 4.75 6.14 4.93 
1685573 51 7.65 4.65 7.71 4.90 
1686025 15 0.53 5.16 0.55 5.22 
1686056 50 -n5.27 4.68 -5.31 4.81 
1686061 34 -0.66 4.90 -0.67 4.93 
1686062 37 3.92 4.89 3.97 5.00 
1686245 36 . 2.99 4.92 3.04 5.00 
1686926 36 -2.61 4.82 -2.64 4.88 
1687242 37 -0.44 4.93 -0.45 4.96 
1687530 34 1.17 4.98 1.19 5.02 
1687819 58 —3.88 4.57 -3.91 4.65 
1688240 54 -6.14 4.64 -6.19 4.81 
1688322 54 0.35 4.71 0.36 4.73 
1688781 50 2.24 4.66 2.26 4.70 
1688783 64 -0.16 4.52 -0.16 4.53 
1688937 46 3.25 4.75 3.29 4.82 
1689658 41 2.60 4.86 2.64 4.92 
1689838 57 -0.21 4.62 -0.22 4.63 
1689840 37 -3.73 4.88 -3.78 4.98 
1689860 35 -1.94 4.93 -1.97 4.98 
1689995 22 -0.33 5.06 —0.33 5.11 
1690026 34 -1.99 4.87 -2.01 4.92 
1690450 48 -1.08 4.69 -1.09 4.71 
1690621 42 1.33 4.79 1.34 4.82 
1690655 26 0.47 5.13 0.48 5.18 
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Table A1.2 (continued) 
Sire id n ^y;7) v*(Ô)l/2 
1691474 66 -0.49 4.42 -0.49 4.43 
1691527 29 -0.74 5.00 -0.75 5.04 
1691866 73 3.02 4.48 3.04 4.52 
1692358 37 ' —0.36 4.85 —0.36 4.88 
1692359 36 -3.44 4.84 -3.48 4.93 
1692423 47 —2.84 4.72 —2.86 4.78 
1692619 37 0.03 4.86 0.03 4.88 
1692687 49 2.42 4.71 2.45 4.76 
1692742 50 3.99 4.71 4.04 4.80 
1692902 20 5.75 5.10 5.87 5.33 
1693040 8 -1.12 5.34 -1.15 5.42 
1693308 34 -0.19 4.90 -0.19 4.93 
1693335 66 -4.08 4.55 -4.10 4.62 
1693758 64 4.85 4.54 4.88 4.65 
1693772 37 2.31 4.95 2.34 5.01 
1693820 28 -0.31 5.04 -0.31 5.08 
1694006 65 4.20 4.57 4.23 4.66 
1694023 35 -1.49 4.97 -1.52 5.02 
1694070 43 2.57 4.84 2.60 4.90 
1694131 27 -2.38 5.00 -2.42 5.07 
1694216 127 1.87 4.01 1.87 4.01 
1694424 37 -1.95 4.87 -1.98 4.92 
1694572 66 0.86 4.47 0.86 4.48 
1694573 48 -7.51 4.68 -7.57 4.94 
1694585 44 2.02 4.80 2.04 4.84 
1694652 50 -2.13 4.75 -2.15 4.79 
1694710 36 -1.31 4.90 -1.33 4.94 
1694878 38 2.43 4.82 2.46 4.87 
1695206 25 0.52 5.02 0.53 5.06 
1695218 29 —3.30 5.01 -3.36 5.11 
1695482 30 1.40 5.04 1.42 5.10 
1695593 259 0.12 3.27 0.12 3.26 
1695677 42 1.80 4.78 1.82 4.81 
1695908 30 -0.59 4.93 . -0.60 4.96 
1696203 27 1.41 5.00 1.43 5.04 
1696569 32 1.10 4.95 1.12 4.99 
1697068 106 3.40 4.11 3.40 4.14 
1697162 30 1.01 4.96 1.03 5.00 
1697385 43 -1.31 4.75 -1.32 4.78 
1697396 36 -2.62 4.90 -2.66 4.97 
1697397 41 —0.60 4.87 —0.60 4.90 
1697418 42 3.60 4.79 3.64 4.87 
1697421 31 0.91 4.95 0.93 4.98 
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Table A1.2 (continued) 
Sire id n ^y;7) 
1697719 25 -0.57 5.02 -0.58 5.07 
1697741 68 -3.47 4.50 -3.49 4.56 
1697743 45 —3.08 4.74 -3.11 4.80 
1698093 36 -6.32 4.87 -6.40 5.08 
1698221 70 —6.35 4.54 -6.39 4.71 
1698335 55 6.08 4.66 6.13 4.83 
1698734 40 -2.18 4.82 -2.20 4.87 
1698918 36 —0.30 4.84 -0.30 4.87 
1698985 50 6.73 4.76 6.81 4.99 
1699191 38 —3.22 4.89 -3.26 4.97 
1699217 44 -7.02 4.80 -7.10 5.04 
1699347 47 2.76 4.73 2.79 4.78 
1699493 40 2.90 4.79 2.93 4.85 
1699750 26 0.66 5.00 0.67 5.05 
1700345 44 -0.73 4.73 -0.73 4.75 
1700362 60 -5.85 4.53 -5.89 4.67 
1700553 129 4.12 3.98 4.11 4.02 
1700556 51 -0.16 4.70 -0.16 4.72 
1700626 30 0.68 4.94 0.69 4.97 
1700678 43 -1.58 4.83 -1.59 4.86 
1700705 42 -0.80 4.79 -0.81 4.82 
1700794 29 1.74 4.96 1.77 5.01 
1701026 38 -1.63 4.93 -1.65 4.98 
1701301 41 -4.28 4.81 -4.33 4.92 
1701379 76 -0.41 4.47 -0.41 4.48 
1701495 39 1.36 4.80 1.38 4.83 
1701542 43 4.74 4.75 4.79 4.87 
1701643 39 -1.10 4.83 -1.12 4.86 
1701708 56 -3.37 4.60 —3.39 4.66 
1701711 39 -1.05 4.82 -1.07 4.85 
1701903 48 6.25 4.67 6.30 4.85 
1702109 35 -0.49 4.94 -0.50 4.98 
1702128 63 -4.03 4.57 -4.05 4.64 
1702139 51 1.32 4.69 1.33 4.71 
1702480 30 -2.21 4.94 -2.24 4.99 
1702698 58 3.99 4.54 4.01 4.61 
1702759 38 3.87 5.00 3.93 5.11 
1702760 268 —0.39 3.23 —0.39 3.22 
1702984 43 0.18 4.75 0.18 4.78 
1702986 74 4.96 4.42 4.97 4.51 
1703096 29 -3.25 4.95 -3.30 5.04 
1703190 54 -5.54 4.69 ^.60 4.84 
1703483 72 -1.41 4.49 -1.42 4.51 
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Table A1.2 (continued) 
Sire id n ^y;7) % 
1703704 17 -2.64 5.19 -2.70 5.28 
1704362 22 1.35 5.08 1.38 5.14 
1705676 32 0.20 4.91 0.20 4.94 
1706010 52 1.75 4.65 1.76 4.68 
1706037 63 -6.54 4.49 -6.57 4.65 
1706223 28 0.05 5.01 0.05 5.05 
1706256 34 -1.25 4.91 -1.27 4.94 
1706464 30 2.70 4.94 2.74 5.01 
1706535 38 1.29 4.86 1.31 4.89 
1706656 53 1.64 4.78 1.66 4.82 
1706741 33 2.16 4.92 2.20 4.97 
1706864 54 -3.97 4.62 -4.00 4.69 
1707145 29 -1.65 5.06 -1.68 5.11 
1707217 51 -1.83 4.76 -1.85 4.80 
1707240 24 1.76 5.14 1.79 5.21 
1707935 23 1.44 5.06 1.47 5.11 
1708143 42 2.45 4.78 2.48 4.83 
1708162 34 1.01 4.91 1.02 4.95 
1708444 28 0.79 4.98 0.81 5.02 
1708620 69 5.06 4.52 5.09 4.63 
1708916 43 1.52 4.82 1.54 4.86 
1709072 63 0.08 . 4.51 0.07 4.52 
1709417 113 0.94 4.13 0.94 4.12 
1709598 45 -0.21 4.77 -0.21 4.80 
1709760 32 -3.34 4.88 —3.38 4.96 
1709764 53 -2.90 4.70 -2.93 4.76 
1709836 40 2.50 4.81 2.53 4.87 
1709993 31 -1.58 4.93 -1.60 4.98 
1710104 80 3.86 4.28 3.87 4.33 
1710278 65 0.46 4.49 0.46 4.50 
1710380 46 1.89 4.69 1.91 4.72 
1710401 57 -4.01 4.61 -4.04 4.69 
1710481 28 -2.52 5.00 -2.56 5.07 
1710540 30 -0.60 5.04 -0.61 5.09 
1710753 42 -1.04 4.74 -1.05 4.76 
1710977 58 1.24 4.56 1.25 4.58 
1711050 27 1.16 4.98 1.18 5.02 
1711696 32 1.36 5.00 1.38 5.04 
1711974 45 -1.07 4.75 -1.08 4.77 
1712271 18 2.69 5.13 2.75 5.22 
1712301 51 1.99 4.66 2.01 4.69 
1712350 42 2.47 4.87 2.51 4.93 
1712682 50 2.97 4.74 3.00 4.81 
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Table A1.2 (continued) 
Sire id n ^y;7) % 
1712719 47 -2.46 4.69 -2.48 4.74 
1712769 49 2.52 4.68 2.54 4.73 
1712770 18 0.41 5.12 0.42 5.17 
1713092 38 1.41 4.78 1.42 4.81 
1713338 36 3.52 4.86 3.57 4.94 
1713340 41 2.06 4.82 2.09 4.86 
1713386 567 —9.39 2.51 -9.33 2.56 
1713806 29 4.21 4.97 4.27 5.09 
1713921 58 1.22 4.64 1.23 4.66 
1714277 34 1.89 4.89 1.92 4.94 
1714278 41 -1.87 4.79 -1.89 4.83 
1714309 39 -0.45 4.81 -0.46 4.84 
1714544 34 -2.16 4.91 -2.19 4.96 
1714545 48 -0.14 4.71 -0.14 4.73 
1714551 47 1.30 4.68 1.31 4.71 
1714827 32 -1.43 4.90 -1.45 4.95 
1714887 40 1.69 4.77 1.71 4.81 
1715095 45 -1.45 4.76 -1.47 4.80 
1715210 28 1.80 5.00 1.84 5.06 
1715237 33 -0.05 4.92 -0.04 4.95 
1715672 47 -0.07 4.76 -0.07 4.78 
1715880 41 -0.50 4.77 -0.51 4.80 
1715898 24 -3.73 5.03 -3.79 5.15 
1716049 49 -0.78 4.71 -0.79 4.74 
1716455 29 1.56 4.93 1.59 4.98 
1716764 57 -2.15 4.67 -2.16 4.71 
1716766 55 -0.17 4.59 -0.18 4.61 
1716788 34 -1.61 4.90 -1.63 4.94 
1716887 28 -1.73 4.96 -1.75 5.01 
1716891 37 -0.26 4.83 -0.27 4.86 
1716945 50 • 0.87 4.68 0.88 4.70 
1716950 47 -2.05 4.69 -2.07 4.72 
1716951 118 ^.05 4.03 ^.04 4.16 
1716977 30 -0.92 4.96 -0.94 5.00 
1717135 41 -0.53 4.79 -0.54 4.81 
1717253 63 0.95 4.50 0.96 4.51 
1717296 31 2.34 4.96 2.38 5.02 
1717318 39 -3.43 4.84 -3.47 4.93 
1717414 24 2.97 5.03 3.02 5.11 
1717536 135 1.15 4.00 1.15 4.00 
1717713 36 4.84 4.83 4.90 4.96 
1718080 25 -0.41 5.06 -0.42 5.10 
1718252 35 -0.13 4.94 -0.13 4.97 
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Table Al.2 (continued) 
Sire id n ^y;7) % 
1718279 55 —2.96 4.62 —2.98 4.67 
1718436 33 1.41 4.87 1.43 4.91 
1718522 40 -2.92 4.77 -2.95 4.83 
1718690 323 7.35 3.07 7.30 3.13 
1718765 39 1.88 4.89 1.91 4.94 
1718862 40 -2.74 4.79 -2.77 4.85 
1719027 38 -4.23 4.87 -4.29 4.98 
1719192 46 —0.06 4.77 —0.06 4.79 
1719267 38 -1.12 4.83 -1.13 4.86 
1719325 49 1.82 4.68 1.83 4.71 
1719422 49 -0.42 4.69 -0.42 4.71 
1719641 28 -3.21 4.99 -3.26 5.08 
1719658 37 -2.63 4.81 —2.66 4.86 
1719662 133 3.25 3.94 3.25 3.96 
1719975 20 -1.76 5.15 -1.79 5.22 
1720013 29 -2.35 4.96 -2.38 5.02 
1720217 26 -2.59 5.00 -2.63 5.07 
1720254 30 0.35 4.92 0.35 4.95 
1721166 36 1.58 4.95 1.60 5.00 
1721263 52 -0.58 4.67 -0.59 4.68 
1721314 37 -3.14 4.81 -3.17 4.88 
1721329 40 0.86 4.82 0.87 4.85 
1721332 39 1.17 4.83 1.19 4.86 
1721333 44 -1.63 4.75 -1.65 4.78 
1721497 29 0.25 5.00 0.25 5.04 
1721509 51 4.54 4.76 4.60 4.88 
1721939 53 -2.02 4.64 —2.03 4.67 
1722252 54 -1,57 4.62 -1.59 4.64 
1722673 50 -1.50 4.66 -1.51 4.68 
1722862 44 2.76 4.72 2.78 4.77 
1723349 32 -1.02 4.93 -1.03 4.97 
1723431 50 0.61 4.63 0.62 4.65 
1723435 32 -4.12 4.91 -4.18 5.02 
1723438 36 —1.08 4.90 -1.10 4.94 
1723612 5 0.51 5.44 0.53 5.52 
1723818 42 0.18 4.80 0.18 4.83 
1723987 51 0.96 4.62 0.96 4.64 
1724053 34 5.80 4.93 5.89 5.13 
1724078 52 4.37 4.66 4.41 4.75 
1724079 13 1.25 5.24 1.29 5.31 
1724404 51 -0.04 4.62 -0.04 4.64 
1724499 53 0.56 4.70 0.57 4.72 
1724570 38 -2.07 4.89 —2.09 4.94 
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Table A1.2 (continued) 
Sire id n ^y;7) % 4/' 
1724800 35 1.58 4.89 1.61 4.93 
1724931 9 -0.05 5.37 -0.05 5.44 
1724935 45 -3.14 4.78 -3.18 4.85 
1724973 41 -2.29 4.79 -2.32 4.84 
1724974 40 -4.19 4.77 -4.23 4.87 
1724977 38 -1.39 4.81 -1.41 4.85 
1724983 19 1.36 5.12 1.39 5.18 
1725496 24 -0.21 5.14 -0.22 5.19 
1725709 34 —3.30 4.89 -3.34 4.98 
1725714 48 1.67 4.75 1.70 4.79 
1725907 48 -0.72 4.77 -0.73 4.80 
1725983 31 4.14 4.93 4.20 5.05 
1726358 41 -1.02 4.90 -1.03 4.94 
1726479 19 3.82 5.13 3.90 5.27 
1726577 39 5.42 4.82 5.48 4.98 
1726640 26 0.78 4.99 0.79 5.03 
1726768 40 -1.22 4.90 -1.24 4.94 
1726972 24 1.69 5.16 1.73 5.23 
1727563 46 1.19 4.80 1.21 4.83 
1727566 43 4.24 4.81 4.29 4.92 
1727629 14 -1.98 5.21 -2.02 5.29 
1727640 44 3.01 4.75 3.04 4.81 
1728018 23 -2.25 5.05 -2.29 5.12 
1728128 35 2.39 4.91 2.42 4.97 
1728328 39 -0.97 4.90 -0.97 4.94 
1728396 31 1.46 4.94 1.48 4.98 
1728858 36 2.00 4.95 2.04 5.01 
1729821 45 -1.67 4.82 -1.69 4.86 
1729912 41 -1.92 4.85 -1.94 4.90 
1730078 37 3.04 4.81 3.07 4.87 
1730086 42 3.75 4.84 3.80 4.93 
1730285 27 0.67 4.97 0.68 5.01 
1730488 40 0.12 4.81 0.12 4.84 
1730518 4 0.59 5.41 0.61 5.49 
1730947 19 —0.90 5.14 -0.92 5.19 
1731071 17 2.21 5.17 2.26 5.25 
1731122 39 1.08 4.88 1.10 4.92 
1731322 40 2.52 4.81 2.55 4.86 
1731326 9 -1.22 5.32 -1.25 5.40 
1731344 53 -2.18 4.60 —2.20 4.64 
1731633 30 -0.65 4.93 —0.66 4.96 
1731655 30 1.54 4.94 1.57 4.98 
1731747 19 -1.97 5.17 -2.02 5.24 
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Table A1.2 (continued) 
Sire id n ^y;7) % 4/' 
1731801 21 1.90 5.17 1.94 5.24 
1731927 31 2.39 4.90 2.43 4.95 
1731928 33 2.64 4.94 2.68 5.00 
1732051 35 1.88 5.00 1.92 5.06 
1732052 14 2.22 5.22 2.27 5.31 
1732375 17 0.11 5.15 0.11 5.20 
1732476 31 -0.32 4.97 —0.33 5.00 
1732524 47 -3.95 4.78 —3.99 4.87 
1732689 57 4.77 4.60 4.80 4.70 
1733045 37 0.30 4.87 0.30 4.90 
1733344 35 3.60 4.90 3.65 5.00 
1733519 6 -1.95 5.40 -2.01 5.50 
1733603 34 6.00 4.91 6.09 5.12 
1733643 14 -0.20 5.21 -0.20 5.27 
1733645 33 -1.76 4.91 -1.79 4.96 
1733842 46 0.89 4.78 0.90 4.81 
1734105 24 -2.61 5.11 -2.66 5.19 
1734382 25 -4.26 5.06 -4.34 5.20 
1734539 48 1.78 4.76 1.80 4.79 
1734736 64 -1.29 4.51 -1.30 4.53 
1735268 22 -1.09 5.08 -1.11 5.13 
1736147 45 -1.50 4.75 -1.51 4.79 
1736388 25 -1.09 5.05 -1.10 5.10 
1736393 30 -3.38 4.93 —3.43 5.02 
1736888 15 -2.99 5.19 —3.06 5.30 
1736995 7 0.28 5.38 0.29 5.46 
1737179 9 -0.62 5.34 —0.63 5.41 
1737269 19 0.30 5.20 0.30 5.25 
1737300 28 -0.45 4.98 -0.46 5.01 
1737550 64 6.12 4.49 6.15 4.64 
1737741 31 -2.22 5.00 -2.26 5.06 
1737742 26 -2.87 4.99 -2.92 5.07 
1737749 16 0.25 5.17 0.26 5.23 
1738143 14 -2.92 5.23 -2.99 5.34 
1738182 21 -2.87 5.10 -2.92 5.19 
1738277 31 -0.07 4.89 -0.07 4.93 
1738484 23 -1.34 5.04 -1.37 5.10 
1738507 42 -2.71 4.79 -2.74 4.84 
1738514 39 -0.70 4.79 -0.71 4.81 
1738998 17 - .^69 5.16 -3.77 5.29 
1739490 14 1.30 5.23 1.33 5.30 
1739498 35 -3.76 4.88 -3.81 4.98 
1739500 35 -2.27 4.84 -2.30 4.89 
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Table Al.2 (continued) 
Sire id n ^y;7) to
 
1739506 6 1.15 5.41 1.18 5.49 
1739744 18 -0.43 5.17 -0.44 5.22 
1739834 5 -1.59 5.39 -1.64 5.48 
1739877 12 —0.69 5.28 -0.71 5.34 
1739979 51 -1.82 4.89 -1.84 4.94 
1740004 48 1.29 4.73 1.30 4.76 
1740028 35 0.52 4.86 0.52 4.89 
1740146 58 -4.23 4.63 -4.26 4.72 
1740168 16 -0.85 5.16 -0.87 5.22 
1740363 1 -0.42 5.49 -0.44 5.58 
1740646 33 0.65 4.90 0.66 4.93 
1740777 5 -0.35 5.40 —0.36 5.48 
1740983 38 0.92 4.88 0.94 4.91 
1741021 30 -1.14 4.95 -1.16 4.99 
1741028 31 3.38 4.99 3.44 5.09 
1741090 6 -1.01 5.39 -1.04 5.48 
1741254 22 1.21 5.12 1.23 5.17 
1741326 25 -1.63 5.02 -1.66 5.07 
1742162 4 -0.76 5.43 -0.78 5.51 
1742490 23 -0.53 5.10 -0.54 5.14 
1742627 20 -5.15 5.10 -5.25 5.29 
1742945 13 0.40 5.28 0.41 5.35 
1743677 26 5.04 5.04 5.13 5.22 
1743941 40 0.74 4.77 0.74 4.79 
1744652 11 0.94 5.29 0.96 5.36 
1744653 14 0.61 5.22 0.63 5.28 
1744958 4 -0.59 5.43 -0.61 5.51 
1745454 40 0.44 4.89 0.45 4.92 
1745456 35 3.16 4.96 3.21 5.05 
1745584 21 0.75 5.17 0.76 5.23 
1745600 23 1.97 5.06 2.00 5.13 
1746023 20 1.93 5.11 1.97 5.18 
1746041 27 2.29 5.08 2.34 5.16 
1746287 23 -1.51 5.05 -1.54 5.10 
1746292 19 —0.98 5.13 -1.00 5.19 
1746448 12 -0.05 5.31 -0.05 5.38 
1747338 1 -0.07 5.49 -0.07 5.58 
1747412 26 1.57 5.00 1.59 5.05 
1747640 35 -2.21 4.93 -2.24 4.99 
1747691 3 1.27 5.44 1.31 5.53 
1748325 14 1.37 5.22 1.40 5.29 
1748850 3 -1.34 5.45 -1.39 5.54 
1749256 12 -1.06 5.28 -1.09 5.36 
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Table A1.2 (continued) 
Sire id n % t
o 
1749311 19 1.63 5.12 1.67 5.18 
1749328 11 —0.03 5.29 —0.03 5.36 
1749387 18 -0.20 5.22 -0.21 5.28 
1749414 19 1.25 5.12 1.27 5.17 
1749423 2 1.33 5.46 1.38 5.56 
1749584 2 -0.56 5.46 -0.58 5.55 
1749734 9 1.60 5.31 1.64 5.39 
1749931 1 0.46 5.49 0.48 5.58 
1750194 104 0.39 4.19 0.39 4.19 
1750307 3 -0.56 5.45 -0.58 5.54 
1750824 9 0.85 5.31 0.88 5.39 
1750963 7 -0.12 5.38 -0.12 5.45 
1751069 9 -1.43 5.37 -1.47 5.46 
1751531 22 -3.01 5.11 -3.07 5.21 
1752394 1 -0.21 5.49 -0.22 5.58 
1752395 13 -1.81 5.25 -1.85 5.33 
1752412 52 -0.43 4.62 -0.43 4.64 
1753344 3 -1.14 5.44 -1.18 5.53 
1753906 2 —0.59 5.48 -0.61 5.57 
1753945 7 -1.88 5.38 -1.93 5.47 
1754105 15 —2.56 5.22 —2.62 5.32 
1754388 24 -1.36 5.04 -1.38 5.09 
1754653 13 —2.65 5.32 -2.72 5.43 
1754726 2 0.26 5.47 0.27 5.55 
1754949 22 -2.80 5.12 -2.85 5.21 
1755381 2 -0.49 5.47 -0.51 5.55 
1755729 2 0.24 5.47 0.25 5.55 
1757419 25 -0.40 5.03 -0.41 5.07 
1757832 4 2.22 5.42 2.29 5.54 
1758831 31 -1.15 4.91 -1.16 4.95 
1762140 1 0.74 5.49 0.76 5.58 
1764562 3 0.54 5.44 0.56 5.52 
1767920 1 -0.08 5.49 —0.08 5.58 
1767966 1 0.17 5.49 0.17 5.58 
1769795 1 —0.03 5.49 -0.03 5.58 
1773289 1 —0.16 5.49 -0.16 5.58 
1773290 1 -0.02 5.49 -0.02 5.58 
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Table A1.3. Sire id, effective number of records initiated in period 2 by the . 
daughters of the sire, actual di, classical predictor of di and 
its estimated mean squared error, Bayesian predictor of di, 
and those posterior variances that were computed. 
Trait: milk 
Sire id n* d- d. fv(d^-d.) dj fvg(d.) 
1681130 2 621.08 257.54 1914.95 257.96 
1684501 5 -1695.63 359.17 1426.10 360.16 
1685359 1 -3903.83 1659.20 2786.84 1660.32 
1685527 3 -361.75 729.44 1607.11 732.21 
1686245 8 -1251.29 161.81 1339.76 162.12 
1686926 1 -267.00 712.58 3611.96 712.70 
1687530 4 -1058.75 315.46 1784.86 315.59 
1688322 4 -1077.42 45.25 1565.00 45.15 
1688783 10 43.80 -509.90 969.77 -.509.99 
1689860 1 -4041.77 447.72 2664.88 448.61 
1690655 1 1920.00 -735.62 3620.16 -736.16 
1691866 5 817.40 -309.98 1554.72 -310.11 
1692358 1 2764.55 -347.97 2629.40 -347.98 
1692423 3 -2721.44 -1014.09 1597.35 -1014.75 
1692619 1 1718.00 -332.76 2720.13 -332.86 
1692687 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1692742 2 1204.00 268.96 2070.20 268.90 
1692902 2 2708.42 -937.58 1917.56 -939.35 
1693308 3 87.83 118.43 2356.93 118.88 
1693335 2 -2801.77 -695.09 1902.51 -695.22 
1693758 3 906.48 832.02 1712.87 831.91 
1693820 1 -540.00 839.09 3142.34 838.23 
1694006 1 2412.57 557.56 2735.70 557.56 
1694023 6 590.00 341.66 1195.70 342.35 
1694070 1 2007.14 -401.00 2741.63 -401.23 
1694216 37 -807.45 -495.48 599.86 -495.47 
1694424 2 952.40 507.64 1963.05 507.73 
1694573 2 -1414.33 -169.08 1969.37 -169.10 
1694585 3 -1127.68 -604.83 1619.70 -605.45 
1694652 2 1336.64 433.93 1893.67 434.16 
1695218 1 592.00 609.95 2871.19 610.09 
1695482 6 -1273.00 522.89 1258.11 523.50 
1695593 201 -962.70 -1018.38 272.04 -1018.28 
1695908 1 -1753.75 -704.86 2621.51 -705.30 
1696203 1 -3440.17 220.29 2773.43 220.06 
1696569 2 -4786.77 -161.67 2059.44 -161.58 
1697068 30 -1129.55 -1486.89 592.17 -1486.92 
1697162 3 2116.90 -219.02 1584.62 -219.17 
1608.51 
1918.04 
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Table A1.3 (continued) 
Sire id n  ^ dj d. fv(d^-d^) dj jvg(d^) 
1697719 2 
1697741 3 
1698221 2 
1698335 2 
1699191 1 
1700553 21 
1700556 1 
1700794 4 
1701026 1 
1701379 17 
1701542 1 
1701643 4 
1701711 1 
1702109 4 
1702139 3 
1702759 4 
1702760 41 
1702984 2 
1703096 5 
1703190 1 
1703483 19 
1703704 5 
1706037 2 
1706223 1 
1707145 5 
1707217 4 
1707240 9 
1707935 1 
1708143 2 
1708162 3 
1709072 2 
1709417 23 
1709760 1 
1709764 5 
1709993 1 
1710104 3 
1710278 2 
1710380 1 
1710401 1 
1710540 7 
1711050 1 
1711696 5 
1712271 4 
1712301 1 
1058.37 411.26 
-692.67 -791.00 
-1749.37 -209.22 
3651.50 500.33 
1729.50 -522.82 
-663.98 -302.33 
380.67 -589.62 
-1326.97 -125.77 
-1638.00 -216.03 
411.96 -421.42 
112.31 188.38 
365.13 -549.80 
-1455.29 -1553.29 
-1462.92 -137.16 
-343.17 -285.20 
-741.42 255.90 
266.96 270.41 
-2610.42 -659.79 
-1385.74 211.75 
1753.50 -293.81 
-414.66 -102.93 
-3052.64 -105.12 
1928.43 -384.58 
3226.83 -777.19 
-442.83 348.57 
772.03 -299.63 
-197.76 -n578.58 
6552.64 207.26 
3218.79 -406.54 
404.76 -683.14 
609.50 65.22 
-526.73 -495.81 
-2688.37 -165.56 
-893.63 400.64 
3559.75 933.78 
2838.87 38.02 
-939.75 -258.44 
2992.50 -458.29 
76.60 -981.97 
-488.40 287.78 
-6027.63 -355.61 
1548.43 -613.68 
-671.60 -45.71 
4024.75 -362.73 
1937.94 412.62 
1811.09 -791.36 
2130.66 -209.30 
2314.25 500.43 
2865.67 -523.11 
711.80 -302.30 
2702.73 -589.90 
1452.18 -125.01 
2866.93 -216.55 
771.38 -421.51 
2642.36 188.66 
1427.68 -549.76 
2740.18 -1554.09 
1465.63 -137.52 
1827.95 -285.06 
1594.09 256.20 
482.41 270.34 
1910.41 -659.84 
1431.34 212.12 
2765.60 -294.03 
842.90 -103.04 
1422.33 -105.52 
2273.69 -384.66 
2774.86 -778.01 
1567.13 348.87 
1577.79 -299.95 
1180.11 -578.96 
2686.15 207.33 
1983.75 -406.63 
1676.78 -683.71 
2222.15 65.24 
680.43 -495.81 
2614.61 -165.47 
1694.01 400.90 
2867.48 934.48 
1575.18 38.00 
2397.04 -258.31 
3130.28 -458.18 
2802.79 -982.33 
1205.33 288.29 
2617.86 -355.75 
1476.94 -614.39 
1377.73 -44.65 
2860.85 -363.22 
199 
Table Al.3 (continued) 
Sire id < 4 4 j?(dj-dj) di 
1712682 97 -345.42 -247.93 477.48 -248.18 
1712719 3 -1367.76 -506.24 1699.09 -506.31 
1712769 1 1162.00 415.20 3609.05 415.33 
1712770 1 -2009.83 -290.84 2779.53 -292.02 
1713386 307 -1416.92 -1421.40 202.39 -1421.31 
1713806 2 2150.75 -202.74 2047.19 -202.89 
1713921 1 5469.00 -499.03 3611.66 -499.35 
1714278 2 -6414.00 596.10 2566.06 596.55 
1714309 1 -2384.00 572.78 2703.05 573.17 
1714544 5 2572.52 487.33 1249.55 487.76 
1714545 2 1606.19 -179.66 1898.68 -179.52 
1715095 1 4246.80 -12.01 2805.29 -11.84 
1715210 1 3745.67 878.29 2773.84 879.87 2774.62 
1715237 1 -3813.90 -94.57 2692.60 -04.63 
1715880 1 3143.00 1348.25 2808.28 1349.21 
1715898 2 580.45 -1047.61 2127.02 -1048.31 
1716049 2 2947.08 -243.59 2166.88 -243.59 
1716764 24 53.68 283.38 810.33 283.52 
1716788 4 53.37 -353.41 1473.60 -353.48 
1716887 1 -1927.33 -409.36 2772.38 -409.39 
1716891 3 104.73 -145.43 1660.34 -145.41 
1716945 1 2543.00 181.38 2824.46 180.71 
1716950 2 -1378.24 -350.04 1959.53 -350.20 
1716951 59 -824.73 -561.72 466.29 -561.73 
1716977 2 387.00 -1313.85 2060.02 -1314.94 
1717135 6 -1442.52 -485.73 1214.65 -486.40 
1717253 3 -2078.17 -369.12 1822.12 -369.05 
1717296 3 -4074.92 -49.78 2318.37 -49.26 
1717318 1 -1360.43 71.47 2740.80 71.58 
1717414 2 -2085.06 -926.03 1890.51 -927.14 
1717536 57 142.12 440.94 484.01 440.90 
1717713 1 -2085.50 -453.55 3133.37 -453.18 
1718080 2 -1054.01 158.96 2075.86 159.53 
1718252 2 758.50 60.53 2572.02 60.71 
1718279 51 -2249.31 -1136.10 539.37 -1136.57 
1718522 1 -4988.87 -1146.34 2647.52 -1146.75 
1718690 153 -1038.36 -751.82 283.50 -751.76 
1718862 1 2766.00 848.89 3145.34 848.99 
1719192 2 94.40 -338.41 2155.02 -338.31 
1719267 1 -2239.43 -636.13 2747.91 -636.66 
1719325 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1719641 2 -1303.50 46.55 3138.70 45.89 
1719662 112 -650.25 -650.91 361.31 -650.91 
1719975 10 -1969.52 -255.45 974.99 -256.27 
200 
Table A1.3 (continued) 
Sire id 4 di 4 jv(dj-dj) i^ 
1720013 16 -999.71 -458.39 860.32 -458.82 
1720217 5 464.50 -327.35 1267.11 -327.92 
1720254 10 79.06 -113.54 962.06 -113.40 
1721166 7 -236.75 -494.13 1183.06 -494.86 
1721263 4 1178.94 -472.36 1414.59 -472.72 
1721314 1 749.00 -710.04 3611.69 -709.67 
1721333 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1721497 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1721939 5 -1431.45 -604.51 1418.36 -604.77 
1722673 1 -1331.00 -252.23 3134.11 -252.26 
1723349 3 -1477.40 -1140.65 1590.88 -1141.84 
1723435 1 -1685.67 254.54 2963.95 254.25 
1723438 5 546.56 171.05 1292.34 171.52 
1723612 29 -591.16 542.18 784.10 546.98 787.62 
1723818 3 686.95 -20.06 1567.60 -19.82 
1724053 1 975.00 468.63 3614.40 468.97 
1724078 106 212.51 302.38 440.75 302.57 
1724079 72 -55.38 168.73 583.82 170.21 
1724499 4 3288.55 -461.93 1956.13 -462.08 
1724570 1 562.00 -1455.00 3612.96 -1455.26 
1724800 2 -1352.34 -516.83 1940.39 -516.73 
1724931 29 942.19 143.09 789.60 143.36 
1724935 2 2196.00 588.99 2052.75 589.41 
1724973 2 -2177.66 -1321.61 1912.32 -1322.25 
1724977 6 -1963.32 -97.64 1208.71 -97.52 
1724983 7 1220.50 -434.71 1197.86 -434.56 
1725496 2 -1591.69 45.08 2020.75 45.53 
1725709 7 459.50 -652.86 1106.10 -653.09 
1725714 1 -702.50 124.48 3133.33 124.85 
1725907 10 -2757.20 -247.64 999.64 -248.11 
1725983 2 -1483.50 -551.92 1944.09 -552.03 
1726479 10 76.21 313.42 966.68 315.12 
1726577 53 723.59 360.99 535.86 361.32 
1726640 25 1110.92 -152.73 726.69 -152.29 
1726768 3 -594.80 -136.84 1707.79 -136.97 
1726972 34 —283.26 95.77 715.53 95.39 
1727563 4 523.96 220.37 1493.49 220.55 
1727566 3 -1972.43 -1546.10 1628.81 -1546.82 
1727629 29 -25.74 -400.68 691.36 -400.99 
1728018 11 97.16 -779.60 912.11 -780.40 
1728128 22 17.34 164.50 756.00 164.60 
1728328 2 -2197.25 -459.10 1977.50 -459.43 
1728396 28 -880.90 -139.69 650.72 -139.43 
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Table Â1.3 (continued) 
Sire id 4 4 4 
1728858 6 385.07 102.19 1218.74 102.11 
1729821 1 1640.33 -481.74 2957.09 -481.82 
1729912 6 108.69 —6.08 1270.29 -6.15 
1730078 28 1274.94 365.58 630.63 366.30 
1730086 7 1065.55 -48.34 1197.93 -48.38 
1730285 22 19.44 -307.15 737.40 -307.31 
1730488 10 -1082.22 -127.89 1039.05 -128.02 
1730518 46 450.94 -57.35 689.82 -55.79 
1730947 20 -320.65 143.14 742.71 143.97 
1731071 13 1438.36 -461.60 952.72 -462.17 
1731122 9 299.14 -340.83 1078.65 -341.67 
1731322 5 -141.37 -639.51 1377.17 -639.72 
1731326 52 4.07 -75.81 634.03 -74.52 
1731344 8 544.88 -617.79 1022.36 -617.86 
1731633 8 3025.80 49.36 1110.15 50.05 
1731655 11 91.18 68.27 935.17 68.67 
1731747 22 180.49 48.93 780.97 49.29 
1731801 27 229.13 -124.40 727.04 -124.85 
1731927 13 879.39 —336.06 896.92 -336.21 
1731928 9 482.07 ^05.61 1070.46 -506.04 
1732051 2 -1459.17 -383.02 2114.19 -384.15 
1732052 19 1259.87 145.41 777.19 146.59 
1732375 17 -239.90 -226.03 802.58 -225.41 
1732476 4 750.09 —660.82 1441.35 -661.52 
1732524 7 2108.15 376.05 1162.02 376.36 
1732689 5 -1229.03 244.53 1502.61 244.60 
1733045 8 -1341.88 94.35 1106.65 94.44 
1733344 22 1131.35 93.00 720.63 93.21 
1733519 31 -216.29 -501.61 728.49 -502.08 
1733643 14 -354.67 151.22 868.29 152.57 
1733645 13 718.14 51.86 880.17 52.41 
1733842 4 2608.38 72.95 1450.58 73.17 
1734105 75 -1492.30 -439.68 552.94 -440.12 
1734382 7 -1019.74 -337.93 1129.91 -337.90 
1734539 5 1777.25 593.65 1367.28 594.11 
1734736 5 1301.59 -557.19 1363.70 -357.38 
1735268 14 911.26 -147.82 855.61 -147.89 
1736388 25 945.52 314.54 716.37 315.34 
1736393 12 1537.73 -133.16 1007.70 -132.86 
1736888 24 -889.03 -747.99 724.81 -749.00 
1736995 33 729.28 -200.18 764.11 -200.41 
1737179 22 -662.22 -329.97 786.12 -330.17 
1737269 16 -565.86 -171.82 905.28 -171.95 
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Table A1.3 (continued) 
Sire id n* d. d. jv(d.-d.) d. 
1737300 12 -2407.81 -1174.12 903.61 -1175.29 
1737550 11 295.63 419.64 953.09 419.81 
1737741 11 -540.84 -319.03 996.93 -319.46 
1737742 18 955.21 189.86 773.63 190.75 
1737749 30 -399.27 -415.61 662.57 -415.71 
1738143 20 121.62 -71.20 772.11 -70.65 
1738182 15 -634.98 270.79 868.65 271.29 
1738277 7 -764.69 -428.02 1129.74 -428.00 
1738484 11 2353.43 879.84 931.44 882.26 
1738507 12 -1257.32 -520.04 895.99 -520.19 
1738514 12 1028.97 454.85 908.18 455.52 
1738998 25 -1668.35 -816.91 717.69 -818.14 
1739490 30 160.25 -39.53 698.32 -38.53 
1739498 38 946.91 18.84 592.71 19.21 
1739500 19 -1326.04 -1088.64 736.19 -1089.38 
1739506 18 -449.68 -578.35 931.78 -582.20 
1739744 24 480.33 -569.11 734.37 -569.51 
1739834 23 —306.69 17.07 757.63 19.12 
1739877 25 1000.98 -812.48 723.48 -813.92 
1739979 71 -1594.84 -469.30 518.28 -469.94 
1740004 13 390.29 -748.91 871.59 -749.16 
1740028 7 -395.00 -608.65 1140.34 -608.82 
1740146 26 462.16 164.43 675.54 164.45 
1740168 26 -1478.47 -790.80 706.94 -791.95 
1740363 17 -259.05 -136.84 890.65 -137.69 
1740646 26 -1836.58 -645.53 657.76 -645.96 
1740777 33 268.18 -278.73 717.29 -278.23 
1740983 12 -1053.77 -613.89 961.39 -614.75 
1741021 16 -461.64 -431.73 780.20 -431.67 
1741028 15 -425.01 -14.42 881.82 -13.94 
1741090 26 556.66 -461.76 760.92 -462.13 
1741254 20 69.32 -287.58 784.17 -288.05 
1741326 18 -710.75 32.40 775.62 33.05 
1742162 30 -962.82 -688.04 740:50 -690.30 
1742490 11 -724.70 663.62 978.09 664.80 
1742627 24 997.87 —38.98 716.42 -38.11 
1742945 25 -104.70 -870.43 729.73 -872.28 
1743677 23 -664.13 -105.02 718.92 -104.63 
1743941 65 -643.09 -615.93 505.62 -616.25 
1744652 36 -553.72 -694.94 666.04 -696.05 
1744653 37 -1126.85 -550.57 648.41 -551.58 
1744958 32 -340.16 -51.29 740.46 -51.22 
1745454 15 ^19.35 354.34 859.85 355.09 
203 
Table A1.3 (continued) 
Sire id 
-i 4 4 |v(d.-dj) di 
1745456 15 1451.69 792.64 827.95 794.26 
1745584 23 80.38 -335.06 764.21 -335.56 
1745600 18 -901.48 -771.09 783.53 -771.77 
1746023 27 -671.98 56.83 692.87 57.74 
1746041 24 -612.92 -644.17 772.75 -644.97 
1746287 16 -264.38 -189.83 807.95 -189.38 
1746292 24 -220.01 13.87 766.97 14.33 
1746448 25 283.52 -164.80 771.51 -164.89 
1747338 46 -357.40 -216.36 704.87 -214.71 
1747412 15 -222.83 -24.38 823.25 —23.85 
1747640 22 188.22 471.05 750.09 471.64 
1747691 31 405.43 -53.76 737.80 -51.64 
1748325 25 -705.12 -704.88 725.19 -705.81 
1748850 24 -1207.41 -355.61 795.87 -357.05 
1749256 28 -422.56 -473.23 725.05 -473.44 
1749311 28 -703.88 562.51 680.43 564.71 
1749328 33 400.51 51.59 703.25 51.92 
1749387 34 400.95 216.47 684.62 217.43 
1749414 17 629.74 -33.05 820.61 -31.97 
1749423 31 -282.25 -660.02 759.68 -662.74 
1749584 42 1840.94 -716.63 704.08 -719.81 
1749734 27 -546.14 -526.34 734.99 -526.74 
1749931 38 -182.54 -190.63 736.72 -189.48 
1750194 166 -1553.24 -619.32 357.53 -619.44 
1750307 49 -422.00 -«2.75 699.97 -81.37 
1750824 29 966.80 466.56 719.68 470.58 
1750963 39 -874.13 -142.59 713.93 -142.41 
1751069 37 -72.59 23.77 712.51 23.89 
1751531 30 1118.25 -48.49 680.87 -48.02 
1752394 66 -1506.06 -163.33 683.41 -162.16 
1752395 58 • 766.28 -790.16 602.34 -792.05 
1752412 3 1912.98 -231.40 1570.44 -231.41 
1753344 32 686.66 -122.76 740.74 -120.95 
1753906 40 -53.31 -178.38 739.98 -178.66 
1753945 62 380.31 39.08 647.10 40.85 
1754105 30 327.80 -622.25 700.03 -522.85 
1754388 44 -32.22 -143.64 605.84 -143.37 
1754653 27 -119.54 -459.31 749.36 -460.19 
1754726 31 -126.40 -281.03 752.82 -279.64 
1754949 11 592.71 -724.10 990.50 -725.38 
1755381 32 672.77 -251.80 762.00 -250.90 
1755729 78 -611.00 —2.80 662.50 -1.59 
1757419 13 -1233.81 -609.13 869.46 -609.51 
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Table A1.3 (continued) 
Sire id 4 4 di fv(dj-d.) 4 f^B(di) 
1757832 48 68.97 182.12 694.64 185.44 
1758831 13 -@51.47 -959.48 866.22 -960.07 
1762140 33 725.00 -103.55 782.34 -104.59 
1764562 52 -808.96 —260.20 681.61 -259.28 
1767920 31 -382.81 -87.95 807.64 -88.67 
1767966 35 -903.06 -580.87 756.91 -381.71 
1769795 35 521.08 -138.88 783.35 -140.48 
1773289 66 328.48 -553.94 687.47 ^56.99 
1773290 42 -1471.65 -307.76 734.91 -308.43 
Table A1.4. Sire id, effective number of records initiated in period 2 by the 
daughters of the sire, actual di, classical predictor of di and 
its estimated mean squared error, Bayesian predictor of di and 
those posterior variances that were computed. 
Trait: days open 
Sire id < di di ^(dj-dj) 4 f^B(di) 
1681130 2 -5.96 0.74 41.48 0.78 
1684501 5 10.88 -0.56 30.09 -0.54 
1685359 1 2.17 -4.25 60.56 -4.27 
1685527 3 -16.16 -2.10 34.27 -2.10 
1686245 8 -n5.17 1.31 28.56 1.36 
1686926 1 —38.00 -3.53 78.85 —3.56 
1687530 4 3.88 0.10 38.46 0.12 
1688322 4 18.48 -1.48 33.80 -1.48 
1688783 10 -26.63 -0.09 20.66 -0.09 
1689860 1 2.00 -5.18 57.97 -5.21 
1690655 1 -29.00 -17.07 78.88 -17.05 
1691866 5 -16.80 -0.97 33.70 -0.95 
1692358 1 -0.05 -1.07 57.23 -1.07 
1692423 3 -.54.05 -4.12 34.46 -4.14 
1692619 1 -34.63 -0.26 59.22 -0.26 
1692687 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1692742 2 37.96 2.08 44.97 2.12 
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Table A1.4 (continued) 
Sire id < di 4 j?(d.- i^) 4 
1692902 2 59.92 4.05 41.27 4.16 41.30 
1693308 3 -.54.00 2.46 51.19 2.46 
1693335 2 -28.45 -3.93 41.35 -3.95 
1693758 3 -26.45 7.06 37.16 7.08 37.17 
1693820 1 -79.50 8.67 68.42 8.67 
1694006 1 -33.43 3.36 59.68 3.39 
1694023 6 —8.86 -4.90 25.24 -4.93 
1694070 1 -73.00 -0.14 59.70 -0.11 
1694216 37 -1.06 0.23 12.70 0.23 
1694424 2 -32.20 -1.98 42.50 -2.00 
1694573 2 37.58 -10.72 42.76 -10.78 42.80 
1694585 3 1.68 3.24 34.94 3.26 
1694652 2 -18.08 -5.12 41.02 -5.14 
1695218 1 -68.75 -5.59 62.46 -5.64 
1695482 6 6.56 0.29 26.54 0.32 
1695593 201 -5.41 —0.38 5.73 -0.38 
1695908 1 93.21 -5.10 57.01 -5.11 
1696203 1 60.50 3.98 60.32 4.00 
1696569 2 -0.10 -0.78 44.57 -0.76 
1697068 30 17.10 1.92 12.42 1.91 
1697162 3 30.20 -1.12 34.01 -1.10 
1697719 2 —30.63 -2.73 41.81 -2.74 
1697741 3 58.28 -3.57 39.28 -3.57 
1698221 2 -7.75 -11.57 46.39 -11.60 46.40 
1698335 2 131.75 4.95 50.38 5.01 50.40 
1699191 1 -63.50 -6.28 62.41 -6.32 
1700553 21 -16.06 2.00 15.24 1.99 
1700556 1 143.22 -0.25 58.86 -0.25 
1700794 4 17.88 -0.01 31.05 0.02 
1701026 1 -29.25 1.25 62.41 1.23 
1701379 17 22.06 -2.16 16.21 -2.16 
1701542 1 -39.00 7.93 57.56 7.98 57.58 
1701643 4 18.44 -3.58 30.64 —3.59 
1701711 1 -29.43 -2.20 59.68 -2.21 
1702109 4 -31.65 -1.59 31.36 -1.59 
1702139 3 -33.00 -0.06 39.64 -0.05 
1702759 4 -33.25 -4.65 34.18 -4.58 34.20 
1702760 41 11.02 -1.31 10.44 -1.31 
1702984 2 -37.61 —0.93 41.42 -0.93 
1703096 5 -17.50 -5.43 30.58 -5.48 
1703190 1 -112.17 -8.47 60.30 -8.52 60.31 
1703483 19 -6.09 -4.70 17.82 -4.71 
1703704 5 -12.11 -4.32 30.01 -4.38 
1706037 2 1.14 -5.39 49.55 -5.42 49.56 
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Table Â1.4 (continued) 
Sire id 4 4 di |?(d.- i^) di ^B( i^) 
1706223 1 132.67 -1.12 60.32 -1.11 
1707145 5 45.67 -1.38 33.49 -1.42 
1707217 4 1.88 -2.95 34.04 -2.97 
1707240 9 20.08 -1.49 24.56 -1.45 
1707935 1 60.55 -2.09 58.35 -2.06 
1708143 2 0.65 0.19 43.02 0.22 
1708162 3 -25.43 -3.08 36.11 -3.07 
1709072 2 35.00 -0.28 48.42 —0.29 
1709417 23 -9.05 -0.97 14.44 -0.97 
1709760 1 -0.78 —3.86 56.89 —3.90 
1709764 5 19.03 .^09 36.66 -5.11 
1709993 1 16.25 -0.15 62.43 -0.18 
1710104 3 111.04 2.93 34.24 2.94 
1710278 2 -19.50 —8.08 52.27 -8.07 
1710380 1 -0.50 —1.48 68.32 -1.46 
1710401 1 26.40 -3.16 61.15 -3.19 
1710540 7 -2.55 -3.21 25.34 -3.22 
1711050 1 -39.15 0.81 56.89 0.83 
1711696 5 -0.13 -2.15 31.56 -2.12 
1712271 4 86.81 1.53 29.10 1.58 
1712301 1 27.75 -1.27 62.41 -1.25 
1712682 97 1.59 1.85 8.69 1.87 
1712719 3 -17.47 -a.78 36.78 —3.80 
1712769 1 -44.00 -4.40 78.83 -4.38 
1712770 1 72.50 1.54 60.35 1.54 
1713386 307 -16.73 -10.31 4.53 -10.25 
1713806 2 50.00 4.88 44.29 4.94 44.30 
1713921 1 0.00 2.83 78.90 2.83 
1714278 2 —23.00 1.48 55.87 1.46 
1714309 1 -31.44 .^72 58.87 -5.72 
1714544 5 51.14 —2.65 26.54 -2.68 
1714545 2 -62.22 -3.59 41.19 -3.59 
1715095 1 177.20 -4.24 61.14 -4.25 
1715210 1 60.33 5.77 60.32 5.80 
1715237 1 -159.00 -5.83 58.58 -5.83 
1715880 1 -17.00 0.40 61.17 0.41 
1715898 2 -26.35 -6.66 46.00 -6.73 46.01 
1716049 2 -47.67 -2.70 47.09 -2.71 
1716764 24 -12.69 -4.79 16.87 -4.80 
1716788 4 -39.50 .^17 31.60 -5.19 
1716887 1 5.67 -1.49 60.32 -1.52 
1716891 3 3.35 —3.09 35.82 —3.09 
1716945 1 53.80 4.24 61.23 4.25 
1716950 2 32.58 -7.21 42.55 -7.23 
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Table A1.4 (continued) 
Sire id nt d. d- fv(d.-d.) d. fvg(d^) 
1716951 59 -4.66 -6.65 9.56 -6.65 
1716977 2 -7.60 -5.60 44.57 —5.62 
1717135 6 —3.23 -3.84 25.91 -3.84 
1717253 3 -43.67 -1.26 39.61 -1.26 
1717296 3 -16.00 3.74 50.30 3.77 
1717318 1 85.57 -7.81 59.69 -7.85 
1717414 2 -24.08 4.01 40.75 4.07 
1717536 57 -17.08 0.47 10.10 0.47 
1717713 1 6.00 -1.04 68.33 —0.98 
1718080 2 14.16 1.81 44.81 1.81 
1718252 2 -53.00 0.77 55.92 0.76 
1718279 51 -19.20 -3.48 10.56 -3.50 
1718522 1 -16.47 -2.60 57.67 -2.63 
1718690 153 -1.68 5.22 6.08 5.17 
1718862 1 -78.00 -4.32 68.61 -4.35 
1719192 2 27.00 .^31 46.81 -5.Z1 
1719267 1 -3.29 -0.91 59.73 -0.92 
1719325 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1719641 2 100.50 3.12 68.37 3.06 
1719662 112 7.65 2.15 7.26 2.14 
1719975 10 -7.99 -2.16 19.77 -2.20 
1720013 16 -1.59 -2.07 17.54 -2.11 
1720217 5 22.38 -3.27 26.81 -3.31 
1720254 10 17.88 0.08 19.94 0.08 
1721166 7 27.68 2.22 24.99 2.24 
1721263 4 52.86 —3.33 30.48 -3.34 
1721314 1 —36.00 -9.78 78.85 -9.81 
1721333 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1721497 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1721939 5 17.73 -4.15 30.58 -4.16 
1722673 1 -32.00 -4.17 68.36 -4.17 
1723349 3 -74.98 —3.65 34.18 -3.67 
1723435 1 -39.33 —3.89 64.47 —3.96 
1723438 5 -20.00 -4.75 27.53 -4.77 
1723612 29 5.59 -3.45 13.51 -3.44 
1723818 3 34.78 -1.86 33.78 -1.86 
1724053 1 -25.00 5.01 78.86 5.09 
1724078 106 4.64 2.76 7.97 2.80 
1724079 72 -6.56 0.28 9.30 0.31 
1724499 4 24.25 -4.41 42.46 -4.40 
1724570 1 -188.00 -11.32 78.85 -11.34 
1724800 2 —28.32 -1.62 41.98 -1.59 
1724931 29 12.33 -0.31 14.16 —0.32 
1724935 2 78.30 -7.82 44.55 -7.86 
68.34 
64.48 
78.87 
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Table A1.4 (continued) 
Sire id 4 4 di 4 f^B(di) 
1724973 2 -n57.87 -4.47 41.44 -4.49 
1724977 6 -43.02 -2.55 25.74 -2.57 
1724983 7 42.61 0.55 25.00 0.58 
1725496 2 40.69 —2.62 43.52 -2.62 
1725709 7 -14.74 -4.47 23.32 -4.52 
1725714 1 -150.50 -4.45 68.36 -4.42 
1725907 10 -21.16 -2.01 21.07 —2.02 
1725983 2 -52.46 4.62 42.03 4.68 42.05 
1726479 10 -22.18 2.34 19.61 2.42 19.65 
1726577 53 -11.37 2.60 9.98 2.66 
1726640 25 -25.27 -0.79 14.26 -0.78 
1726768 3 -17.64 -6.77 36.82 -6.79 
1726972 34 0.35 0.38 13.39 0.41 
1727563 4 25.19 0.77 32.14 0.79 
1727566 3 -28.98 -1.68 35.12 -1.63 35.14 
1727629 29 -7.66 -2.06 12.51 -2.10 
1728018 11 36.34 -3.65 18.55 —3.69 
1728128 22 17.30 -0.60 15.18 -0.56 
1728328 2 66.08 .^69 42.80 - .^69 
1728396 28 4.33 —0.09 12.54 -0.07 
1728858 6 -10.04 0.52 25.80 0.56 
1729821 1 11.67 —5.83 64.46 .^84 
1729912 6 36.24 .^95 27.08 -4.98 
1730078 28 1.06 2.11 12.38 2.15 
1730086 7 13.95 3.97 25.46 4.01 
1730285 22 -1.10 -0.79 14.58 -0.78 
1730488 10 -1.27 -3.24 21.91 -3.24 
1730518 46 15.01 0.28 11.00 0.30 
1730947 20 -26.82 -1.72 14.18 -1.74 
1731071 13 -29.86 -0.13 19.18 —0.08 
1731122 9 36.48 -2.02 22.71 -2.01 
1731322 5 -13.79 1.20 29.52 1.24 
1731326 52 11.65 -2.73 10.19 -2.76 
1731344 8 -41.68 -4.30 21.77 -4.31 
1731633 8 -6.97 -0.94 23.37 -0.95 
1731655 11 -1.10 —0.63 19.32 —0.60 
1731747 22 -1.85 -4.44 15.02 -4.48 
1731801 27 -4.42 -0.13 13.65 —0.09 
1731927 13 16.18 1.67 18.52 1.70 
1731928 9 -6.73 —0.96 22.41 -0.92 
1732051 2 -61.50 0.62 45.73 0.66 
1732052 19 8.69 1.16 14.69 1.21 
1732375 17 -11.14 -2.12 15.61 -2.11 
1732476 4 58.39 -0.59 30.79 —0.60 
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Table A1.4 (continued) 
Sire id < di 4 |v(d.-dj) 4 
1732524 7 31.99 -7.65 24.75 -7.69 
1732689 5 -14.47 -0.75 32.48 -0.72 32.49 
1733045 8 -18.11 -1.97 23.37 -1.97 
1733344 22 49.93 0.39 14.36 0.44 
1733519 31 -11.50 -4.63 12.30 -4.69 
1733643 14 1.25 -1.84 16.99 -1.84 
1733645 13 -34.89 -3.25 18.10 - .^28 
1733842 4 -18.34 -1.57 31.16 -1.55 
1734105 75 -7.88 -4.93 9.28 -4.98 
1734382 7 —6.80 -4.42 23.59 -4.49 23.63 
1734539 5 40.36 -2.44 29.28 -2.42 
1734736 5 -24.48 -5.54 29.44 .^54 
1735268 14 -18.29 —2.09 17.11 -2.10 
1736388 25 11.14 —3.68 13.82 -3.70 
1736393 12 12.19 -3.47 21.02 -3.52 
1736888 24 10.94 —3.48 13.49 -3.55 
1736995 33 -5.24 -0.39 13.40 -0.38 
1737179 22 —6.89 -1.74 14.28 -1.75 
1737269 16 6.41 -3.12 17.95 -3.11 
1737300 12 -1.63 -1.30 18.52 -1.31 
1737550 11 16.94 2.53 20.30 2.56 20.33 
1737741 11 24.68 -6.05 20.63 -6.09 
1737742 18 -38.19 -4.06 15.40 -4.11 
1737749 30 -4.66 -1.00 11.95 -1.00 
1738143 20 7.49 .^49 14.50 -n5.56 
1738182 15 -27.40 -4.72 17.38 -4.78 
1738277 7 -7.87 -2.39 23.86 -2.39 
1738484 11 5.28 -2.21 19.01 —2.23 
1738507 12 9.35 -5.15 18.67 -5.18 
1738514 12 35.39 -1.93 18.96 -1.94 
1738998 25 -11.17 -5.81 13.46 -5.89 
1739490 30 9.42 -0.20 12.60 -0.17 
1739498 38 -4.90 .^93 11.26 -4.98 
1739500 19 -1.57 -4.06 14.86 -4.09 
1739506 18 -6.27 -0.73 17.61 -0.70 
1739744 24 —0.88 -1.28 13.83 -1.29 
1739834 23 -9.34 -1.85 13.18 -1.90 
1739877 25 -17.69 -1.60 13.00 -1.62 
1739979 71 -13.29 -2.97 9.29 —3.00 
1740004 13 -5.56 0.32 18.19 0.33 
1740028 7 -4.22 -0.94 24.15 —0.93 
1740146 26 -2.37 -6.94 13.80 -6.98 
1740168 26 -35.56 -1.55 13.15 -1.56 
1740363 17 -17.55 -2.98 15.92 —3.00 
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Table A1.4 (continued) 
Sire id 
•i di i^ jv(dj-d.) 
1740646 26 —0.39 -1.69 12.83 -1.68 
1740777 33 -11.86 -1.24 11.95 -1.26 
1740983 12 -1.91 -0.76 20.05 -0.75 
1741021 16 -4.70 -1.90 15.67 -1.92 
1741028 15 -4.56 0.43 17.96 0.49 
1741090 26 5.90 -2.49 13.22 -2.52 
1741254 20 -27.15 -0.54 15.27 -0.51 
1741326 18 -11.31 —3.09 15.38 -3.12 
1742162 30 -5.28 -1.58 12.37 -1.60 
1742490 11 22.14 -2.51 19.99 -2.52 
1742627 24 -17.31 -6.46 13.67 —6.56 
1742945 25 2.10 -0.44 13.14 -0.43 
1743677 23 1.68 2.24 13.93 2.34 
1743941 65 -19.04 0.11 9.36 0.11 
1744652 36 -2.93 -1.02 11.34 -1.00 
1744653 37 -3.61 -0.26 11.28 -0.25 
1744958 32 -9.35 -3.94 12.31 -3.96 
1745454 15 -7.95 —3.09 17.66 -3.07 
1745456 15 -17.59 -0.70 16.76 -0.65 
1745584 23 12.75 —0.86 14.56 -0.84 
1745600 18 -4.23 1.81 15.44 1.85 
1746023 27 -8.35 -0.28 13.03 -0.24 
1746041 24 3.08 0.34 15.10 0.38 
1746287 16 —3.60 -3.10 16.07 -3.13 
1746292 24 -21.05 -2.80 14.78 -2.81 
1746448 25 -11.91 —3.39 14.06 -3.40 
1747338 46 0.96 -0.21 10.58 -0.22 
1747412 15 -16.03 0.80 16.58 0.82 
1747640 22 32.29 —3.11 14.99 -3.15 
1747691 31 -4.62 0.05 12.14 0.08 
1748325 25 1.50 -0.04 13.37 0.00 
1748850 24 -4.11 —3.33 13.72 —3.38 
1749256 28 9.30 -2.71 13.00 -2.73 
1749311 28 12.09 -0.44 12.65 -0.41 
1749328 33 10.31 —3.96 12.37 -3.96 
1749387 34 -9.57 -2.49 12.30 -2.50 
1749414 17 -7.44 -0.14 16.17 -0.11 
1749423 31 0.76 0.88 12.55 0.92 
1749584 42 3.80 -1.48 10.87 -1.50 
1749734 27 -0.55 0.96 13.14 1.00 
1749931 38 -2.97 0.09 11.54 0.10 
1750194 166 -5.47 -2.28 6.85 -2.28 
1750307 49 33.72 -3.21 10.89 -3.23 
1750824 29 11.73 -0.50 12.66 -0.48 
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Table Al.4 (continued) 
Sire id < 4 4 fv(dj-dj) 
1750963 39 13.47 -2.29 12.00 -2.29 
1751069 37 -7.30 -5.17 12.06 -5.21 
1751531 30 3.86 —6.03 12.69 —6.08 
1752394 66 -18.31 -1.59 9.87 -1.59 
1752395 58 0.42 -3.09 9.79 -3.13 
1752412 3 29.10 -2.27 33.97 -2.27 
1753344 32 2.97 -1.41 12.22 -1.45 
1753906 40 -10.46 -2.47 11.78 -2.49 
1753945 62 0.31 -4.38 10.05 -4.43 
1754105 30 20.76 -4.17 12.67 -4.23 
1754388 44 5.72 —3.90 11.05 -3.92 
1754653 27 -15.50 -4.89 13.44 -4.96 
1754726 31 5.41 -0.15 12.31 -0.14 
1754949 11 16.04 —5.08 20.22 -5.13 
1755381 32 -27.10 -1.54 12.59 -1.56 
1755729 78 15.14 -1.29 9.48 -1.29 
1757419 13 0.87 -2.73 17.59 -2.74 
1757832 48 23.27 -0.47 11.01 -0.40 
1758831 13 -4.01 -3.24 17.77 -3.25 
1762140 33 6.18 -3.43 12.92 -3.40 
1764562 52 -16.41 0.15 10.47 0.16 
1767920 31 -5.42 -4.36 13.61 -4.37 
1767966 35 -2.76 —0.86 12.12 —0.85 
1769795 35 — .^28 —2.33 12.94 -2.33 
1773289 66 12.20 -2.90 9.92 -2.90 
1773290 42 17.04 -2.18 11.47 -2.19 
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X. APPENDIX 2 
A. An Eaqiiession foi d| 
1. Derivation of 
Using the notation defined in Chapter V, we observe that, for k € 
1 . 'it _ 
".k-'ikj ".k-'ik "'-
is the average production in the kth HYS (average excluding the daughters of the 
ith sire). Thus, for k 6 Sj, 
" ^ i k  ~  ^ i k . ~  [ ? " j k ^ j k .  ~ % . ]  
=  % . [ ^ % k . -
2. Derivation of dj = a-s  ^+ b-e* 
For k 6 S., 
- ( = i + y  [  + w  
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J _ 1 njg ejjj 1 
j V*i »jSk ^  " »r  ^j 
Thus, for k 6 S., 
Vik n^Vi " k-nikj V*j + 5];%°ik. 'Akj^  
° " j#i '*j + 
Averaging the n.^ d.^  ^over all k G Sj, we obtain 
_ s s _ i^k_ e  
j# nj" k€Sj ^ .k'^ ik 
a|s^+b|e* 
as claimed in Section V.D.2.a. 
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3. Variance of b-e* 
Write bje*as 
bje* = 11. + Vj, 
where 
1 n.% 1 n y 
11. = E -—-— S e^ . and v- = —r S 
' nfk«S.".k i^kj ' n?k6S.».k-»ik 
Then, 
var(bje*) = var(uj) + var(v.) + 2cov(uj,Vj). 
Observe that 
i E 
nf keSj ^.k'^ik 
because the ej^  's are independent. Similarly, 
var(v;)= ' var[ 
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and 
-;;^ kes/W """ 
«"(Vi)="iif •• 
^ y °ik°.k „ 2 
^k6S.(n_,_n.,f « 
5j 4k .^k 
^ keSj (n jj-njj^)^ 
It immediately follows that 
var(b|e*) = -  ^ 2 
keS: 
Vik 
H" i^k 
B. The Posterior Distribution of d| and its Moments 
We now derive the posterior distribution of a random variable d = a's + 
b'e* where the subscripts are omitted to simplify the notation. 
Letting w = a's, we have that d = w + b'e*. Clearly, for the special case 
mixed linear model [2.3], 
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i. var(y) = <7^(1 + 7ZZ'), 
ii. var(d) = var(w) + b'var(e*)b, 
and 
iii. cov(y,d) = cov(y,w). 
2 Denote the variance of b'e by a^k. Then, 
n 
var(d) = var(w) + 
Proceeding as in Chapter IV, it is a simple task to show that 
gl(d|y,^  = g*(d|y,^ , 
where g*(d|y,^  is the p.d.f. of a normal distribution with mean and variance 
I O O 
Vg + ffgk = + k). Thus, in the special case of the mixed linear model the 
posterior p.d.f. of d,say f*(d|y), is obtained from expression [4.27] for the posterior 
p.d.f. of w by replacing ^(7) with ^7) + k. 
Further, the distribution whose p.d.f. is f*(d|y), has a first moment equal to 
A 
Eg[^y;7)], and a variance equal to Eg[(Tg(^7)+k)] + varg[^y;7)], where the 
expectation and the variance are defined with respect to the distribution with p.d.f. 
h(#| z). In particular, the posterior variance of d is given by 
Eg[(Te(V(7) + k)] + varg[^y;7)] = Vg + kEgfcTg]. 
